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E la locomotiva sembrava fosse un mostro strano
che l’uomo dominava con il pensiero e con la mano...

Francesco Guccini, La locomotiva, 1972.
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Foreword

At the dawn of the new millennium, robotics is undergoing a major trans-
formation in scope and dimension. From a largely dominant industrial focus,
robotics is rapidly expanding into the challenges of unstructured environ-
ments. Interacting with, assisting, serving, and exploring with humans, the
emerging robots will increasingly touch people and their lives.

The goal of the new series of Springer Tracts in Advanced Robotics
(STAR) is to bring, in a timely fashion, the latest advances and develop-
ments in robotics on the basis of their significance and quality. It is our hope
that the wider dissemination of research developments will stimulate more
exchanges and collaborations among the research community and contribute
to further advancement of this rapidly growing field.

The volume by Gianluca Antonelli is the second edition of a successful
monograph, which was one of the first volumes to be published in the series.
Being focused on an important class of robotic systems, namely underwa-
ter vehicle-manipulator systems, this volume improves the previous material
while expanding the state-of-the-art in the field. New features deal with fault-
tolerant control and coordinated control of autonomous underwater vehicles.

A well-balanced blend of theoretical and experimental results, this volume
represents a fine confirmation in our STAR series!

Naples, Italy Bruno Siciliano,
October 2005 STAR Editor
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Preface to the Second Edition

The purpose of this Second Edition is to add material not covered in the
First Edition as well as streamline and improve the previous material.

The organization of the book has been substantially modified, an intro-
ductory Chapter containing the state of the art has been considered; the
modeling Chapter is substantially unmodified. In Chapter 3 the problem of
controlling a 6-Degrees-Of-Freedoms (DOFs) Autonomous Underwater Ve-
hicle (AUV) is investigated. Chapter 4 is a new Chapter devoted at a survey
of fault detection/tolerant strategies for ROVs/AUVs, it is mainly based
on the Chapter published in [10]. The following Chapter (Chapter 5) re-
ports experimental results obtained with the vehicle ODIN. The following 3
Chapters, from Chapter 6 to Chapter 8 are devoted at presenting kinematic,
dynamic and interaction control strategies for Underwater Vehicle Manipu-
lator Systems (UVMSs); new material has been added thanks also to several
colleagues who provided me with valuable material, I warmly thank all of
them. The content of Chapter 9 is new in this Second Edition and reports
preliminary results on the emerging topic of coordinated control of platoon
of AUVs. Finally, the bibliography has been updated.

The reader might be interested in knowing what she/he will not find in
this book. Since the core of the book is the coordinated control of mani-
pulators mounted on underwater vehicles, control of non-holonomic vehicles
is not dealt with; this is an important topic also in view of the large num-
ber of existing torpedo-like vehicles. Another important aspect concerns the
sensorial apparatus, both from the technological point of view and from the
algorithmic aspect; most of the AUVs are equipped with redundant senso-
rial systems required both for localization/navigation purposes and for fault
detection/tolerant capabilities. Actuation is mainly obtained by means of
thrusters; those are still object of research for the modeling characteristics
and might be the object of improvement in terms of dynamic response.

Cassino, Italy Gianluca Antonelli
January 2006
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Preface to the First Edition

Underwater Robotics have known in the last years an increasing interest
from research and industry. Currently, it is common the use of manned un-
derwater robotics systems to accomplish missions as sea bottom and pipeline
survey, cable maintenance, off-shore structures’ monitoring and maintenance,
collect/release of biological surveys. The strong limit of the use of manned
vehicles is the enormous cost and risk in working in such an hostile environ-
ment. The aim of the research is to progressively make it possible to perform
such missions in a completely autonomous way.

This objective is challenging from the technological as well as from the
theoretical aspects since it implies a wide range of technical and research
topics. Sending an autonomous vehicle in an unknown and unstructured en-
vironment, with limited on-line communication, requires some on board in-
telligence and the ability of the vehicle to react in a reliable way to unexpec-
ted situations. Techniques as artificial intelligence, neural network, discrete
events, fuzzy logic can be useful in this high level mission control. The sensory
system of the vehicle must deal with a noisy and unstructured environment;
moreover, technologies as GPS are not applicable due to the impossibility to
underwater electromagnetic transmission; vision based systems are not fully
reliable due to the generally poor visibility. The actuating system is usually
composed of thrusters and control surfaces; all of them have a non-linear
dynamics and are strongly affected by the hydrodynamic effects.

In this framework the use of a manipulator mounted on a autonomous
vehicle plays an important role. From the control point of view, underwater
robotics is much more challenging with respect to ground robotics since the
former deal with unstructured environments, mobile base, significant external
disturbance, low bandwidth of sensory and actuating systems, difficulty in
the estimation of the dynamic parameters, highly non-linear dynamics.

Referring to Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs), i.e., unthetered,
unmanned vehicles to be used mainly in survey missions, [294, 321] pre-
sent the state of the art of several existing AUVs and their control ar-
chitecture. Currently, there are more than 46 AUV models [321], among
others: ABE of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (MA, USA), MA-
RIUS developed under the Marine Science and Technology Programme of
the IV framework of European Commission (Lisbon, Portugal), ODIN de-
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XVIII Preface to the First Edition

signed at the Autonomous Systems Laboratory of the University of Hawaii
(Honolulu, HI, USA), OTTER from the Monterey Bay Acquarium and St-
anford University (CA, USA), Phoenix and ARIES belonging to the Na-
val Postgraduate School (Monterey, CA, USA), Twin Burgers developed at
the University of Tokyo (Tokyo, Japan), Theseus belonging to ISE Rese-
arch Ltd (Canada). Reference [92] shows the control architecture of VOR-
TEX , a vehicle developed by Inria and Ifremer (France), and OTTER.
Focusing on the low level motion control of AUVs, most of the proposed
control schemes take into account the uncertainty in the model by resor-
ting to an adaptive strategy [83, 91, 126, 130, 138, 314] or a robust ap-
proach [90, 93, 145, 201, 259, 310, 311]. In [145] an estimation of the dynamic
parameters of the vehicle NPS AUV Phoenix is also provided. An overview
of control techniques for AUVs is reported in [127].

As a curiosity, in the Figure below there is a draw of one of the first
manned underwater vehicles. It was found in the Codice Atlantico (Codex
Atlanticus), written by Leonardo Da Vinci between 1480 and 1518, together
with the development of some diver’s devices. Legends say that Leonardo
worked on the idea of an underwater military machine that he further dest-
royed by himself the results judged too dangerous. Maybe the first idea of
an underwater machine is from Aristotle; following the legend he built a ma-
chine: skaphe andros (boat-man) that allowed Alexander the Great to stay
in deep for at least half a day during the war of Tiro in 325 b. C. This is
unrealistic, of course, also considering that the Archimedes’s law was still to
become a reality (around 250 b. C.).

Draw of the manned underwater vehicle developed by Leonardo Da Vinci

The current technology in control of underwater manipulation is limited
to the use of a master/slave approach in which a skilled operator has to
move a master manipulator that works as joystick for the slave manipulator
that is performing the task [56, 287]. The limitations of such a technique
are evident: the operator must be well trained, underwater communication
is hard and a significant delay in the control is experienced. Moreover, if
the task has to be performed in deep waters, a manned underwater vehicle
close to the unmanned vehicle with the manipulator need to be considered
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Preface to the First Edition XIX

to overcome the communication problems thus leading to enormous cost in-
creasing. Few research centers are equipped with an autonomous Underwater
Vehicle-Manipulator System. Among the others:

• ODIN and OTTER can be provided with a one/two link manipulator to
study the interaction of the manipulator and the vehicle in order to execute
automatic retrieval tasks [297];

• on VORTEX a 7-link manipulator (PA10 ) can be mounted with a large
inertia with respect to the vehicle that implies a strong interaction between
them;

• SAUVIM , a semi-autonomous vehicle with an Ansaldo 7-link manipulator
is under development at the Autonomous Systems Laboratory of the Uni-
versity of Hawaii; this vehicle, in the final version, will be able to operate
at the depth of 4000m.

• AMADEUS , an acronym for Advanced MAnipulation for DEep Under-
water Sampling, funded by the European Commission, that involved the
Heriot-Watt University (UK), the Università di Genova (Italy), CNR Isti-
tuto Automazione Navale, (Italy), the Universitat de Barcelona (Spain),
the Institute of Marine Biology of Crete (Greece). The project focused on
the co-ordinated control of two tele-operated underwater Ansaldo 7-link
manipulators and the development of an underwater hand equipped with
a slip sensor.

Focusing on the motion control of UVMSs, [56, 159] present a telemani-
pulated arm; in [192] an intelligent underwater manipulator prototype is
experimentally validated; [67, 68, 69] present some simulation results on
a Composite Dynamics approach for VORTEX/PA10 ; [106] evaluates the
dynamic coupling for a specific UVMS; adaptive approaches are presented
in [124, 197, 198]. Reference [206] reports some interesting experiments of
coordinated control. Very few papers investigated the redundancy resolution
of UVMSs by applying inverse kinematics algorithm with different secondary
tasks [20, 24, 25, 249, 250].

This book deals with the main control aspects in underwater manipula-
tion tasks and dynamic control of AUVs. First, the mathematical model is
discussed; the aspects with significant impact on the control strategy will
be remarked. In Chap. 6, kinematic control for underwater manipulation is
presented. Kinematic control plays a significant role in unstructured robo-
tics where off-line trajectory planning is not a reliable approach; moreover,
the vehicle-manipulator system is often kinematically redundant with respect
to the most common tasks and redundancy resolution algorithms can then
be applied to exploit such characteristic. Dynamic control is then discussed
in Chap. 7; several motion control schemes are analyzed and presented in
this book. Some experimental results with the autonomous vehicle ODIN
(without manipulator) are presented, moreover some theoretical results on
adaptive control of AUVs are discussed. In Chap. 8, the interaction with
the environment is detailed. Such kind of operation is critical in underwater
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XX Preface to the First Edition

manipulation for several reasons that do not allow direct implementation of
the force control strategies developed for ground robotics. Finally, after ha-
ving developed some conclusions, a simulation tool for multi-body systems is
presented. This software package, developed for testing the control strategies
studied along the book, has been designed according to modular requirements
that make it possible to generate generic robotic systems in any desired en-
vironment.

Napoli, August 2002 Gianluca Antonelli
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Notation

In this Chapter, the main acronyms and the notation that will be used in the
work are listed.

AUV Autonomous Underwater Vehicle

CLIK Closed Loop Inverse Kinematics

DOF Degree Of Freedom

EKF Extended Kalman Filter

FD Fault Detection

FIS Fuzzy Inference System

FTC Fault Tolerant Controller

KF Kalman Filter

ROV Remotely Operated Vehicle

TCM Thruster Control Matrix

UUV Unmanned Underwater Vehicle

UVMS Underwater Vehicle-Manipulator System

Σi, O − xyz inertial frame (see Figure 2.1)

Σb, Ob − xbybzb body(vehicle)-fixed frame (see Figure 2.1)

IR, IN Real, Natural numbers

η1 = [x y z ]T ∈ IR3 body(vehicle) position coordinates in the iner-
tial frame (see Figure 2.1)

η2 = [φ θ ψ ]T ∈ IR3 body(vehicle) Euler-angle coordinates in the
inertial frame (see Figure 2.1)

Q = {ε ∈ IR3, η ∈ IR} quaternion expressing the body(vehicle) ori-
entation with respect to the inertial frame

η = [ ηT
1 ηT

2 ]
T ∈ IR6 body(vehicle) position/orientation
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XXII Notation

ηq = [ ηT
1 εT η ]

T ∈ IR7 body(vehicle) position/orientation with the
orientation expressed by quaternions

ν1 = [u v w ]T ∈ IR3 vector representing the linear velocity of the
origin of the body(vehicle)-fixed frame with
respect to the origin of the inertial frame ex-
pressed in the body(vehicle)-fixed frame (see
Figure 2.1)

ν2 = [ p q r ]T ∈ IR3 vector representing the angular velocity of the
body(vehicle)-fixed frame with respect to the
inertial frame expressed in the body(vehicle)-
fixed frame (see Figure 2.1)

ν = [ νT
1 νT

2 ]
T ∈ IR6 vector representing the linear/angular velo-

city in the body(vehicle)-fixed frame

Rβ
α ∈ IR3×3 rotation matrix expressing the transforma-

tion from frame α to frame β

Jk,o(η2) ∈ IR3×3 Jacobian matrix defined in (2.2)

Jk,oq(Q) ∈ IR4×3 Jacobian matrix defined in (2.10)

Je(η2) ∈ IR6×6 Jacobian matrix defined in (2.19)

Je,q(Q) ∈ IR7×6 Jacobian matrix defined in (2.23)

τ 1 = [X Y Z ]T ∈ IR3 vector representing the resultant forces acting
on the rigid body(vehicle) expressed in the
body(vehicle)-fixed frame

τ 2 = [K M N ]T ∈ IR3 vector representing the resultant moment ac-
ting on the rigid body(vehicle) expressed in
the body(vehicle)-fixed frame to the pole Ob

τ v = [ τT
1 τT

2 ]
T ∈ IR6 generalized forces: forces and moments acting

on the vehicle

τ v ∈ IR6 generalized forces in the earth-fixed-frame-
based model defined in (2.53)

n degrees of freedom of the manipulator

q ∈ IRn joint positions

τ q ∈ IRn joint torques

τ = [ τT
v τT

q ]
T ∈ IR6+n generalized forces: vehicle forces and moments

and joint torques

u ∈ IRp control inputs, τ = Bu (see (2.72))
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Notation XXIII

ζ = [ νT
1 νT

2 q̇T ]
T ∈ IR6+n system velocity

Φ ∈ R(6+n)×nθ UVMS regressor defined in (2.73)

θ ∈ Rnθ vector of the dynamic parameters of the
UVMS regressor defined in (2.73)

Φv ∈ R6×nθ,v vehicle regressor defined in (2.54)

θv ∈ Rnθ,v vector of the dynamic parameters of the ve-
hicle regressor defined in (2.54)

ηee1 = [xE yE zE ]T ∈ IR3 position of the end effector in the inertial
frame (denoted with x = [xE yE zE ]T in
the interaction control sections)

ηee2 = [φE θE ψE ]T ∈ IR3 orientation of the end effector in the inertial
frame expressed by Euler angles

νee ∈ IR6 end-effector linear and angular velocities with
respect to the inertial frame expressed in the
end-effector frame

Jk(R
I
B) ∈ IR(6+n)×(6+n) Jacobian matrix defined in (2.58)

Jw(RI
B , q) ∈ IR6×(6+n) Jacobian matrix defined in (2.67)

J(RI
B , q) ∈ IR6×(6+n) Jacobian matrix used in (2.68)

hi
i = f i

i

T
µi
i
T T ∈ IR6 forces and moments exerted by body i− 1 on

body i (see Figure 2.4)

he = [ fT
e µT

e ]
T ∈ IR6 forces and moments at the end effector (see

Figure 2.5)

t ∈ IR time

λmin(max)(X) smallest(largest) eigenvalue of matrix X

diag{x1, . . . , xn} Diagonal matrix filled with xi in the i row, i
column and zero in any other place

blockdiag{X1, . . . ,Xn} Block diagonal matrix filled with matrices
X1, . . . ,Xn in the main diagonal and zero
in any other place

R(X) range of matrix X

ẋ time derivative of the variable x

x 2-norm of the vector x

x̂ X̂ estimate of the vector x (matrix X)

xd desired value of the variable x
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XXIV Notation

x̃ error variable defined as x̃ = xd − x

xT XT transpose of the vector x (matrix X)

xi i th element of the vector x

Xi,j element at row i, column j of the matrix X

X† Moore-Penrose inversion (pseudoinversion) of
matrix X
If X is low rectangular it is

X† = XT XXT
−1

If X is high rectangular it is

X† = XTX
−1

XT

Ir (r × r) identity matrix

Or1×r2 (r1 × r2) null matrix

S(·) ∈ IR3×3 matrix performing the cross product between
two (3 × 1) vectors defined in (2.6)

ρ3 water density

µ fluid dynamic viscosity

Rn Reynolds number

gI gravity acceleration expressed in the inertial
frame
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1. Introduction

One of the first efforts to design an underwater vehicle is due to Leonardo
Da Vinci. It has been found in the Codice Atlantico (Codex Atlanticus),
written between 1480 and 1518, together with the development of some diver’s
devices (see Figure 1.1 and 1.2 where the corresponding page of the Codex is
reported). Legends say that Leonardo worked on the idea of an underwater
military machine and that he further destroyed by himself the results judged
too dangerous.

Fig. 1.1. Page of the Codice Atlantico (around 1500) containing the draw of the
manned underwater vehicle developed by Leonardo Da Vinci

G. Antonelli: Underwater Robots, 2nd Edition, STAR 2, pp. 1–13, 2006.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006
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2 1. Introduction

Maybe the first idea of an underwater machine is from Aristotle; following
the legend he built a machine: skaphe andros (boat-man) that allowed Alex-
ander the Great (Alexander III of Macedon, 356− 323 b. C.) to stay in deep
for at least half a day during the war of Tiro in 325 b. C. This is unrealistic,
of course, also considering that the Archimedes’s law was still to become a
reality (around 250 b. C.).

Fig. 1.2. Particular of the page of the Codice Atlantico containing the draw of the
manned underwater vehicle developed by Leonardo Da Vinci

In August, the 4 th, 2005, in the Pacific sea, in front of the Kamchatka, at
a depth of 200 meters, a Russian manned submarine, the AS-28 , got stacked
into the cables of a underwater radar; at that moment, seven men were in the
vehicle. One day later a British Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV), Scorpio,
was there and, after another day of operations, it was possible to cut the
cables thus allowing the submarine to surface safely. In addition than excep-
tional operations like the one mentioned, underwater robots can be used to
accomplish missions such as sea bottom and pipeline survey, cable mainte-
nance, off-shore structures’ monitoring and maintenance, collect/release of
biological surveys. Currently, most of the operations mentioned above are
achieved via manned underwater vehicles or remotely operated vehicles; in
case of manipulation tasks, moreover, those are performed resorting to remo-
tely operated master-slave systems. The strong limit of the use of manned
vehicles is the enormous cost and risk in working in such an hostile envi-
ronment; the daily operating cost is larger than 8000 € (≈ 10000 $) [323].
The aim of the research is to progressively make it possible to perform such
missions in a completely autonomous way.
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1.1 Underwater Vehicles 3

This objective is challenging from the technological as well as from the
theoretical aspects since it implies a wide range of technical and research
topics. Sending an autonomous vehicle in an unknown and unstructured en-
vironment, with limited on-line communication, requires some on board intel-
ligence and the ability of the vehicle to react in a reliable way to unexpected
situations. The sensory system of the vehicle must deal with a noisy and un-
structured environment; moreover, technologies as GPS (Global Positioning
System) are not applicable due to the impossibility to underwater electro-
magnetic transmission at GPS specific frequencies; vision based systems are
not fully reliable due to the generally poor visibility. The actuating system
is usually composed of thrusters and control surfaces, both of them have a
non-linear dynamics and are strongly affected by the hydrodynamic effects.

The book of T. Fossen [127] is one of the first books dedicated to control
problems of marine systems, the case of surface vehicles, in fact, is also taken
into account. The same author presents, in [128], an updated and extended
version of the topics developed in the first book. Some very interesting talks
about state of the art and direction of the underwater robotics were discussed
by, e.g., J. Yuh in [315, 317], J. Yuh and M. West in [321], T. Ura in [292]. At
the best of our knowledge this is the sole book dedicated to control problems
of underwater robotic systems with particular regard with respect to the
manipulation [8]; this is an emerging topic in which solid experimental results
still need to be achieved.

In this chapter an overview of control problem in underwater robotics is
presented; some of these aspects will be further analyzed along this book.

1.1 Underwater Vehicles

The therm Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) denotes an underwater vehicle
physically linked, via the tether, to an operator that can be on a submarine
or on a surface ship. The tether is in charge of giving power to the vehicle as
well as closing the manned control loop. Autonomous Underwater Vehicles
(AUVs), on the other side, are supposed to be completely autonomous, thus
relying to onboard power system and intelligence. These two types of under-
water vehicles share some control problems, in this case one has to refer to
them as Unmanned Underwater Vehicles (UUVs). In case of missions that re-
quire interaction with the environment, the vehicle can be equipped with one
or more manipulators; in this case the system is usually called Underwater
Vehicle-Manipulator System (UVMS).

Referring to AUVs, [294, 321] present the state of the art of several exi-
sting AUVs and their control architectures. Currently, there are about 100
prototypes in the laboratories all over the world, see e.g., [321]. Among
the others: r2D4 developed at URA laboratory of the University of To-
kyo (Tokyo, Japan, http://underwater.iis.u-tokyo.ac.jp), ABE of the
Deep Submerge Laboratory of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
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4 1. Introduction

(Massachusetts, USA, http://www.dsl.whoi.edu), Odissey IId belonging
to the AUV Laboratory of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Mas-
sachusetts, USA, http://auvlab.mit.edu), ODIN III designed at the Au-
tonomous Systems Laboratory of the University of Hawaii (Hawaii, USA,
http://www.eng.hawaii.edu/∼asl), Phoenix and ARIES , torpedo-like ve-
hicles developed at the Naval Postgraduate School
(California, USA, http://www.cs.nps.navy.mil/research/auv/).

Currently, very few companies sell AUVs; among the others: Bluefin
Corporations (http://www.bluefinrobotics.com) developed, in collabora-
tion with MIT, different AUVs, such as Bluefin 21, for deep operations up
to 4500m; C&C technologies (www.cctechnol.com) designed Hugin 3000,
able to run autonomously for up to 50 h; the Canadian ISE Research Ltd
(http://www.ise.bc.ca) developed several AUVs such as, e.g, Explorer or
Theseus; Hafmynd, in Iceland, designed a very small AUV named Gavia
(http://www.gavia.is); the Danish Maridan (http://www.maridan.dk)
developed the Maridan 600 vehicle.

Fig. 1.3. Sketch of the underwater vehicle-manipulator system SAUVIM, currently
under development at the Autonomous Systems Laboratory of the University of
Hawaii (courtesy of J. Yuh)
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1.3 Actuation 5

The UVMSs are still under development; several laboratories built some
manipulation devices on underwater structures but very few of them can
be considered as capable of autonomous manipulation. SAUVIM (see Fi-
gure 1.3), a semi-autonomous vehicle with an Ansaldo 7-link manipulator is
under development at the Autonomous Systems Laboratory of the Univer-
sity of Hawaii; this vehicle, in the final version, will be able to operate at the
depth of 4000 ts m; preliminary experiments were performed. AMADEUS , an
acronym for Advanced MAnipulation for DEep Underwater Sampling, fun-
ded by the European Commission, that involved the Heriot-Watt University
(UK), the Università di Genova (Italy), the National Research Council-ISSIA
(Italy), the Universitat de Barcelona (Spain), the Institute of Marine Biology
of Crete (Greece). The project focused on the coordinated control of two tele-
operated underwater Ansaldo 7-link manipulators and the development of an
underwater hand equipped with a slip sensor; Figure 1.4 shows a wet test in
a pool. The French company Cybernétix (http://www.cybernetix.fr) sells
hydraulic manipulators mounted on ROVs that can be remotely operated by
means of a joystick or in a master-slave configuration.

1.2 Sensorial Systems

The AUVs need to operate in an unstructured hazardous environment; one of
the major problems with underwater robotics is in the localization task due
to the absence of a single, proprioceptive sensor that measures the vehicle
position and the impossibility to use the GPS under the water. The use of
redundant multi-sensor system, thus, is common in order to perform sensor
fusion tasks and give fault detection and tolerance capability to the vehicle.
To give an idea of the sensors used in underwater robotics, Table 1.1 lists the
sensors and the corresponding measured variable for Unmanned Underwater
Vehicles (UUVs).

As an example, Table 1.2 reports some data of the instrumentations of
the ROV developed at the John Hopkins University [271] and Table 1.3 some
data of the AUV ODIN III [81, 323].

1.3 Actuation

Underwater vehicles are usually controlled by thrusters and/or control sur-
faces. Control surfaces, such as rudders and sterns, are common in cruise
vehicles; those are torpedo-shaped and usually used in cable/pipeline inspec-
tion. The main configuration is not changed in the last century, there is a
main thruster and at least one rudder and one stern, in Figure 1.5 it is repor-
ted the underwater manned vehicle named SLC (Siluro a Lenta Corsa, Slow
Running Torpedo), or maiale (pig), used in the second world war by the Regia
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6 1. Introduction

Fig. 1.4. Coordinated control of two seven-link Ansaldo manipulators during a
wet test in a pool (courtesy of G. Casalino, Genoa Robotics And Automation
Laboratory, Università di Genova and G. Veruggio, National Research Council-
ISSIA, Italy)

Table 1.1. UUV possible instrumentation

sensor measured variable

Inertial System linear acceleration and angular velocity

Pressure-meter vehicle depth

Frontal sonar distance from obstacles

Vertical sonar distance from the bottom

Ground Speed sonar relative velocity vehicle/bottom

Current-meter relative velocity vehicle/current

Global Positioning System absolute position at the surface

Compass orientation

Acoustic baseline absolute position in known area

Vision systems relative position/velocity

Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler water current at several positions
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1.4 Localization 7

Table 1.2. JHUROV instrumentations

measured variable sensor precision update rate

3DOF-vehicle position SHARP acoustic transponder 0.5 cm 10 Hz

depth Foxboro/ICT model n. 15 2.5 cm 20 Hz

heading Litton LN200 IMU Gyro 0.01 deg 20 Hz

roll and pitch KVH ADGC 0.1 deg 10 Hz

heading KVH ADGC 1 deg 10 Hz

Table 1.3. ODIN III sensors update

measured variable sensor update rate

xy vehicle position 8 sonars 3 Hz

depth pressure sensor 30 Hz

roll, pitch and yaw IMU 30 Hz

Marina Italiana (Royal Italian Navy). Since the force/moment provided by
the control surfaces is function of the velocity and it is null in hovering, they
are not useful to manipulation missions in which, due to the manipulator
interaction, full control of the vehicle is required.

The relationship between the force/moment acting on the vehicle and the
control input of the thrusters is highly nonlinear. It is function of some struc-
tural variables such as: the density of the water; the tunnel cross-sectional
area; the tunnel length; the volumetric flowrate between input-output of the
thrusters and the propeller diameter. The state of the dynamic system de-
scribing the thrusters is constituted by the propeller revolution, the speed of
the fluid going into the propeller and the input torque.

A detailed theoretical and experimental analysis of thrusters’ behavior
can be found in [40, 147, 176, 289, 300, 309]. In [128] a chapter is dedicated
to modelling and control of marine thrusters. Roughly speaking, thrusters are
the main cause of limit cycle in vehicle positioning and bandwidth constraint.
In [178] the thruster model is explicitly taken into account in the control law.
Reference [270] presents experimental results on the performance of model-
based control law for AUVs in presence of model mismatching and thrusters’
saturation.

1.4 Localization

The position and attitude of a free floating vehicle is not measurable by the
use of a single, internal sensor. This poses the problem of estimating the
AUV’s position. As detailed above, several sensors are normally mounted
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8 1. Introduction

Fig. 1.5. Pig , manned vehicle used by the Royal Italian Navy during the second
world war in the Mediterranean Sea. The thruster and the group rudder/stern can
be observed in the bottom left angle of the photo

on an AUV in order to implement sensor fusion algorithms and obtain an
estimation more reliable than by using a single sensor.

Among the possible methods is the use of baseline acoustics, those rely
on the use of transmitters/receivers mounted on the vehicle and on known
locations needed for triangulations. In same cases one single module can be
used and mounted on a surface vehicle the position of which is acquired by
means of a GPS. In case of partially structured environments, such as harbors,
transmitters/receivers at known positions can be easily deployed. In absence
of baseline acoustics there is the need to measure a time derivatives of the
vehicle position such as the acceleration with the IMU or the velocity with
a Ground Speed sonar fused with the vehicle orientation measurements. It
is well known in estimation theory, however, that the time integration of a
measurement leads to the Brownian motion, or random walk , i.e., a stochastic
model whose variance grows linearly with the elapsed time. After some time,
thus, the estimation is useless and a reset of the error is necessary by, e.g.,
surfacing the vehicle and measuring its real position with a GPS. Finally,
when the vehicle uses sonar or video-cameras it can measure several time its
relative position with respect to a fixed feature; this information can be used
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1.5 AUVs’ Control 9

in a, e.g., Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) to improve the estimation of the
vehicle’s position.

This topic is treated, among the others, in [98, 134, 139, 221, 269, 290,
304].

1.5 AUVs’ Control

Control of AUVs’ is challenging, in fact, even though this problem is kine-
matically similar to the widely studied one of controlling a free-floating rigid
body in a six-dimensional space, the underwater environment makes the dy-
namics to be faced quite different. An overview of the main control techniques
for AUVs can be found, e.g., in [127, 128].

Fig. 1.6. Possible scenario of mine countermeasure using an AUV platoon (courtesy
of SACLANT Undersea Research Center, North Atlantic Treaty Organization)

A main difference in control of underwater vehicles is related to the type
of actuation; cruise vehicles, in fact, are usually actuated by means of one
thruster and several control surfaces; they are under-actuated and mainly
controlled in the surge, sway and heave directions. On the other hand, if a
vehicle is conceived for manipulation tasks it is required that it is actuated
in all the DOFs even at very low velocities; 6 or more thrusters are then
designed.
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10 1. Introduction

An example of cruise vehicle is ARIEL, belonging to the Naval Postgra-
duate School; a detailed description and its command and control subsystems
are provided in [201]. In [145], the control system of the NPS AUV II is gi-
ven together with experimental results. Control laws for cruise vehicles are
usually designed at a nominal velocity since the vehicle is designed for ex-
ploration or cable tracking missions, see, e.g., [41] for a pipeline tracking
with Twin-Burger 2. The homing operation needs specific algorithms, [116]
presents experimental results performed with the vehicle Odyssey IIb, of an
homing system based on an electromagnetic guidance rather than an acoustic
signal.

Research efforts have been devoted at controlling fully actuated underwa-
ter vehicle, in particular at very low velocity or performing a station keeping
task. This topic will be discussed in Chapter 3, some experimental results is
given in Chapter 5.

Identification of the dynamic parameters of underwater robotic structures
is a very challenging task due to the model characteristics, i.e., non-linear and
coupled dynamics, difficulty in obtaining effective data; the interested reader
can refer to [2, 62, 111, 271].

An emerging topic is also constituted by control of platoon of AUVs, see,
e.g., the work of [27, 179, 276]. In Figure 1.6, a possible scenario of mine
countermeasure using a platoon of AUVs under study at the SACLANT Un-
dersea Research Center of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)
is given.

In Figure 1.7, one of the AUVs developed at the Virginia Tech is shown,
these vehicles will be very small in size and cheap with most of the compo-
nents custom-engineered [132].

A brief discussion on control of multi-AUVs is given in Chapter 9.

Fig. 1.7. One of the vehicles constituting the platoon of AUVs developed at the
Virginia Tech (courtesy of D. Stilwell)
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1.7 Future Perspectives 11

1.5.1 Fault Detection/Tolerance for UUVs

ROVS and AUVs are complex systems engaged in missions in un-structured,
unsafe environments for which the degree of autonomy becomes a crucial
issue. In this sense, the capability to detect and tolerate faults is a key to
successfully terminate the mission or recuperate the vehicle. An overview of
fault detection and fault tolerance algorithms, specifically designed for UUVs
is presented in Chapter 4.

In Figure 1.8, the vehicle Romeo operating over thermal vents in the
Milos Island, Aegean Sea, Greece, is shown; this vehicle has been built
at the RobotLab, National Research Council (CNR-ISSIA), Genova, Italy
(http://www.robotlab.ian.ge.cnr.it/). This vehicle has been object of
several experimental studies on fault detection/tolerance algorithms.

1.6 UVMS’ Coordinated Control

The use of Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) equipped with a ma-
nipulator (UVMS) to perform complex underwater tasks give rise to chal-
lenging control problems involving nonlinear, coupled, and high-dimensional
systems. Currently, the state of the art is represented by tele-operated ma-
ster/slave architectures; few research centers are equipped with autonomous
systems [180, 321].

The core of this monograph is dedicated to this topic, in Chapter 6 the
kinematic control will be discussed, Chapter 7 presents dynamic control laws
for UVMSs and Chapter 8 shows some interaction control schemes.

1.7 Future Perspectives

Underwater robotics research is an interesting topic. Current technology al-
lows to safely run long duration missions that involve one single AUV, e.g., as
in the case of the Naval Postgraduate School or the Ura laboratory vehicles,
or to execute manned-in-the-loop manipulation tasks. There are, however,
research topics that need to be further investigated.

The UVMSs need to be studied in the field; from the theoretical aspect,
in fact, many of the associated problems have been studied and, possibly,
solved: kinematic and dynamic control laws, as well as interaction control
laws have been designed and successfully simulated. Few experimental set-up
have also been used; these, however, reproduced only oversimplified environ-
ments. Interesting results might be achieved by means of a fully actuated
autonomous underwater vehicle carrying a 6-DOF manipulator.

The actuating system might be improved in an effort to reduce the limit
cycles caused by the thrusters’ dynamics at very low velocities; new blade
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12 1. Introduction

Fig. 1.8. Romeo operating over thermal vents in the Milos Island, Aegean Sea,
Greece, during the final demo of the EC-funded project ARAMIS (courtesy of
M. Caccia, National Research Council-ISSIA, Italy)

profiles, e.g., might be studied in order to linearize the input-output thruster
relationships.

The sensory system is also still object of research; recent advances con-
cern the possibility to practically achieve Simultaneously Localization And
Mapping (SLAM) with one AUV or perform sensor fusion by the use of pla-
toon of AUVs. In the case of SAUVIM, a passive manipulator is considered
with 6 DOFs in charge of measuring the vehicle position/orientation when
the UVMS is close to a structure.
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1.7 Future Perspectives 13

In ground and aerial robotics the topic of controlling platoon of vehicles
is being studied since longtime; this is an emerging topic also for platoon of
AUVs where specific dynamic considerations, communication limitations and
control constraints need to be taken into account.
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2. Modelling of Underwater Robots

“We have Einstein’s space, de Sitter’s spaces, expanding universes, contrac-
ting universes, vibrating universes, mysterious universes. In fact the pure
mathematician may create universes just by writing down an equation, and
indeed, if he is an individualist he can have an universe of his own”.

J.J. Thomson, around 1919.

2.1 Introduction

In this Chapter the mathematical model of UVMSs is derived. Modeling of
rigid bodies moving in a fluid or underwater manipulators has been studied
in literature by, among others, [137, 156, 157, 174, 182, 189, 203, 242, 255,
256, 285, 286], where a deeper discussion of specific aspects can be found.
In [224], the model of two UVMSs holding the same rigid object is derived.

2.2 Rigid Body’s Kinematics

A rigid body is completely described by its position and orientation with
respect to a reference frame Σi, O−xyz that it is supposed to be earth-fixed
and inertial. Let define η1 ∈ IR3 as

η1 =

x
y
z

 ,

the vector of the body position coordinates in a earth-fixed reference frame.
The vector η̇1 is the corresponding time derivative (expressed in the earth-
fixed frame). If one defines

ν1 =

 u
v
w


as the linear velocity of the origin of the body-fixed frame Σb, Ob − xbybzb
with respect to the origin of the earth-fixed frame expressed in the body-
fixed frame (from now on: body-fixed linear velocity) the following relation
between the defined linear velocities holds:

G. Antonelli: Underwater Robots, 2nd Edition, STAR 2, pp. 15–44, 2006.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006
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16 2. Modelling of Underwater Robots

ν1 = RB
I η̇1 , (2.1)

where RB
I is the rotation matrix expressing the transformation from the

inertial frame to the body-fixed frame.
In the following, two different attitude representations will be introduced:

Euler angles and Euler parameters or quaternion. In marine terminology
is common the use of Euler angles while several control strategies use the
quaternion in order to avoid the representation singularities that might arise
by the use of Euler angles.

Table 2.1. Common notation for marine vehicle’s motion

forces and
moments ν1,ν2 η1,η2

motion in the x-direction surge X u x

motion in the y-direction sway Y v y

motion in the z-direction heave Z w z

rotation about the x-axis roll K p φ

rotation about the y-axis pitch M q θ

rotation about the z-axis yaw N r ψ

2.2.1 Attitude Representation by Euler Angles

Let define η2 ∈ IR3 as

η2 =

 φ
θ
ψ


the vector of body Euler-angle coordinates in a earth-fixed reference frame. In
the nautical field those are commonly named roll, pitch and yaw angles and
corresponds to the elementary rotation around x, y and z in fixed frame [254].
The vector η̇2 is the corresponding time derivative (expressed in the inertial
frame). Let define

ν2 =

 p
q
r


as the angular velocity of the body-fixed frame with respect to the earth-fixed
frame expressed in the body-fixed frame (from now on: body-fixed angular
velocity). The vector η̇2 does not have a physical interpretation and it is
related to the body-fixed angular velocity by a proper Jacobian matrix:

ν2 = Jk,o(η2)η̇2 . (2.2)
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2.2 Rigid Body’s Kinematics 17

The matrix Jk,o ∈ IR3×3 can be expressed in terms of Euler angles as:

Jk,o(η2) =

 1 0 −sθ
0 cφ cθsφ
0 −sφ cθcφ

 , (2.3)

where cα and sα are short notations for cos(α) and sin(α), respectively. Ma-
trix Jk,o(η2) is not invertible for every value of η2. In detail, it is

J−1
k,o(η2) =

1

cθ

 1 sφsθ cφsθ
0 cφcθ −cθsφ
0 sφ cφ

 , (2.4)

that it is singular for θ = (2l + 1)π2 rad, with l ∈ IN, i.e., for a pitch angle
of ±π

2 rad.

The rotation matrix RB
I , needed in (2.1) to transform the linear velocities,

is expressed in terms of Euler angles by the following:

RB
I (η2) =

 cψcθ sψcθ −sθ
−sψcφ + cψsθsφ cψcφ + sψsθsφ sφcθ
sψsφ + cψsθcφ −cψsφ + sψsθcφ cφcθ

 . (2.5)

Table 2.1 shows the common notation used for marine vehicles according
to the SNAME notation ([272]), Figure 2.1 shows the defined frames and the
elementary motions.

2.2.2 Attitude Representation by Quaternion

To overcome the possible occurrence of representation singularities it might
be convenient to resort to non-minimal attitude representations. One possible
choice is given by the quaternion. The term quaternion was introduced by
Hamilton in 1840, 70 years after the introduction of a four-parameter rigid-
body attitude representation by Euler. In the following, a short introduction
to quaternion is given.

By defining the mutual orientation between two frames of common origin
in terms of the rotation matrix

Rk(δ) = cosδI3 + (1 − cosδ)kkT − sinδS(k) ,

where δ is the angle and k ∈ IR3 is the unit vector of the axis expressing the
rotation needed to align the two frames, I3 is the (3 × 3) identity matrix,
S(x) is the matrix operator performing the cross product between two (3×1)
vectors

S(x) =

 0 −x3 x2

x3 0 −x1

−x2 x1 0

 , (2.6)

the unit quaternion is defined as
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18 2. Modelling of Underwater Robots

earth-fixed

O
x

z

y

η1

body-fixed

Ob

xb

zb

yb

u, surge

w, heave

v, sway

p, roll

r, yaw

q, pitch

Fig. 2.1. Frames and elementary vehicle’s motion

Q = {ε, η}
with

ε = ksin
δ

2
,

η = cos
δ

2
,

where η ≥ 0 for δ ∈ [−π, π] rad. This restriction is necessary for uniqueness
of the quaternion associated to a given matrix, in that the two quaternion
{ε, η} and {−ε,−η} represent the same orientation, i.e., the same rotation
matrix.

The unit quaternion satisfies the condition

η2 + εTε = 1 . (2.7)

The relationship between ν2 and the time derivative of the quaternion is
given by the quaternion propagation equations

ε̇ =
1

2
ην2 +

1

2
S(ε)ν2 , (2.8)

η̇ = −1

2
εTν2 , (2.9)

that can be rearranged in the form:

ε̇
η̇

= Jk,oq(Q)ν2 =
1

2


η −ε3 ε2

ε3 η −ε1

−ε2 ε1 η
−ε1 −ε2 −ε3

ν2 . (2.10)

The matrix Jk,oq(Q) satisfies:
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2.2 Rigid Body’s Kinematics 19

JT
k,oqJk,oq =

1

4
I3 ,

that allows to invert the mapping (2.10) yielding:

ν2 = 4JT
k,oq

ε̇
η̇

.

For completeness the rotation matrix RB
I , needed to compute (2.1), in

terms of quaternion is given:

RB
I (Q) =

 1 − 2(ε2
2 + ε2

3) 2(ε1ε2 + ε3η) 2(ε1ε3 − ε2η)
2(ε1ε2 − ε3η) 1 − 2(ε2

1 + ε2
3) 2(ε2ε3 + ε1η)

2(ε1ε3 + ε2η) 2(ε2ε3 − ε1η) 1 − 2(ε2
1 + ε2

2)

 . (2.11)

2.2.3 Attitude Error Representation

Let now define RI
B ∈ IR3×3 as the rotation matrix from the body-fixed frame

to the earth-fixed frame, which is also described by the quaternion Q, and
RI

d ∈ IR3×3 the rotation matrix from the frame expressing the desired vehicle
orientation to the earth-fixed frame, which is also described by the quaternion
Qd = {εd, ηd}. One possible choice for the rotation matrix necessary to align
the two frames is

R = RIT

B RI
d = RB

I RI
d ,

where RB
I = RI

B

T
. The quaternion Q = {ε̃, η̃} associated with R can

be obtained directly from R or computed by composition (quaternion pro-

duct): Q = Q−1 ∗ Qd, where Q−1 = {−ε, η}:
ε̃ = ηεd − ηdε + S(εd)ε, (2.12)

η̃ = ηηd + εTεd . (2.13)

Since the quaternion associated with R = I3 (i.e. representing two aligned

frames) is Q = {0, 1}, it is sufficient to represent the attitude error as ε̃.
The quaternion propagation equations can be rewritten also in terms of

the error variables:

˙̃ε =
1

2
η̃ν̃2 +

1

2
S(ε̃)ν̃2 , (2.14)

˙̃η = −1

2
ε̃Tν̃2 , (2.15)

where ν̃2 = ν2,d − ν2 is the angular velocity error expressed in body-fixed
frame. Defining

z =
ε̃
η̃

,

the relations in (2.14)–(2.15) can be rewritten in the form:
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20 2. Modelling of Underwater Robots

ż =
1

2

η̃I3 + S(ε̃)
−ε̃T ν̃2 = Jk,oq(z)ν̃2 (2.16)

The equations above are given in terms of the body-fixed angular velocity.
In fact, they will be used in the control laws of Chap. 7. The generic expression
of the propagation equations is the following:

ε̇
a

ba =
1

2
E(Qba)ω

a
ba ,

η̇ba = −1

2
εa

T

ba ωa
ba ,

with

E(Qba) = ηbaI3 − S(εaba).

where Qba = {εaba, ηba} is the quaternion associated to Ra
b = RT

aRb and the
angular velocity ωa

ba = RT
a (ωb − ωa) of the frame Σb relative to the frame

Σa, expressed in the frame Σa.

Quaternion from Rotation Matrix

It can be useful to recall the procedure needed to extract the quaternion from
the rotation matrix [127, 261].

Given a generic rotation matrix R:

1. compute the trace of R according to:

R4,4 = tr(R) =

3

j=1

Rj,j

2. compute the index i according to:

Ri,i = max(R1,1, R2,2, R3,3, R4,4)

3. define the scalar ci as:

|ci| = 1 + 2Ri,i −R4,4

in which the sign can be plus or minus.
4. compute the other three values of c by knowing the following relations-

hips:

c4c1 = R3,2 −R2,3

c4c2 = R1,3 −R3,1

c4c3 = R2,1 −R1,2

c2c3 = R3,2 + R2,3

c3c1 = R1,3 + R3,1

c1c2 = R2,1 + R1,2

simply dividing the equations in which ci is involved by ci itself.
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2.2 Rigid Body’s Kinematics 21

5. compute the quaternion Q by the following:

[ ε η ]
T

=
1

2
[ c1 c2 c3 c4 ]

T
.

Quaternion from Euler Angles

The transformation from Euler angles to quaternion is always possible, i.e.,
it is not affected by the occurrence of representation singularities [127]. This
implies that the use of quaternion to control underwater vehicles is compatible
with the common use of Euler angles to express the desired trajectory of the
vehicle.

The algorithm consists in computing the rotation matrix expressed in
Euler angles by (2.5) and using the procedure described in the previous subs-
ection to extract the corresponding quaternion.

2.2.4 6-DOFs Kinematics

It is useful to collect the kinematic equations in 6-dimensional matrix forms.
Let us define the vector η ∈ IR6 as

η =
η1

η2
(2.17)

and the vector ν ∈ IR6 as

ν =
ν1

ν2
, (2.18)

and by defining the matrix Je(R
I
B) ∈ IR6×6

Je(R
I
B) =

RB
I O3×3

O3×3 Jk,o
, (2.19)

where the rotation matrix RB
I given in (2.5) and Jk,o is given in (2.3), it is

ν = Je(R
I
B)η̇. (2.20)

The inverse mapping, given the block-diagonal structure of Je, is given by:

η̇ = J−1
e (RI

B)ν =
RI

B O3×3

O3×3 J−1
k,o

ν , (2.21)

where J−1
k,o is given in (2.4).

On the other side, it is possible to represent the orientation by means of
quaternions. Let us define the vector ηq ∈ IR7 as

ηq =

η1

ε
η

 (2.22)
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22 2. Modelling of Underwater Robots

and the matrix Je,q(R
I
B) ∈ IR6×7

Je,q(R
I
B) =

RB
I O3×4

O3×3 4JT
k,oq

, (2.23)

where Jk,oq is given in (2.10); it is

ν = Je,q(R
I
B)η̇e . (2.24)

The inverse mapping is given by:

η̇e =
RI

B O3×3

O4×3 Jk,oq
ν . (2.25)

2.3 Rigid Body’s Dynamics

Several approaches can be considered when deriving the equations of motion
of a rigid body. In the following, the Newton-Euler formulation will be briefly
summarized.

The motion of a generic system of material particles subject to external
forces can be described by resorting to the fundamental principles of dynamics
(Newton’s laws of motion). Those relate the resultant force and moment to
the time derivative of the linear and angular momentum.

Let ρ be the density of a particle of volume dV of a rigid body B, ρdV
is the corresponding mass denoted by the position vector p in an inertial
frame O − xyz. Let also VB be the the body volume and

m =
VB

ρdV

be the total mass. The center of mass of B is defined as

pC =
1

m VB
pρdV.

The linear momentum of the body B is defined as the vector

l =
VB

ṗρdV = mṗC .

For a system with constant mass, the Newton’s law of motion for the linear
part

f = l̇ = m
d

dt
ṗC (2.26)

can be rewritten simply by the Newton’s equations of motion:

f = mp̈C (2.27)

where f is the resultant of the external forces.
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2.3 Rigid Body’s Dynamics 23

Let us define the Inertia tensor of the body B relative to the pole O:

IO =
VB

ST(p)S(p)ρdV,

where S is the skew-symmetric operator defined in (2.6). The matrix IO is
symmetric and positive definite. The positive diagonal elements IOxx, IOyy,
IOzz are the inertia moments with respect to the three coordinate axes of
the reference frame. The off diagonal elements are the products of inertia.

The relationship between the inertia tensor in two different frames IO
and IO, related by a rotation matrix R, with the same pole O, is the following:

IO = RIORT.

The change of pole is related by the Steiner’s theorem:

IO = IC + mST(pC)S(pC),

where IC is the inertial tensor relative to the center of mass, when expressed
in a frame parallel to the frame in which IO is defined.

Notice that O can be either a fixed or moving pole. In case of a fixed pole
the elements of the inertia tensor are function of time. A suitable choice of
the pole might be a point fixed to the rigid body in a way to obtain a constant
inertia tensor. Moreover, since the inertia tensor is symmetric positive definite
is always possible to find a frame in which the matrix attains a diagonal form,
this frame is called principal frame, also, if the pole coincides with the center
of mass, it is called central frame. This is true also if the body does not have
a significant geometric symmetry.

Let Ω be any point in space and pΩ the corresponding position vector.
Ω can be either moving or fixed with respect to the reference frame. The
angular momentum of the body B relative to the pole Ω is defined as the
vector:

kΩ =
VB

ṗ × (pΩ − p) ρdV. (2.28)

Taking into account the definition of center of mass, (2.28) can be rewritten
in the form:

kΩ = ICω + mṗC × (pΩ − pC) , (2.29)

where ω is the angular velocity.
The resultant moment µΩ with respect to the pole Ω of a rigid body

subject to n external forces f1, . . . ,fn is:

µΩ =

n

i=1

f i × (pΩ − pi) .

In case of a system with constant mass and rigid body, the angular part
of the Newton’s law of motion
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24 2. Modelling of Underwater Robots

µΩ = k̇Ω

yields the Euler equations of motion:

µΩ = IΩω̇ + ω × (IΩω) . (2.30)

The right-hand side of the Newton and Euler equations of motion, (2.27)
and (2.30), are defined inertial forces and inertial moments, respectively.

2.3.1 Rigid Body’s Dynamics in Matrix Form

To derive the equations of motion in matrix form it is useful to refer the
quantities to a body-fixed frame Ob−xbybzb using the body-fixed linear and
angular velocities that has been introduced in Section 2.2.

The following relationships hold:

pΩ − pC = RI
BrbC (2.31)

Ṙ
I

B · = ω × (RI
B ·) (2.32)

RB
I ω × RI

B · = ν2 × · (2.33)

ω = RI
Bν2 (2.34)

ω̇ = RI
Bν̇2 (2.35)

ṗC = RI
B(ν1 + ν2 × rbC) (2.36)

IC = RI
BIbCRB

I (2.37)

where, according to the (2.31), rbC is the vector position from the origin of
the body-fixed frame to the center of mass expressed in the body-fixed frame
(ṙbC = 0 for a rigid body).

Equation (2.26) can be rewritten in terms of the linear body-fixed veloci-
ties as

f = m
d

dt
RI

B ν1 + ν2 × rbC

= mRI
B ν̇1 + ν̇2 × rbC + ν2 × ṙbC + mω × RI

B(ν1 + ν2 × rbC),

Premultiplying by RB
I and defining as

τ 1 =

X
Y
Z

 ,

the resultant forces acting on the rigid body expressed in a body-fixed frame,
and as

τ 2 =

K
M
N

 ,

the corresponding resultant moment to the pole Ob, one obtains:
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2.4 Hydrodynamic Effects 25

τ 1 = mν̇1 + mν̇2 × rbC + mν2 × ν1 + mν2 × (ν2 × rbC).

Equation (2.29) is written in an inertial frame. It is possible to rewrite
the angular momentum in terms of the body-fixed velocities:

kΩ = RI
B IbCν2 + mν1 × rbC . (2.38)

Derivating (2.38) one obtains:

τ I
2 = ω × RI

B IbCν2 + mν1 × rbC + RI
B IbC ν̇2 + mν̇1 × rbC ,

that, using the relations above, can be written in the form:

τ 2 = IbC ν̇2 + ν2 × (IbCν2) + mν2 × (ν1 × rbC) + mν̇1 × rbC .

It is now possible to rewrite the Newton-Euler equations of motion of a
rigid body moving in the space. It is:

MRBν̇ + CRB(ν)ν = τ v, (2.39)

where

τ v =
τ 1

τ 2
.

The matrix MRB is constant, symmetric and positive definite, i.e.,
ṀRB = O, MRB = MT

RB > O. Its unique parametrization is in the form:

MRB =
mI3 −mS(rbC)

mS(rbC) IOb

,

where I3 is the (3×3) identity matrix, and IOb
is the inertia tensor expressed

in the body-fixed frame.
On the other hand, it does not exist a unique parametrization of the

matrix CRB , representing the Coriolis and centripetal terms. It can be de-
monstrated that the matrix CRB can always be parameterized such that it
is skew-symmetrical, i.e.,

CRB(ν) = −CT
RB(ν) ∀ν ∈ IR6 ,

explicit expressions for CRB can be found, e.g., in [127].
Notice that (2.39) can be greatly simplified if the origin of the body-fixed

frame is chosen coincident with the central frame, i.e., rbC = 0 and IOb
is a

diagonal matrix.

2.4 Hydrodynamic Effects

In this Section the major hydrodynamic effects on a rigid body moving in a
fluid will be briefly discussed.

The theory of fluidodynamics is rather complex and it is difficult to deve-
lop a reliable model for most of the hydrodynamic effects. A rigorous analysis
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26 2. Modelling of Underwater Robots

for incompressible fluids would need to resort to the Navier-Stokes equations
(distributed fluid-flow). However, in this book modeling of the hydrodynamic
effects in a context of automatic control is considered. In literature, it is well
known that kinematic and dynamic coupling between vehicle and manipula-
tor can not be neglected [182, 203, 204, 206], while most of the hydrodynamic
effects have no significant influence in the range of the operative velocities.

2.4.1 Added Mass and Inertia

When a rigid body is moving in a fluid, the additional inertia of the fluid
surrounding the body, that is accelerated by the movement of the body, has
to be considered. This effect can be neglected in industrial robotics since
the density of the air is much lighter than the density of a moving mecha-
nical system. In underwater applications, however, the density of the water,
ρ ≈ 1000 kg/m

3
, is comparable with the density of the vehicles. In particu-

lar, at 0◦, the density of the fresh water is 1002.68 kg/m3; for sea water with
3.5% of salinity it is ρ = 1028.48 kg/m3.

The fluid surrounding the body is accelerated with the body itself, a force
is then necessary to achieve this acceleration; the fluid exerts a reaction force
which is equal in magnitude and opposite in direction. This reaction force is
the added mass contribution. The added mass is not a quantity of fluid to
add to the system such that it has an increased mass. Different properties
hold with respect to the (6 × 6) inertia matrix of a rigid body due to the
fact that the added mass is function of the body’s surface geometry. As an
example, the inertia matrix is not necessarily positive definite.

The hydrodynamic force along xb due to the linear acceleration in the xb-
direction is defined as:

XA = −Xu̇u̇ where Xu̇ =
∂X

∂u̇
,

where the symbol ∂ denotes the partial derivative. In the same way it is pos-
sible to define all the remaining 35 elements that relate the 6 force/moment
components [X Y Z K M N ]T to the 6 linear/angular accelera-
tion [ u̇ v̇ ẇ ṗ q̇ ṙ ]T. These elements can be grouped in the Added
Mass matrix MA ∈ IR6×6. Usually, all the elements of the matrix are diffe-
rent from zero.

There is no specific property of the matrix MA. For certain frequencies
and specific bodies, such as catamarans, negative diagonal elements have
been documented [127]. However, for completely submerged bodies it can be
considered MA > O. Moreover, if the fluid is ideal, the body’s velocity is low,
there are no currents or waves and frequency independence it holds [214]:

MA = MT
A > O. (2.40)

The added mass has also an added Coriolis and centripetal contribution. It
can be demonstrated that the matrix expression can always be parameterized
such that:
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2.4 Hydrodynamic Effects 27

CA(ν) = −CT
A(ν) ∀ν ∈ IR6.

If the body is completely submerged in the water, the velocity is low
and it has three planes of symmetry as common for underwater vehicles, the
following structure of matrices MA and CA can therefore be considered:

MA = − diag {Xu̇, Yv̇, Zẇ,Kṗ,Mq̇, Nṙ} ,

CA =


0 0 0 0 −Zẇw Yv̇v
0 0 0 Zẇw 0 −Xu̇u
0 0 0 −Yv̇v Xu̇u 0
0 −Zẇw Yv̇v 0 −Nṙr Mq̇q

Zẇw 0 −Xu̇u Nṙr 0 −Kṗp
−Yv̇v Xu̇u 0 −Mq̇q Kṗp 0

 .

The added mass coefficients can be theoretically derived exploiting the
geometry of the rigid body and, eventually, its symmetry [127], by applying
the strip theory. For a cylindrical rigid body of mass m, length L, with circular
section of radius r, the following added mass coefficients can be derived [127]:

Xu̇ = −0.1m

Yv̇ = −πρr2L

Zẇ = −πρr2L

Kṗ = 0

Mq̇ = − 1

12
πρr2L

3

Nṙ = − 1

12
πρr2L

3
.

Notice that, despite (2.40), in this case it is MA ≥ O. This result is due
to the geometrical approach to the derivation of MA. As a matter of fact,
if a sphere submerged in a fluid is considered, it can be observed that a
pure rotational motion of the sphere does not involve any fluid movement,
i.e., it is not necessary to add an inertia term due to the fluid. This small
discrepancy is just an example of the difficulty in representing with a closed
set of equations a distributed phenomenon as fluid movement.

In [220] the added mass coefficients for an ellipsoid are derived.
In [145], and in the Appendix, the coefficients for the experimental ve-

hicle NPS AUV Phoenix are reported. These coefficients have been experi-
mentally derived and, since the vehicle can work at a maximum depth of few
meters, i.e., it is not submerged in an unbounded fluid, the structure of MA

is not diagonal. To give an order of magnitude of the added mass terms, the
vehicle has a mass of about 5000 kg, the term Xu̇ ≈ −500 kg.

A detailed theoretical and experimental discussion on the added mass
effect of a cylinder moving in a fluid can be found in [203] where it is shown
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28 2. Modelling of Underwater Robots

that the added mass matrix is state-dependent and its coefficients are function
of the distance traveled by the cylinder.

2.4.2 Damping Effects

The viscosity of the fluid also causes the presence of dissipative drag and lift
forces on the body.

A common simplification is to consider only linear and quadratic damping
terms and group these terms in a matrix DRB such that:

DRB(ν) > O ∀ν ∈ IR6.

The coefficients of this matrix are also considered to be constant. For a
completely submerged body, the following further assumption can be made:

DRB(ν) = − diag {Xu, Yv, Zw,Kp,Mq, Nr} +

− diag Xu|u| |u| , Yv|v| |v| , Zw|w| |w| ,Kp|p| |p| ,Mq|q| |q| , Nr|r| |r| .

Assuming a diagonal structure for the damping matrix implies neglecting the
coupling dissipative terms.

The detailed analysis of the dissipative forces is beyond the scope of this
work. In the following, only the nature of these forces will be briefly discussed.
Introductory analysis of this phenomenon can be found in [127, 157, 208, 220,
255], while in depth discussion in [253, 274].

The viscous effects can be considered as the sum of two forces, the drag
and the lift forces. The former are parallel to the relative velocity between
the body and the fluid, while the latter are normal to it. Both drag and lift
forces are supposed to act on the center of mass of the body. In order to solve
the distributed flow problem, an integral over the entire surface is required to
compute the net force/moment acting on the body. Moreover, the model of
drag and lift forces is not known and, also for some widely accepted models,
the coefficients are not known and variables.

For a sphere moving in a fluid, the drag force can be modeled as [157]:

Fdrag = 0.5ρU2SCd(Rn),

where ρ is the fluid density, U is the velocity of the sphere, S is the frontal area
of the sphere, Cd is the adimensional drag coefficients and Rn is the Reynolds
number. For a generic body, S is the projection of the frontal area along
the flow direction. The drag coefficient is then dependent on the Reynolds
number, i.e., on the laminar/turbulent fluid motion:

Rn =
ρ |U |D

µ

where D is the characteristic dimension of the body perpendicular to the
direction of U and µ is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid. In Table 2.2 the
drag coefficients in function of the Reynolds number for a cylinder are repor-
ted [255]. The drag coefficients can be considered as the sum of two physical
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2.4 Hydrodynamic Effects 29

effects: a frictional contribution of the surface whose normal is perpendicular
to the flow velocity, and a pressure contribution of the surface whose normal
is parallel to the flow velocity.

Table 2.2. Lift and Drag Coefficient for a cylinder

Reynolds number regime motion Cd Cl

Rn < 2 · 105 subcritical flow 1 3 ÷ 0.6

2 · 105 < Rn < 5 · 105 critical flow 1 ÷ 0.4 0.6

5 · 105 < Rn < 3 · 105 transcritical flow 0.4 0.6

The lift forces are perpendicular to the flow direction. For an hydrofoil
they can be modeled as [157]:

Flift = 0.5ρU2SCl(Rn, α),

where Cl is the adimensional lift coefficient. It can be recognized that it also
depends on the angle of attack α. In Table 2.2 the lift coefficients in function
of the Reynolds number for a cylinder are reported [255].

Vortex induced forces are an oscillatory effect that affects both drag and
lift directions. They are caused by the vortex generated by the body that
separates the fluid flow. They then cause a periodic disturbance that can
be the cause of oscillations in cables and some underwater structures. For
underwater vehicles it is reasonable to assume that the vortex induced forces
are negligible, this, also in view of the adoption of small design surfaces that
can reduce this effect. For underwater manipulators with cylindrical links this
effects might be experienced.

2.4.3 Current Effects

Control of marine vehicles cannot neglect the effects of specific disturbances
such as waves, wind and ocean current. In this book wind and waves phe-
nomena will not be discussed since the attention is focused to autonomous
vehicles performing a motion or manipulation task in an underwater environ-
ment. However, if this task has to be achieved in very shallow waters, those
effects can not be neglected.

Ocean currents are mainly caused by: tidal movement; the atmospheric
wind system over the sea earth’s surface; the heat exchange at the sea sur-
face; the salinity changes and the Coriolis force due to the earth rotation.
Currents can be very different due to local climatic and/or geographic cha-
racteristics; as an example, in the fjords, the tidal effect can cause currents
of up to 3 m/s [127].
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30 2. Modelling of Underwater Robots

The effect of a small current has to be considered also in structured en-
vironments such as a pool. In this case, the refresh of the water is strong
enough to affect the vehicle dynamics [34].

Let us assume that the ocean current, expressed in the inertial frame, νI
c

is constant and irrotational, i.e.,

νI
c =


νc,x
νc,y
νc,z
0
0
0


and ν̇I

c = 0; its effects can be added to the dynamic of a rigid body moving
in a fluid simply considering the relative velocity in body-fixed frame

νr = ν − RB
I νI

c (2.41)

in the derivation of the Coriolis and centripetal terms and the damping terms.
A simplified modeling of the current effect can be obtained by assuming

the current irrotational and constant in the earth-fixed frame, its effect on
the vehicle, thus, can be modeled as a constant disturbance in the earth-fixed
frame that is further projected onto the vehicle-fixed frame. To this purpose,
let define as θv,C ∈ IR6 the vector of constant parameters contributing to
the earth-fixed generalized forces due to the current; then, the vehicle-fixed
current disturbance can be modelled as

τ v,C = Φv,C(RI
B)θv,C , (2.42)

where the (6 × 6) regressor matrix simply expresses the force/moment coor-
dinate transformation between the two frames and it is given by

Φv,C(RI
B) =

RB
I O3×3

O3×3 RB
I

. (2.43)

Notice that in [14, 35] compensation of the ocean current effects is obtai-
ned through a quaternion-based velocity/force mapping instead. Moreover,
in some papers [34, 35, 125, 255], the effect of the current is simply mode-
led as a time-varying, vehicle-fixed, disturbance τ v,C that would lead to the
trivial regressor

Φv,C = I6. (2.44)
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2.5 Gravity and Buoyancy 31

2.5 Gravity and Buoyancy

“Ses deux mains s’accrochaient à mon cou; elles ne se seraient pas accrochées
plus furieusement dans un naufrage. Et je ne comprenais pas si elle voulait
que je la sauve, ou bien que je me noie avec elle”.

Raymond Radiguet, “Le diable au corps” 1923.

When a rigid body is submerged in a fluid under the effect of the gra-
vity two more forces have to be considered: the gravitational force and the
buoyancy. The latter is the only hydrostatic effect, i.e., it is not function of
a relative movement between body and fluid.

Let us define as

gI =

 0
0

9.81

m/s
2

the acceleration of gravity, ∇ the volume of the body and m its mass.
The submerged weight of the body is defined as W = m gI while its

buoyancy B = ρ∇ gI .
The gravity force, acting in the center of mass rBC is represented in body-

fixed frame by:

fG(RB
I ) = RB

I

 0
0
W

 ,

while the buoyancy force, acting in the center of buoyancy rBB is represented
in body-fixed frame by:

fB(RB
I ) = −RB

I

 0
0
B

 .

The (6×1) vector of force/moment due to gravity and buoyancy in body-
fixed frame, included in the left hand-side of the equations of motion, is
represented by:

gRB(RB
I ) = − fG(RB

I ) + fB(RB
I )

rBG × fG(RB
I ) + rBB × fG(RB

I )
.

In the following, the symbol rBG = [xG yG zG ]
T

(with rBG = rBC) will be
used for the center of gravity.

The expression of gRB in terms of Euler angles is represented by:

gRB(η2) =


(W −B)sθ

−(W −B)cθsφ
−(W −B)cθcφ

−(yGW − yBB)cθcφ + (zGW − zBB)cθsφ
(zGW − zBB)sθ + (xGW − xBB)cθcφ
−(xGW − xBB)cθsφ − (yGW − yBB)sθ

 , (2.45)
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32 2. Modelling of Underwater Robots

while in terms of quaternion is represented by:

gRB(Q)=


2(ηε2 − ε1ε3)(W −B)
−2(ηε1 + ε2ε3)(W −B)

(−η2 + ε21 + ε22 − ε23)(W −B)
(−η2 + ε21 + ε22 − ε23)(yGW − yBB) + 2(ηε1 + ε2ε3)(zGW − zBB)
−(−η2 + ε21 + ε22 − ε23)(xGW − xBB) + 2(ηε2 − ε1ε3)(zGW − zBB)

−2(ηε1 + ε2ε3)(xGW − xBB) − 2(ηε2 − ε1ε3)(yGW − yBB)

 .

By looking at (2.45), it can be recognized that the difference between
gravity and buoyancy (W − B) only affects the linear force acting on the
vehicle; it is also clear that the restoring linear force is constant in the earth-
fixed frame. On the other hand, the two vectors of the first moment of inertia
WrBG and BrBB affect the moment acting on the vehicle and are constant in
the vehicle-fixed frame. In summary, the expression of the restoring vector is
linear with respect to the vector of four constant parameters

θv,R = [W−B xGW−xBB yGW−yBB zGW−zBB ]
T

(2.46)

through the (6 × 4) regressor

Φv,R(RI
B) =

RB
I z O3×3

03×1 S RB
I z

, (2.47)

i.e.,

gRB(RI
B) = Φv,R(RI

B)θv,R.

In (2.47) S(·) is the operator performing the cross product. Notice that, alter-
natively to (2.45), the restoring vector can be written in terms of quaternions;
however, this would lead again to the regressor (2.47) and to the vector of
dynamic parameters (2.46).

2.6 Thrusters’ Dynamics

Underwater vehicles are usually controlled by thrusters (Figure 2.2) and/or
control surfaces.

Control surfaces, such as rudders and sterns, are common in cruise ve-
hicles; those are torpedo-shaped and usually used in cable/pipeline inspec-
tion. Since the force/moment provided by the control surfaces is function
of the velocity and it is null in hovering, they are not useful to manipula-
tion missions in which, due to the manipulator interaction, full control of the
vehicle is required.

The relationship between the force/moment acting on the vehicle τ v ∈
IR6 and the control input of the thrusters uv ∈ IRpv is highly nonlinear. It
is function of some structural variables such as: the density of the water;
the tunnel cross-sectional area; the tunnel length; the volumetric flowrate
between input-output of the thrusters and the propeller diameter. The state
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2.6 Thrusters’ Dynamics 33

Fig. 2.2. Thruster of SAUVIM (courtesy of J. Yuh, Autonomous Systems Labo-
ratory, University of Hawaii)

of the dynamic system describing the thrusters is constituted by the propeller
revolution, the speed of the fluid going into the propeller and the input torque.

A detailed theoretical and experimental analysis of thrusters’ behavior
can be found in [40, 147, 176, 178, 220, 270, 300, 309]. Roughly speaking,
thrusters are the main cause of limit cycle in vehicle positioning and band-
width constraint.

A common simplification is to consider a linear relationship between τ v

and uv:

τ v = Bvuv, (2.48)

where Bv ∈ IR6×pv is a known constant matrix known as the Thruster Con-
trol Matrix (TCM). Along the book, the matrix Bv will be considered square
or low rectangular, i.e., pv ≥ 6. This means full control of force/moments of
the vehicle.
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34 2. Modelling of Underwater Robots

As an example, ODIN has the following TCM:

Bv =


∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0 0 0
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 0 0 0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
0 0 0 0 ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ 0 0 0 0

 (2.49)

where ∗ means a non-zero constant factor depending on the thruster allo-
cation. Different TCM can be observed as in, e.g., the vehicle Phantom S3
manufactured by Deep Ocean Engineering that has 4 thrusters:

Bv =


∗ ∗ 0 0
0 0 ∗ ∗
0 0 ∗ ∗
0 0 ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ 0 0
∗ ∗ 0 0

 (2.50)

in which it can be recognized that not all the directions are independently
actuated.

On the other hand, if the vehicle is controlled by thrusters, each of which
is locally fed back, the effects of the nonlinearities discussed above is very
limited and a linear input-output relation between desired force/moment and
thruster’s torque is experienced. This is the case, e.g., of ODIN [35, 83, 215,
216] where the experimental results show that the linear approximation is
reliable.

2.7 Underwater Vehicles’ Dynamics in Matrix Form

By taking into account the inertial generalized forces, the hydrodynamic ef-
fects, the gravity and buoyancy contribution and the thrusters’ presence, it is
possible to write the equations of motion of an underwater vehicle in matrix
form:

Mvν̇ + Cv(ν)ν + DRB(ν)ν + gRB(RI
B) = Bvuv, (2.51)

where Mv = MRB +MA and Cv = CRB +CA include also the added mass
terms. Taking into account the current, a possible, approximated, model is
given by:

Mvν̇ + Cv(ν)ν + DRB(ν)ν + gRB(RI
B) = τ v − τ v,C . (2.52)

The following properties hold:

• the inertia matrix is symmetric and positive definite, i.e., Mv = MT
v > O;

• the damping matrix is positive definite, i.e., DRB(ν) > O;
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2.7 Underwater Vehicles’ Dynamics in Matrix Form 35

• the matrix Cv(ν) is skew-symmetric, i.e., Cv(ν) = −CT
v (ν), ∀ν ∈ IR6.

It is possible to rewrite the dynamic model (2.51) in terms of earth-fixed
coordinates; in this case, the state variables are the (6 × 1) vectors η, η̇
and η̈. The equations of motion are then obtained, through the kinematic
relations (2.1)–(2.2) as

Mv(R
I
B)η̈ + Cv(R

I
B , η̇)η̇ + DRB(RI

B , η̇)η̇ + gRB(RI
B) = τ v, (2.53)

where [127]

Mv = J−T
e (RI

B)MvJ
−1
e (RI

B)

Cv = J−T
e (RI

B) Cv(ν) − MvJ
−1
e (RI

B)J̇(RI
B) J−1

e (RI
B)

DRB = J−T
e (RI

B)DRB(ν)J−1
e (RI

B)

gRB = J−T
e (RI

B)gRB(RI
B)

τ v = J−T
e (RI

B)τ v.

Again, the current can be taken into account by resorting to the relative
velocity or, introducing an approximation, considering the following equati-
ons of motion:

Mv(R
I
B)η̈ + Cv(R

I
B , η̇)η̇ + DRB(RI

B , η̇)η̇ + gRB(RI
B) = τ v − τ v,C ,

where τ v,C ∈ IR6 is the disturbance introduced by the current. It is worth
noticing that the earth-fixed and the body-fixed models with the introduction
of the current as a simple external disturbance implies different dynamic
properties. In particular, this is true if, in case of the design of a control
action, the disturbance is considered as constant or slowly varying.

2.7.1 Linearity in the Parameters

Relation (2.51) can be written by exploiting the linearity in the parameters
property. It must be noted that, while this property is proved for rigid bodies
moving in the space [254], for underwater rigid bodies it depends on a suitable
representations of the hydrodynamics terms. With a vector of parameters θv
of proper dimension it is possible to write the following:

Φv(R
I
B ,ν, ν̇)θv = τ v. (2.54)

The inclusion of the ocean current is straightforward by using the relative
velocity as shown in Subsection 2.4.3. However, it might be useful to consider
also the regressor form of the two approximations given by considering the
current as an external disturbance. In particular, it is of interest to isolate
the contribution of the restoring forces and current effects, those are the sole
terms giving a non-null contribution to the dynamic with the vehicle still and
for this reason will be defined as persistent dynamic terms.
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Starting from the equation (2.52) let first consider the current as an ex-
ternal disturbance τ v,C constant in the body-fixed frame, it is possible to
write:

Mvν̇ + Cv(ν)ν + DRB(ν)ν + Φv,R(RI
B)θv,R + Φv,Cθv,C = τ v

that can be rewritten as:

Mvν̇ + Cv(ν)ν + DRB(ν)ν + Φv,P (RI
B)θv,P = τ v (2.55)

with the use of the (6 × 10) regressor:

Φv,P (RI
B) =

RB
I z O3×3 I3 O3×3

03×1 S RB
I z O3×3 I3

.

On the other side the current can be modeled as constant in the earth-fixed
frame and, merged again with the restoring forces contribution, gives the
following

Mvν̇ + Cv(ν)ν + DRB(ν)ν + Φv,P (RI
B)θv,P = τ v (2.56)

with the use of the (6 × 9) regressor:

Φv,P (RI
B) =

O3×3 RB
I O3×3

S RB
I z O3×3 RB

I
.

It is worth noticing that the two regressors have different dimensions.
In order to extrapolate the minimum number of independent parameters,
i.e., the number of columns of the regressor, it is possible to resort to the
numerical method proposed by Gautier [135] based on the Singular Value
Decomposition.

Model (2.56) can by rewritten in a sole regressor of proper dimension
yielding:

Φv,T (RI
B ,ν, ν̇)θv,T = τ v. (2.57)

2.8 Kinematics of Manipulators with Mobile Base

In Figure 2.3 a sketch of an Underwater Vehicle-Manipulator System with
relevant frames is shown. The frames are assumed to satisfy the Denavit-
Hartenberg convention [254]. The position and orientation of the end effector,
thus, is easily obtained by the use of homogeneous transformation matrices.

Let q ∈ IRn be the vector of joint positions where n is the number of
joints. The vector q̇ ∈ IRn is the corresponding time derivative. Let define
ζ ∈ IR6+n as
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Fig. 2.3. Sketch of an Underwater Vehicle-Manipulator System with relevant fra-
mes

ζ =

ν1

ν2

q̇

 ;

It is useful to rewrite the relationship between body-fixed and earth-fixed
velocities given in equations (2.1)-(2.2) in a more compact form:

ζ =

ν1

ν2

q̇

 =

 RB
I O3×3 O3×n

O3×3 Jk,o(R
B
I ) O3×n

On×3 On×3 In

 η̇1

η̇2

q̇

 = Jk

 η̇1

η̇2

q̇

 , (2.58)

where On1×n2
is the null (n1×n2) matrix and the matrix Jk,o(R

B
I ) in terms

of Euler angles has been introduced in (2.3).
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Knowing ν1, ν2, ν̇1, ν̇2, (vehicle linear and angular velocities and acce-
leration in body fixed frame), q̇, q̈, (joint velocities and acceleration) it is
possible to calculate, for every link, the following variables:

ωi
i, angular velocity of the frame i,

ω̇i
i, angular acceleration of the frame i,

vii, linear velocity of the origin of the frame i,

viic, linear velocity of the center of mass of link i,

ai
i, linear acceleration of the origin of frame i,

by resorting to the following relationships:

ωi
i = Ri

i−1 ωi−1
i−1 + q̇izi−1 (2.59)

ω̇i
i = Ri

i−1 ω̇i−1
i−1 + ωi−1

i−1 × q̇izi−1 + q̈izi−1 (2.60)

vii = Ri
i−1v

i−1
i−1 + ωi

i × rii−1,i (2.61)

viic = Ri
i−1v

i−1
i−1 + ωi

i × rii−1,c (2.62)

ai
i = Ri

i−1a
i−1
i−1 + ω̇i

i × rii−1,i + ωi
i × (ωi

i × rii−1,i) (2.63)

where zi is the versor of frame i, rii−1,i is the constant vector from the origin
of frame i− 1 toward the origin of frame i expressed in frame i.

Since the task of UVMS missions is usually force/position control of the
end effector frame, it is necessary to consider the position of the end effector
in the inertial frame, ηee1 ∈ IR3; this is a function of the system configura-
tion, i.e., ηee1(η1,R

B
I , q). The vector η̇ee1 ∈ IR3 is the corresponding time

derivative.
Let us further define ηee2 ∈ IR3 as the orientation of the end effector in

the inertial frame expressed by Euler angles: also ηee2 is a function of the
system configuration, i.e., ηee2(R

B
I , q). Again, the vector η̇ee2 ∈ IR3 is the

corresponding time derivative.
The relation between the end-effector posture ηee = [ ηT

ee1 ηT
ee2 ]

T
and

the system configuration can be expressed by the following nonlinear equa-
tion:

ηee = k(η, q). (2.64)

The vectors η̇ee1 and η̇ee2 are related to the body-fixed velocities νee via
relations analogous to (2.1) and (2.2), i.e.,

νee1 = Rn
I η̇ee1 (2.65)

νee2 = Jk,o(ηee2)η̇ee2 (2.66)

where Rn
I is the rotation matrix from the inertial frame to the end-effector

frame (i.e., frame n) and Jk,o is the matrix defined as in (2.3) with the use
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2.9 Dynamics of Underwater Vehicle-Manipulator Systems 39

of the Euler angles of the end-effector frame. If the end-effector orientation is
expressed via quaternion the relation between end-effector angular velocity
and time derivative of the quaternion can be easily obtained by the quaternion
propagation equation (2.10).

The end-effector velocities (expressed in the inertial frame) are related to
the body-fixed system velocity by a suitable Jacobian matrix, i.e.,

η̇ee1

η̇ee2
=

Jpos(R
I
B , q)

Jor(R
I
B , q)

ζ = Jw(RI
B , q)ζ. (2.67)

In Chapter 6, a different version of the (2.67) will be considered. To have
a compact expression to the representation of the attitude error via qua-
ternions, the end-effector velocities (expressed in the earth-fixed frame) are
related to the body-fixed system velocity by the following Jacobian matrix:

ẋE =
η̇ee1

RI
nνee2

= J(RI
B , q)ζ. (2.68)

Notice that the Jacobian has been derived with respect to the angular velocity

of the end effector expressed in the earth-fixed frame (the matrix RI
n = RnT

I

is the rotation from the frame n the the earth-fixed frame).

2.9 Dynamics of Underwater Vehicle-Manipulator
Systems

By knowing the forces acting on a body moving in a fluid it is possible to
easily obtain the dynamics of a serial chain of rigid bodies moving in a fluid.

The inertial forces and moments acting on the generic body are represen-
ted by:

F i
i = M i[a

i
i + ω̇i

i × rii,c + ωi
i × (ωi

i × rii,c)]

T i
i = Iiiω̇

i
i + ωi

i × (Iiiω
i
i),

where M i is the (3 × 3) mass matrix comprehensive of the added mass, Iii
is the (3 × 3) inertia matrix plus added inertia with respect to the center of
mass, rii,c is the vector from the origin of frame i toward the center of mass
of link i expressed in frame i.

Let us define dii the drag and lift forces acting on the center of mass of
link i, rii−1,i the vector from the origin of frame i− 1 to the origin of frame i

expressed in frame i, rii−1,c the vector from the origin of frame i − 1 to the

center of mass of link i expressed in frame i and rii−1,b the vector from the
origin of frame i− 1 to the center of buoyancy of link i expressed in frame i,

gi = Ri
Ig

I = Ri
I

 0
0

9.81

 m/s
2
.
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40 2. Modelling of Underwater Robots

The total forces and moments acting on the generic body of the serial
chain are given by:

f i
i = Ri

i+1f
i+1
i+1 + F i

i −mig
i + ρ∇ig

i + pi

µi
i = Ri

i+1µ
i+1
i+1 + Ri

i+1r
i+1
i−1,i × Ri

i+1f
i+1
i+1 + rii−1,c × F i

i + T i
i +

+rii−1,c × (−mig
i + di) + rii−1,b × ρ∇ig

i

Bi

Ci

Oi−1

Oiri−1,i

ri−1,C

ri−1,B

ri,C

f i,µi

f i+1,µi+1

−ρ∇ig

migdi

Fig. 2.4. Force/moment acting on link i

The torque acting on joint i is finally given by:

τq,i = µi
i

T
zii−1 + fdisign(q̇i) + fviq̇i (2.69)

with fdi and fvi the motor dry and viscous friction coefficients.
Let us define τ q = [ τq,1 . . . τq,n ]T ∈ IRn the vector of joint torques

and τ ∈ IR6+n

τ =
τ v

τ q
(2.70)

the vector of force/moment acting on the vehicle as well as joint torques. It
is possible to write the equations of motions of an UVMS in a matrix form:

M(q)ζ̇ + C(q, ζ)ζ + D(q, ζ)ζ + g(q,RI
B) = τ (2.71)

where M ∈ IR(6+n)×(6+n) is the inertia matrix including added mass
terms, C(q, ζ)ζ ∈ IR6+n is the vector of Coriolis and centripetal terms,
D(q, ζ)ζ ∈ IR6+n is the vector of dissipative effects, g(q,RB

I ) ∈ IR6+n

is the vector of gravity and buoyancy effects. The relationship between the
generalized forces τ and the control input is given by:
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2.9 Dynamics of Underwater Vehicle-Manipulator Systems 41

τ =
τ v

τ q
=

Bv O6×n

On×6 In
u = Bu, (2.72)

where u ∈ IRpv+n is the vector of the control input. Notice that, while for
the vehicle a generic number pv ≥ 6 of control inputs is assumed, for the
manipulator it is supposed that n joint motors are available.

It can be proven that:

• The inertia matrix M of the system is symmetric and positive definite:

M = MT > O

moreover, it satisfies the inequality

λmin(M) ≤ M ≤ λmax(M),

where λmin(M) (λmax(M)) is the minimum (maximum) eigenvalue of M .
• For a suitable choice of the parametrization of C and if all the single bodies

of the system are symmetric, Ṁ − 2C is skew-symmetric [67]

ζT Ṁ − 2C ζ = 0

which implies

Ṁ = C + CT

moreover, the inequality

C(a, b)c ≤ CM b c

and the equality

C(a, α1b + α2c) = α1C(a, b) + α2C(a, c)

hold.
• The matrix D is positive definite

D > O

and satisfies

D(q,a) − D(q, b) ≤ DM a − b .

In [255], it can be found the mathematical model written with respect
to the earth-fixed-frame-based vehicle position and the manipulator end-
effector. However, it must be noted that, in that case, a 6-dimensional mani-
pulator is considered in order to have square Jacobian to work with; moreover,
kinematic singularities need to be avoided.

Reference [174] reports some interesting dynamic considerations about the
interaction between the vehicle and the manipulator. The analysis performed
allows to divide the dynamics in separate meaningful terms.
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42 2. Modelling of Underwater Robots

2.9.1 Linearity in the Parameters

UVMS have a property that is common to most mechanical systems, e.g., se-
rial chain manipulators: linearity in the dynamic parameters. Using a suitable
mathematical model for the hydrodynamic forces, (2.71) can be rewritten in
a matrix form that exploits this property:

Φ(q,RI
B , ζ, ζ̇)θ = τ (2.73)

with Φ ∈ R(6+n)×nθ , being nθ the total number of parameters. Notice that nθ
depends on the model used for the hydrodynamic generalized forces and joint
friction terms. For a single rigid body the number of dynamic parameter nθ,v
is a number greater than 100 [127]. For an UVMS it is nθ = (n + 1) · nθ,v,
that gives an idea of the complexity of such systems.

Differently from ground fixed manipulators, in this case the number of
parameters can not be reduced because, due to the 6 degrees of freedom
(DOFs) of the sole vehicle, all the dynamic parameters provide an individual
contribution to the motion.

2.10 Contact with the Environment

If the end effector of a robotic system is in contact with the environment,
the force/moment at the tip of the manipulator acts on the whole system
according to the equation ([254])

M(q)ζ̇ + C(q, ζ)ζ + D(q, ζ)ζ + g(q,RI
B) = τ + JT

w(q,RI
B)he, (2.74)

where Jw is the Jacobian matrix defined in (2.67) and the vector he ∈ IR6 is
defined as

he =
fe

µe

i.e., the vector of force/moments at the end effector expressed in the iner-
tial frame. If it is assumed that only linear forces act on the end effector
equation (2.74) becomes

M(q)ζ̇ + C(q, ζ)ζ + D(q, ζ)ζ + g(q,RI
B) = τ + JT

pos(q,R
I
B)fe (2.75)

Contact between the manipulator and the environment is usually difficult
to model. In the following the simple model constituted by a frictionless and
elastically compliant plane will be considered. The force at the end effector is
then related to the deformation of the environment by the following simplified
model [79] (see Figure 2.5)
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2.11 Identification 43

fe = K(x − xe), (2.76)

where x is the position of the end effector expressed in the inertial frame, xe

characterizes the constant position of the unperturbed environment expressed
in the inertial frame and

K = knnT, (2.77)

with k > 0, is the stiffness matrix being n the vector normal to the plane [194].

nnTxe

(I − nnT)xe

xe

x

fe

Fig. 2.5. Planar view of the chosen model for the contact force

In our case it is x = ηee1; however, in the force control chapter, the
notation x will be maintained.

2.11 Identification

Identification of the dynamic parameters of underwater robotic structures is a
very challenging task. The mathematical model shares its main characteristics
with the model of a ground-fixed industrial manipulator, e.g., it is non-linear
and coupled. In case of underwater structure, however, the hydrodynamic
terms are approximation of the physical effects. The actuation system of the
vehicle is achieved mainly by the thrusters the models of which are still object
of research. Finally, accurate measurement of the whole configuration is not
easy. For these reasons, while from the mathematical aspect the problem
is not new, from the practical point of view it is very difficult to set-up
a systematic and reliable identification procedure for UVMSs. At the best
of our knowledge, there is no significant results in the identification of full
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44 2. Modelling of Underwater Robots

UVMSs model. Few experimental results, moreover, concern the sole vehicle;
often driven in few DOFs.

Since most of the fault detection algorithms rely on the accuracy of the
mathematical model, this is also the reason why in this domain too, there
are few experimental results (see Chapter 4).

In [2] the hydrodynamic damping terms of the vehicle Roby 2 developed
at the Naval Automation Institute, National Research Council, Italy, (now
CNR-ISSIA) have been experimentally estimated and further used to develop
fault detection/tolerance strategies. The vehicle is stable in roll and pitch,
hence, considering a constant depth, the sole planar model is identified.

In [227] some sea trials have been set-up in order to estimate the hydro-
dynamic derivatives of an 1/3-scale PAP-104 mine countermeasures ROV.
The paper assumes that the added mass is already known, moreover, the
identification concerns the planar motion for the 6-DOFs model. The posi-
tion of the vehicle is measured by means of a redundant acoustic system; all
the measurements are fused in an EKF in order to obtain the optimum state
estimation. Experimental results are given.

The work [271] reports some experimental results on the single DOF mo-
dels for the ROV developed at the John Hopkins University (JHUROV).
First, the mathematical model is written so as to underline the Input-to-
State-Stability; then a stable, on-line, adaptive identification technique is de-
rived. The latter method is compared with a classic, off-line, Least-Squares
approach. The approximation required by the proposed technique is that the
equations of motion are decoupled, diagonal, there is no tether disturbance
and the added mass is constant. Interesting experimental results are reported.

The interested reader can refer also to [62, 111].
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3. Dynamic Control of 6-DOF AUVs

3.1 Introduction

In this Chapter, the problem of controlling an Autonomous Underwater Ve-
hicle in 6-DOFs is approached.

To effectively compensate the hydrodynamic effects several adaptive (in-
tegral) control laws have been proposed in the literature (see, e.g., [91, 93, 97,
152, 319]). In [126], a number of adaptive control actions are proposed, where
the presence of an external disturbance is taken into account and its counter-
action is obtained by means of a switching term; simulation on the simplified
three-DOF horizontal model of NEROV are given. In [121], a body-fixed-
frame based adaptive control law is developed. In [314], an adaptive control
law based on Euler angle representation of the orientation has been proposed
for the control of an AUV; planar simulations are provided to show the effec-
tiveness of the proposed approach. Reference [184] proposes a self-adaptive
neuro-fuzzy inference system that makes use of a 5-layer-structured neural
network to improve the function approximation. In [175] a fuzzy membership
function based-neural network is proposed; the control’s membership func-
tions derivation is achieved by a back propagation network.

Generally speaking, the performance achievable from the application of
adaptive control laws has been validated only by means of reduced-order si-
mulations; on the other hand, six-DOF experimental results are seldom pre-
sented in the literature [299]. References [34, 35, 122, 126] describe six-DOF
control laws in which the orientation is described by the use of quaternions.
The papers [34, 35, 84, 215, 216, 323] report six-DOF experimental results
on the underwater vehicle ODIN (Omni-Directional Intelligent Navigator).

An experimental work is given in [269, 270] by the use of the Johns Hop-
kins University ROV on a single DOF. Different simple control laws are tested
on the vehicle in presence of model mismatching and thruster saturation and
their performance is evaluated.

Among the other hydrodynamic effects acting on a rigid body moving in a
fluid, the restoring generalized forces (gravity plus buoyancy) and the ocean
current are of major concern in designing a motion control law for underwater
vehicles, since they are responsible of steady-state position and orientation
errors. However, while the restoring generalized forces are usually dealt with
in the framework of adaptive dynamic compensations, only few papers take

G. Antonelli: Underwater Robots, 2nd Edition, STAR 2, pp. 45–77, 2006.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006
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46 3. Dynamic Control of 6-DOF AUVs

into account the effect of the ocean current. The works [34, 35, 125] consider
a six-DOF control problem in which the ocean current is compensated in
vehicle-fixed coordinates; since the current effects are modeled as an external
disturbance acting on the vehicle, there is no need for additional sensors.
In [145, 243, 244] a different approach is proposed for the three-DOF surge
control of the vehicle Phoenix: the current, or more generally, the sea wave,
is modeled by an Auto-Regressive dynamic model and an extended Kalman
filter is designed to estimate the relative velocity between vehicle and wa-
ter; the estimated relative velocity is then used by a sliding-mode controller
to drive the vehicle. In this case, additional sensors besides those typically
available on-board are required. The controller developed in [145] has been
also used for the NPS ARIES AUV [201]. Reference [133] reports an algo-
rithm for the underwater navigation of a torpedo-like vehicle in presence of
unknown current where the current itself is estimated by resorting to a range
measurement from a single location.

A common feature of all the adaptive control laws proposed in the litera-
ture is that they are designed starting from dynamic models written either
in the earth-fixed frame or in the vehicle-fixed frame. Nevertheless, some hy-
drodynamic effects are seen as constant in the earth-fixed frame (e.g., the
restoring linear force) while some others are constant in the vehicle-fixed
frame (e.g., the restoring moment).

In this Chapter a comparison among the controllers developed in [13, 121,
122, 125, 280, 320] is shown. The controllers have been designed for 6-DOFs
control of AUVs and they do not need the measurement of the ocean current
(when it is taken into account). The analysis will mainly concern the con-
trollers capacity to compensate for the persistent dynamic effects, e.g., the
restoring forces and the ocean current. For each controller a reduced version is
derived and eventually modified so as to achieve null steady state error under
modeling uncertainty and presence of ocean current. It is worth noticing that
the reduced controller is not given by the Authors of the corresponding pa-
per; this has to be taken into account while observing the simulation results.
The reduced controller will be developed in order to achieve a PD action
plus the adaptive/integral compensation of the persistent effects, i.e., it can
be considered as the equivalent of an adaptive PD+gravity compensation for
industrial manipulator. In other words, the velocity and acceleration based
dynamic terms of the model will not be compensated for. Numerical simulati-
ons using the model of ODIN (Omni-Directional Intelligent Navigator) [320],
have been run to verify the theoretical results.

For easy of readings, Table 3.1 reports the label associated with each
controller.
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3.2 Earth-Fixed-Frame-Based, Model-Based Controller 47

Table 3.1. Labels of the discussed controllers

label Authors Sect. frame

A Fjellstad & Fossen 3.2 earth

B Yuh et al. 3.3 earth

C Fjellstad & Fossen 3.4 vehicle

D Fossen & Balchen 3.5 earth/vehicle

E Antonelli et al. 3.6 earth/vehicle

F Sun & Cheah 3.7 earth/vehicle

3.2 Earth-Fixed-Frame-Based, Model-Based Controller

In 1994, O. Fjellstad and T. Fossen [122] propose an earth-fixed-frame-based,
model-based controller that makes use of the 4-parameter unit quaternion
(Euler parameter) to reach a singularity-free representation of the attitude.
The controller is obtained by extending the results obtained in [267] for robot
manipulators.

By defining

p̃ = pd − p (3.1)

where p = [ ηT
1 QT ]

T ∈ IR7 is the quaternion-based position/attitude vec-

tor of the vehicle and pd = [ ηT
1,d QT

d ]
T ∈ IR7 is its desired value. The

following (7 × 1) vector can be further defined:

s = KD
˙̃p + KP p̃ + KI

t

0

p̃(τ)dτ = ṗr − KDṗ (3.2)

that implies the vector ṗr ∈ IR7 defined as

ṗr = KDṗd + KP p̃ + KI

t

0

p̃(τ)dτ (3.3)

where KD, KP and KI are (7 × 7) positive definite matrices of gains.
The following control law is proposed

τ v = Mvp̈r + Cvṗr + DRBṗr + gRB + Λs , (3.4)

where Λ is a (7 × 7) positive definite matrix of gains. Notice that the above
control law refers to a quaternion-based dynamic model in earth-fixed coordi-
nates which can be obtained from (2.53) by using the matrix Jk,oq ∈ IR4×3 in-

stead of the matrix Jk,o ∈ IR3×3 in the construction of the Jacobian Je(R
I
B).

Also notice that, with respect to the model detailed in Section 2.7 the di-
mension of Je(R

I
B) are different.
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48 3. Dynamic Control of 6-DOF AUVs

Let now consider the positive semi-definite function:

V =
1

2
sTMvs > 0, ∀s = α

0
Q , α ∈ IR (3.5)

after straightforward calculation, its time derivative is given by:

V̇ = −sT [Λ + DRB ] s < 0, ∀s = 0 (3.6)

Since V is only positive semi-definite and the system is non-autonomous
the stability can not be derived by applying the Lyapunov’s theorem. By
further assuming that ṗr is twice differentiable, then V̈ is bounded and V̇
is uniformly continuous. Hence, application of the Barbălat’s Lemma allows
to prove global convergence of s → 0 as t → ∞. Due to the definition of
the vector s, its convergence to zero also implies convergence of p̃ to the null
value.

In case of perfect knowledge of the dynamic model, moreover, the con-
vergence of the error to zero can be demonstrated even for KI = O, i.e.,
without integral action.

Compensation of the persistent effects. If a reduced version of the con-
troller is implemented, e.g., by neglecting the model-based terms in (3.4), the
restoring moment is not compensated efficiently. In fact, let consider a vehicle
in the two static postures shown in Figure 3.1 and let suppose that the vehicle,
starting from the left configuration, is driven to the right configuration and,
after a while, back to the left configuration. In the left configuration the inte-
gral action in (3.3) does not give any contribution to the control moment as
expected, because the vectors of gravity and buoyancy are aligned. Further-
more, in the right configuration the integral action will compensate exactly at
the steady state for the moment generated by the misalignment between gra-
vity and buoyancy. When the vehicle is driven back to the left configuration,
a null steady-state compensation error is possible after the integral action is
discharged; this poses a severe limitation to the control bandwidth that can
be achieved. A similar argument holds in the typical practical situation in
which the compensation implemented through the vector gRB is not exact.

On the other hand, since the error variables are defined in the earth-fixed
frame, the controller is appropriate to counteract the current effect. This
point will be clarified in next Subsections, when discussing the drawbacks of
the controllers C and D with respect to the current compensation.

Finally, an adaptive version of this controller is not straightforward. In
fact, since the dynamic model (2.53) does not depend on the absolute vehicle
position, a steady null linear velocity of the vehicle with a non-null position
error would not excite a corrective adaptive control action. As a result, null
position error at rest cannot be guaranteed in presence of ocean current. From
the theoretical point of view, this drawback can be avoided by defining the
velocity error using the current measurement. However, from the practical
point of view, this approach cannot achieve fine positioning of the vehicle
since local vortices can make current measurement too noisy.
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ob

ob
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xb
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zb
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rbrb

f bf b Mr

gI

θ

Fig. 3.1. Planar view parallel to the xz earth-fixed frame of two different confi-
gurations and corresponding restoring forces and moments: rG (rB) is the center
of gravity (buoyancy), fG (fB) is the gravity (buoyancy) force, and MR is the y
component of the restoring moment

Reduced Controller. According to the motivation given in the introduc-
tion of this Section, the following reduced version of the control law is consi-
dered

τ v = ĝRB(RI
B) + ṗr , (3.7)

where ĝRB(RI
B) is a model-based estimate of the restoring generalized force

acting on the vehicle. It might be useful to substituting the definition of ṗr
yielding

τ v = ĝRB(RI
B) + KD

˙̃pd + KP p̃ + KI

t

0

p̃(τ)dτ (3.8)

that has a clear interpretation.

3.3 Earth-Fixed-Frame-Based, Non-model-Based
Controller

In 1999, J. Yuh proposes an earth-fixed-frame-based, non-model-based con-
troller [320]. The control input is given by:
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50 3. Dynamic Control of 6-DOF AUVs

τ v = K1η̈d + K2η̇ + K3 + K4
˙̃η + K5η̃ =

5

i=1

Kiφi , (3.9)

where η̃ = ηd − η, the gains Ki ∈ IR6×6 are computed as

Ki =
γ̂iseφ

T
i

se φi

i = 1, . . . , 5 ,

where

se = ˙̃η + ση̃ with σ > 0 ,

and the factors γ̂i’s are updated by

˙̂γi = fi se φi with fi > 0 i = 1, . . . , 5 .

Please notice that φ3 = k ∈ IR6, i.e., a positive constant vector.
Experimental results in 6-DOFs on the use of (3.9) are reported in [215,

216, 323]; these have proven the effectiveness of this controller starting from
the surface (with null initial gains) where a smooth version of the controller
has been implemented.

The stability analysis can be performed using Lyapunov-like arguments
starting from the function

V =
1

2
η̃Tη̃ +

1

2

5

i=1

1

fi
(γi − γ̂i)

2

that, differentiated with respect to the time yields a negative semi-definite
scalar function; details can be found in [323].

Recently, in [323], Zhao and Yuh propose a model-based version of this
control law. The eventual knowledge of the vehicle dynamics is exploited by
implementing a disturbance observer in charge of partially compensate for the
system dynamics. Interesting experimental results with the vehicle ODIN are
reported where the tuning of the gains has been achieved on the single DOFs
independently. This has been made possible in view of the specific shape
of the vehicle, close to a sphere, that reduces the coupling effects and the
difference among the directions. It is worth noticing that the considerations
below are valid also for this version of the controller.

Compensation of the persistent effects. Since the tracking errors are
defined in the earth-fixed frame, similar considerations to those developed
for the law A can be done with respect to compensation of both restoring
generalized forces and ocean current effects.

Reduced Controller. Being the sole non-model-based law, the controller
presented in [320] is characterized by an error behavior much different from
that obtained by the other considered controllers and a fair comparison is
made difficult. For this reason, a reduced controller has not been retrieved.
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3.4 Vehicle-Fixed-Frame-Based, Model-Based Controller 51

3.4 Vehicle-Fixed-Frame-Based, Model-Based Controller

Several controllers have been proposed in literature which are based on
vehicle-fixed-frame error variables. Among them, the controller proposed in
1994 by O. Fjellstad and T. Fossen [121]; full DOFs experimental results have
been reported by G. Antonelli et al. in [34, 35].

Let consider the vehicle-fixed variables:

ỹ =
RB

I η̃1

ε̃

ν̃ = νd − ν ,

where η̃1 = η1,d−η1, being η1,d the desired position, and ε̃ is the quaternion
based attitude error,

sv = ν̃ + Λỹ , (3.10)

with Λ = blockdiag{λpI3, λoI3}, Λ > O.

νa = νd + Λỹ . (3.11)

Reminding the vehicle regressor Φv ∈ R6×nθ,v defined in (2.54) and the
corresponding vector of dynamic parameters θv ∈ Rnθ,v , the control law is
given by:

τ v = Φv(R
I
B ,ν,νa, ν̇a)θ̂v + KDsv , (3.12)

where KD is a (6 × 6) positive definite matrix. The parameter estimate θ̂v
is updated by

˙̂
θv = K−1

θ ΦT
v (RI

B ,ν,νa, ν̇a)sv , (3.13)

where Kθ is a suitable positive definite matrix of appropriate dimension.
The stability analysis is achieved by considering the following Lyapunov

candidate function:

V =
1

2
sT
v Mvsv +

1

2
θ̃

T

v Kθθ̃v > 0, ∀s = 0, θ̃v = 0 (3.14)

the time derivative of which, by applying the proposed control law, is given
by

V̇ = −sT
v [KD + DRB ] sv (3.15)

It is now possible to prove the system stability in a Lyapunov-Like sense
using the Barbălat’s Lemma. Since

• V is lower bounded
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52 3. Dynamic Control of 6-DOF AUVs

• V̇ (sv, θ̃v) ≤ 0

• V̇ (sv, θ̃v) is uniformly continuous

then

• V̇ (sv, θ̃v) → 0 as t → ∞.

Thus sv → 0 as t → ∞. In view of the definition of sv, this implies that
ν̃ → 0 as t → ∞; in addition, due to the properties of the quaternion, it
results that η̃ → 1 as t → ∞. However, as usual in adaptive control schemes,
it is not possible to prove asymptotic stability of the whole state since θ̃v is
only guaranteed to be bounded.

Notice that, in [121], further discussion is developed by considering diffe-
rent choices for the matrix Λ.

In 1997 [89] G. Conte and A. Serrani develop a Lyapunov-based control
for AUVs. The designed controller, by introducing a representation of the
model uncertainties, is made robust using Lyapunov techniques. It is worth
noticing that this approach does not take into account explicitly for an adap-
tive/integral action to compensate for the current effect. The position error is
represented within a vehicle-fixed representation with a feedback term similar
to the vector sv used in this Section.

Compensation of the persistent effects. Following the same reasoning
as previously done for the law A, it can be deducted that also in this case
the adaptive compensation cannot guarantee null position error at rest in
the presence of ocean current. In fact, the dynamic model (2.51) shows that
a steady null linear velocity of the vehicle with a non-null position error
does not excite a corrective adaptive control action. Again, ocean current
measurement cannot overcome this problem in practice.

To achieve a null position error in presence of ocean current, an integral
action on body-fixed-frame error variables was considered in [34, 35]. Ho-
wever, this integral action has the following drawback: let suppose that the
vehicle is at rest in the left configuration of Figure 3.2 in presence of a water
current aligned to the earth-fixed y axis; the control action builds the current
compensation term which, in this particular configuration, turns out to be
parallel to the yb axis. If the vehicle is now quickly rotated to right configu-
ration, the built compensation term rotates together with the vehicle keeping
its alignment to the yb axis; however, this vehicle-fixed axis has now become
parallel to the x axis of the earth-fixed frame. Therefore, the built compen-
sation term acts as a disturbance until the integral action has re-built proper
current compensation for the right configuration. It is clear at this point that
this drawback does not arise for the controller E and for the controllers A
and B, since they build ocean current compensation in an earth-fixed frame.

Reduced Controller. Similarly to the other cases, a reduced form of the
controller has been derived. An integral action on body-fixed-frame error
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Fig. 3.2. Planar view parallel to the xy earth-fixed frame of two different configu-
rations under the constant current νI

c

variables has also been considered as in [35] to counteract the current effects,
i.e.,

τ v = Φv,P (RI
B)θ̂v + KDsv (3.16)

˙̂
θv = K−1

θ ΦT
v,P sv . (3.17)

3.5 Model-Based Controller Plus Current Compensation

T. Fossen and J. Balchen, in 1991 [125], propose a control law that explicitly
takes into account the ocean current without need for the current measure-
ment.

Being:

se = ˙̃η + ση̃ with σ > 0 , (3.18)

the controller is given by:

τ v = Φv(R
I
B ,ν,νa, ν̇a)θ̂v + v̂ + JT

e (RI
B)KDse (3.19)

where KD ∈ IR6×6, is a positive definite matrix of gains. Notice that the
PD action is similar to the transpose of the Jacobian approach developed for
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54 3. Dynamic Control of 6-DOF AUVs

industrial manipulators [254]. The current compensation v̂ is updated by the
following

˙̂v = W−1J−1
e (RI

B)se (3.20)

with W > 0 and the dynamic parameters are updated by

˙̂
θv = K−1

θ ΦT
v (RI

B ,ν,νa, ν̇a)J
−1
e (RI

B)se , (3.21)

where, again, Kθ, is a positive definite matrices of gains of appropriate di-
mensions.

It is worth noticing that with this control the model considers the current
as an additive disturbance, constant in the body-fixed frame (see Subsec-
tion 2.4.3).

The stability analysis is developed by defining as Lyapunov candidate
function

V = sT
e Mvse +

1

2
θ̃

T

v Kθθ̃v +
1

2
ṽTWṽ (3.22)

that is positive definite ∀se = 0, θ̃v = 0, ṽ = 0.
By applying the proposed control law, and following the guidelines

in [125], it is possible to demonstrate that

V̇ = −sT
e [KD + DRB ] se ≤ 0 (3.23)

It is now possible to prove again the system stability in a Lyapunov-Like
sense using the Barbălat’s Lemma. Since

• V is lower bounded

• V̇ (se, θ̃v, ṽ) ≤ 0

• V̇ (se, θ̃v, ṽ) is uniformly continuous

then

• V̇ (se, θ̃v, ṽ) → 0 as t → ∞.

Thus se → 0 as t → ∞. In view of the definition of se, this implies that
η̃ → 0 as t → ∞. However, the vectors θ̃v and ṽ are only guaranteed to be
bounded.

Compensation of the persistent effects. Since the adaptive compen-
sation term Φv(R

I
B ,ν,νa, ν̇a)θ̂v operates in vehicle-fixed coordinates, the

control law is suited for effective compensation of the restoring moment.
On the other hand, despite the error vector se is based on earth-fixed

quantities, the current-compensation term v̂ is built through the integral
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action (3.20) which works in vehicle-fixed coordinates; this implies that, as
for counteraction of the ocean current, this control law suffers from the same
drawback as that discussed for the law C.

Reduced Controller. The model-based compensation has been reduced to
the restoring generalized force alone:

τ v = Φv,R(RI
B)θ̂v,R + v̂ + JT

e (RI
B)KDse (3.24)

˙̂v = W−1J−1
e (RI

B)se (3.25)

˙̂
θv,R = K−1

θ ΦT
v,R(RI

B)J−1
e (RI

B)se , (3.26)

3.6 Mixed Earth/Vehicle-Fixed-Frame-Based,
Model-Based Controller

In 2001, G. Antonelli, F. Caccavale, S. Chiaverini and G. Fusco [13, 14] pro-
pose and adaptive tracking control law that takes into account the different
nature of the hydrodynamic effects acting on the AUV (ROV); this is achieved
by suitably building each dynamic compensation action in a proper (either
inertial or vehicle-fixed) reference frame. In fact, since adaptive or integral
control laws asymptotically achieve compensation of the constant disturbance
terms, it is convenient to build the compensation action in a reference frame
with respect to which the disturbance term itself is seen as much as possible
as constant. The analysis has been extended in [9, 16].

Let consider the vehicle-fixed variables:

ỹ =
RB

I η̃1

ε̃

ν̃ = νd − ν ,

where η̃1 = η1,d−η1, being η1,d the desired position, and ε̃ is the quaternion

based attitude error. Let define as θ̂v the vector of parameters to be adapted,

sv = ν̃ + Λỹ , (3.27)

with Λ = blockdiag{λpI3, λoI3}, Λ > O. The control law is given by:

τ v = KDsv + Kỹ + Φv,T θ̂v (3.28)

where KD ∈ IR6×6 and K = blockdiag{kpI3, koI3} are positive definite
matrices of the gains to be designed, and

˙̂
θv = K−1

θ ΦT
v,Tsv , (3.29)

where Kθ is also a positive definite matrix of proper dimensions.
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56 3. Dynamic Control of 6-DOF AUVs

3.6.1 Stability Analysis

Let us consider the following scalar function

V =
1

2
sT
v Mvsv +

1

2
θ̃

T

v Kθθ̃v +
1

2
kpη̃

T
1 η̃1 + koz̃

Tz̃ , (3.30)

where z̃ = [ 1 0T ]
T −z = [ 1 − η̃ − ε̃T ]

T
. Due to the positive definiteness

of Mv, Kθ, and K, the scalar function V (η̃1, z̃, sv, θ̃v) is positive definite.
Let us define the following partition for the variable sv that will be useful

later:

sv =
sp
so

, (3.31)

with sp ∈ IR3 and so ∈ IR3. In view of (3.31) and the definition of sv, it is

ν̃1 = sp − λpR
B
I η̃1 (3.32)

ν̃2 = so − λoε̃ . (3.33)

Differentiating V with respect to time yields:

V̇ = sT
v Mvṡv + θ̃

T

v Kθ
˙̃

θv + kpη̃
T
1 RI

Bν̃1 − 2koz̃
TJk,oqν̃2

= sT
v Mv ν̇d − ν̇ + Λ ˙̃y + θ̃

T

v Kθ
˙̃

θv +

+kpη̃
T
1 RI

B sp − λpR
B
I η̃1 +

−ko [ 1 − η̃ −ε̃T ]
−ε̃T

η̃I3 + S(ε̃)
(so − λoε̃) .

Then, defining

νa = νd + Λỹ (3.34)

yields (dependencies are dropped out to increase readability):

V̇ = sT
v [Mvν̇a − τ v + Cvν + DRBν + gRB + τ v,C ] +

−θ̃
T

v Kθ
˙̂

θv + kpη̃
T
1 RI

Bsp − kpλpη̃
T
1 η̃1 +

+koε̃
Tso − λokoε̃

Tε̃, (3.35)

that can be rewritten as:

V̇ = sT
v [Φv,Tθv − τ v] − sT

v DRBsv − θ̃
T

v Kθ
˙̂

θv +

+sT
v Kỹ − kpλpη̃

T
1 η̃1 − koλoε̃

Tε̃ .

By considering the control law (3.28) and the parameters update (3.29),
it is:

V̇ = −sT
v (KD + DRB)sv − kpλpη̃

T
1 η̃1 − koλoε̃

Tε̃

that is negative semi-definite over the state space {η̃1, z̃, sv, θ̃v}.
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It is now possible to prove the system stability in a Lyapunov-Like sense
using the Barbălat’s Lemma. Since

• V is lower bounded

• V̇ (η̃1, z̃, sv, θ̃v) ≤ 0

• V̇ (η̃1, z̃, sv, θ̃v) is uniformly continuous

then

• V̇ (η̃1, z̃, sv, θ̃v) → 0 as t → ∞.

Thus η̃1, ε̃, sv → 0 as t → ∞. In view of the definition of sv, this implies
that ν̃ → 0 as t → ∞; in addition, due to the properties of the quaternion, it
results that η̃ → 1 as t → ∞. However, as usual in adaptive control schemes,
it is not possible to prove asymptotic stability of the whole state since θ̃v is
only guaranteed to be bounded.

Compensation of the persistent effects. The control law has been de-
signed explicitly to take into account the persistent dynamic effects in their
proper frame. For this reason it does not suffer from the drawbacks of com-
pensating the restoring forces in the earth-fixed frame, or, dually, the current
parameters in the body-fixed frame.

Reduced Controller. According to the aim to design a PD-like action plus
an adaptive compensation action, the reduced version of the control law is
then given by:

τ v = KDsv + Φv,P θ̂v,P (3.36)

˙̂
θv,P = K−1

θ ΦT
v,Psv , (3.37)

where KD ∈ IR6×6 and Kθ ∈ IR9×9 are positive definite matrices of gains to
be designed.

3.7 Jacobian-Transpose-Based Controller

Sun and Cheah, in 2003 [280], present an adaptive set-point control inspired
by the manipulator control approach proposed in [38].

The vector η̃ ∈ IR6 represents, as usual, the error in the earth-fixed frame.
Let further define the function F defined on the single components such as:

• It holds: Fi(xi) > 0 ∀xi = 0, Fi(0) = 0;

• The function Fi(xi) is twice continuously differentiable;

• The partial derivative fi = ∂Fi/∂xi is strictly increasing in xi for |xi| < γi
for a given γi and saturated for |xi| ≥ γi;

• There exists a positive constant ci such that Fi(xi) > c2i fi
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58 3. Dynamic Control of 6-DOF AUVs

The function f ∈ IR6 collecting the elements fi is basically a saturated fun-
ction. Guidelines in its selection are given in [38].

The proposed controller is given by:

τ v = KPJT
e (RI

B)f(η̃) − KDν + Φv,R(RI
B)θ̂v,R (3.38)

where KP and KD are positive definite matrices, selected as scalar in [280]
and

˙̂
θv,R = K−1

θ ΦT
v,R(RI

B) ν + αJT
e (RI

B)f(η̃) (3.39)

where α > 0 is a scalar gain.
It can be noticed that the proportional action is similar to the action

proposed by Fossen and Balchen in Section 3.5. The derivative action is, on
the contrary, based on the vehicle-fixed variable ν that is different from the
derivative action developed by Fossen and Balchen based on the term JT

e
˙̃η.

Finally they both have an adaptive action that is already reduced to the sole
restoring terms in [280].

It is worth noticing that the Authors propose scalar gains KP , KD and
α for the controller. There is a main problem related with the fact that the
position and orientation variables have different unit measures; using the
same gains might force the designer to tune the performance to the lower
bandwidth.

Compensation of the persistent effects. The controller proposed by the
Authors compensates for the gravity in the vehicle-fixed frame. However,
the update law is based on the transpose of the Jacobian, and not on its
inverse; the mapping, thus, is not exact and a coupling among the error
directions is experienced. This has as a consequence that this control law
is not suitable for the restoring force compensation. It is worth noticing,
moreover, that, differently from the industrial manipulator case, inversion of
the Jacobian is not computational demanding since, being Je a simple (6×6)
matrix (see eq. (2.19)), its inverse J−1

e can be symbolically computed; from
a computational aspect, thus, there is no difference in using JT

e or J−1
e . By

visual inspection of JT
e and J−1

e it can be observed that the difference is in
the rotational part Jk,o, being the transpose of a rotation matrix equal to
its inverse. In particular, using the common definition that roll pitch an yaw
means the use of elementary rotation around x, y and z in fixed frame [254],
the corresponding matrix Jk,o is not function of the yaw angle, in case of null

pitch angle it is JT
k,o = J−1

k,o, and it is singular for a pitch angle of ±π/2; close

to that singularity the numerical difference between JT
k,o and J−1

k,o increases.
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The ocean current is not taken into account. Using the controller (3.38)–
(3.39) under the effect of the current would lead to an error different from
zero at steady state.

Reduced Controller. The aim of the Authors is to propose already a con-
troller that matches the definition of reduced controller that has been given
here. The absence of compensation for the current, however, makes the con-
troller not appealing for practical implementation. The proposed reduced
controller, modified to take into account a tracking problem, is given by:

τ v = KPJT
e (RI

B)η̃ + KDν̃ + Φv,P θ̂v,P (3.40)

˙̂
θv,P = K−1

θ ΦT
v,P ν̃ + ΛJT

e (RI
B)η̃ (3.41)

where Λ, KP and KD are positive definite matrices, selected at least as
block-diagonal matrices to keep different dynamics for the position and the
orientation.

It is worth noticing that the reduced controller derived is different from
the original controller, that would not reach a null steady state error under the
effect of the current. Also, the regressor Φv,P embeds the gravity regressor as
proposed by Sun and Cheah but the drawback in the restoring compensation
still exist due to the not proper update law of the parameters.

3.8 Comparison Among Controllers

For easy of readings, Table 3.1 reports the label associated with each control-
ler. The controllers developed by the researchers are quite different one each
other, in this Section a qualitative comparison with respect to the compen-
sation performed by the controllers with respect to the persistent dynamic
effects is provided.

3.8.1 Compensation of the Restoring Generalized Forces

The controller A is totally conceived in the earth-fixed frame and it is model-
based. In case of perfect knowledge of the restoring-related dynamic parame-
ters, thus, there is not need to compensate for the restoring generalized forces.
This is, however, unpractical in a real situation; in case of partial compen-
sation of the vector gRB , in fact, this controller experiences the drawback
discussed in Section 3.2. A similar drawback is shared from the controller B
that, again, is totally based on earth-fixed variables, the integral actions,
thus, does not compensate optimally for the restoring action. The control-
ler F compensates the restoring force in the vehicle-fixed frame; the update
law, however, is not based on the exact mapping between orientation and
moments resulting in a not clean adaptive action. The effect, however, is as
significant as the vehicle works with a large pitch angle. The remaining 3 con-
trollers properly adapt the restoring-related parameters in the vehicle-fixed
frame.
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60 3. Dynamic Control of 6-DOF AUVs

3.8.2 Compensation of the Ocean Current

The presence of an ocean current is seldom taken into account in the litera-
ture. The effect of the current, however, can be really significant ([127, 323]).
In this discussion a main assumption is made: roughly speaking the current
is considered as constant in the earth-fixed frame and its effect on the vehicle
is modeled as a force, proportional to the current magnitude, that pushes
the vehicle. The considerations below, thus, are based on this assumption. It
is worth noticing that in the simulation the dynamic effect of the current is
correctly taken into account by computing the relative velocity in the vehicle
model. The accuracy of this assumption, thus, seems to be verified.

Controller C and F does not consider at all the current, as a result the
developed controller does not reach a null steady state error. Controller D
compensates the current with a term designed on the purpose; this term
adapts on vehicle-fixed parameters, as discussed in Section 3.5 this action
experiences a drawback. The remaining controllers correctly compensate for
the current adapting/integrating on a set of earth-fixed based parameters.

Table 3.2 summarizes the discussed properties of the 6 controllers with
respect to the persistent dynamic terms. It is worth noticing that only the
controller E correctly compensates for both actions.

Table 3.2. Summary of the behavior of the controllers with respect to compensa-
tion of the hydrodynamic persistent terms

control law current effect restoring forces null error with current

A fit unfit yes

B fit unfit yes

C unfit fit no

D unfit fit yes

E fit fit yes

F unfit unfit no

3.9 Numerical Comparison Among the Reduced
Controllers

A performance comparison among the controllers discussed has been develo-
ped by numerical simulations. The simulations have been run on the 6-DOF
mathematical model of ODIN, an AUV built at the Autonomous Systems
Laboratory of the University of Hawaii (see the Appendix for a description
and the model used in the simulation).
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3.9 Numerical Comparison Among the Reduced Controllers 61

An aspect to be considered for proper reading of this study is that the
control problem at hand is highly nonlinear, coupled and the controller to be
compared are intrinsically different one from the other. Any effort to chose
the gains so as to ensure similar performance to the controllers has been
made; nevertheless, this is impossible in a strict sense. For this reason, the
presented results have to be interpreted mainly looking at the error behavior
rather then focusing on direct numeric comparison. On the other hand, it was
chosen to not emphasize vehicle-related effects that would not be present in
general applications. In particular, ODIN has a small metacentric height,
yielding low restoring moments; simulations of the controllers to vehicles of
larger metacentric height would make even more evident the drawbacks in
the compensation of the restoring forces.

Test trajectory In order to demonstrate the effects discussed in this paper,
the simplest task to be considered is one involving successive changes of the
vehicle orientation in presence of ocean current. The simulation length can
be divided in different period of 60 s duration. The vehicle is firstly put in
the water at the position

ηd(t = 0) = [ 0 0 1 0 0 0 ]
T

[m/deg]

without knowledge of the current but with an estimation of the restoring
parameters. The first 60 s are used to adapt the effect of the current. In the
successive period the vehicle is required to move in roll and pitch from 0 deg to
10 deg and −15 deg, respectively and come back to the original configuration.
In the successive two periods the vehicle is required to move of 90 deg in yaw
and come back to the initial position. Finally, 60 s of steady state are given.
Figure 3.3 plots the desired trajectory.

Initial conditions Table 3.3 reports the initial condition for the adap-
tive/integral parameters of the controllers, it can be observed that the same
values have been used in the estimation of the restoring forces. This is also
true for the controller A, where the gravity estimation ĝRB , even if not ad-
aptive, is obtained resorting to

θ̂v,R = [−9 0 0 50 ]
T

.

From the model in the Appendix it can be noticed that the true value of the
restoring parameters is

θv,R = [−8.0438 0 0 61.3125 ]
T

.

The vehicle initial position is also

η = [ 0 0 1 0 0 0 ]
T

[m,deg] ,

meaning that the vehicle is supposed to start its motion under the water, at
1 m depth, moreover, there is no initial estimation of the ocean current.
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Fig. 3.3. Desired trajectory; the desired position is constant

Table 3.3. Initial conditions for all the controllers in their reduced version and
number of parameter to adapt/integrate

law number of par. θ̂(t = 0)

A 7 [ 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 ]T (initial value of the integral)

B – not simulated

C 10 [−9 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]T

D 10 [−9 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]T

E 9 [ 0 50 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 ]T

F 9 [ 0 50 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 ]T

Ocean current The simulations have been run considering the following
constant current

νI
c = [ 0 0.3 0 0 0 0 ]

T
m/s ,

Gains selection All the simulated controllers are non-linear. Moreover, sig-
nificant differences arise among them, this is, in fact, the object of this di-
scussion. For these reasons it is very difficult to perform a fair numerical
comparison and the selection of the gains is very delicate. The gains have
been tuned so as to give to the controller similar control effort in terms of
force/moment magnitude and eventual presence of chattering. In few cases,
since the controller feeds back the same variable, it has been possible to chose
the same control gain, it is the case, e.g., of the controllers C and E. In other
cases, such as, e.g., the controller F, the use of the transpose of the Jacobian
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3.9 Numerical Comparison Among the Reduced Controllers 63

implicitly change the effective gain acting on the error, the equivalence of the
gains, thus, is only apparent.

A separate discussion needs to be done for the controller B. Its specific
structure makes it really hard to tune the parameters following these sim-
ple considerations. As recognized in [323], moreover, the parameter tuning of
their controller has not been simple and handy for being used in the expe-
riments with the vehicle ODIN III. For this reason, while the controller has
been object of the theoretical discussion, the simulation will not be reported.

The following gains have been used for the controller A:

KP = blockdiag{8.8I3, 20I4} ,
KD = blockdiag{110I3, 40I4} ,
KI = blockdiag{0.2I3, 1I4} .

The following gains have been used for the controller C:

KD = blockdiag{110I3, 40I3} ,
Λ = blockdiag{0.08I3, 0.9I3} ,

K−1
θ = 2I9 .

The following gains have been used for the controller D:

KD = blockdiag{110I3, 40I3} ,
Λ = blockdiag{0.08I3, 0.9I3} ,

K−1
θ = 2I4 ,

W−1 = 2I6 .

The following gains have been used for the controller E:

KD = blockdiag{110I3, 40I3} ,
Λ = blockdiag{0.08I3, 0.9I3} ,

K−1
θP

= 2I9 .

The following gains have been used for the controller F:

KD = blockdiag{8.8I3, 36I3} ,
KV = blockdiag{110I3, 40I3} ,

Λ = blockdiag{0.08I3, 0.9I3} ,
K−1

θP
= 2I9 .

3.9.1 Results

The code to reproduce the simulation and to plot or compare all the outputs
is given in http://webuser.unicas.it/antonelli/auv.zip together with
a readme.txt file of explanation.

In Figure 3.4 the position and orientation for controller A are given; it can
be noticed that in the first 60 seconds the control needs to adapt with respect
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64 3. Dynamic Control of 6-DOF AUVs

to the current and a movement along y is observed, also, it can be observed
that, during the horizontal rotation (t ∈ [240, 360] s), the controller correctly
compensates for the current and a very small coupling is experienced. The
drawback in the restoring compensation of this controller is not significant in
this numerical case study. Figures 3.5 reports the required control force and
moment.
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Fig. 3.4. Simulated position and orientation for the reduced controller A
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Fig. 3.5. Simulated force and moment for the reduced controller A
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Figure 3.6 and 3.7 report the position, orientation and control effort for
controller C. It can be observed a strong coupling during the commanded
yaw rotation caused by the controller itself. This can be further appreciated
in Figure 3.8 where the projection of the vehicle position on the xy plane
during the rotation compared with controller A is given.
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Fig. 3.6. Simulated position and orientation for the reduced controller C
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Fig. 3.7. Simulated force and moment for the reduced controller C
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Figure 3.9 and 3.10 report the position, orientation and control effort for
controller D. Even in this case, a strong coupling during the commanded yaw
rotation caused by the controller itself can be observed.
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Fig. 3.9. Simulated position and orientation for the reduced controller D
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Fig. 3.10. Simulated force and moment for the reduced controller D
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Figure 3.11 and 3.12 report the position, orientation and control effort for
controller E.
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Fig. 3.11. Simulated position and orientation for the reduced controller E
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Fig. 3.12. Simulated force and moment for the reduced controller E
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Figure 3.13 and 3.14 report the position, orientation and control effort for
controller F.
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Fig. 3.13. Simulated position and orientation for the reduced controller F
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Fig. 3.14. Simulated force and moment for the reduced controller F
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74 3. Dynamic Control of 6-DOF AUVs

A further plot can be used (Figure 3.15) to understand the problem arising
when compensating incorrectly the current, the controller C is compared with
controller E in a normalized polar representation of the sole compensation
of the ocean current during the yaw rotation. It can be noticed that, with
the controller E (and similar) the compensation of the current rotates with
the vehicle so that it still compensate with respect to a constant, earth-fixed
disturbance.

νI
c

law E

νI
c

law C

Fig. 3.15. Earth-fixed-frame polar representation of samples of the current com-
pensation: controller E (left) and controller C (right). Notice that the compensation
term built by the law C rotates together with the vehicle-fixed frame

The given simulation does not exhibit a significant error in the orientation
that should be caused by the wrong restoring compensation of the control-
lers A and F. The numerical study has been conducted with a model largely
used in the literature and tested in experimental cases; moreover, reasona-
ble parameters’ estimation has been considered; in particular only the third
component of the vector WrG −BrB is different from zero; finally small ro-
tations in pitch and yaw have been commanded. Under these considerations
both the controllers behave very well; the control effort, moreover, was simi-
lar to that of other controllers. It has been considered fair, thus, to report the
good numerical result of these controllers despite their theoretical drawback
and to avoid specific case studies where those might fail such as, e.g., with
large enough φ and θ for the controller F and a different vector WrG−BrB .
It might be noticed that this singularity is a representation singularity and
that might arise even with the vehicle in the hovering position due to an
unsatisfactory choice of the body-fixed frame or the roll-pitch-yaw conven-
tion; however, due to the common marine convention, this possibility is so
uncommon that is not a real drawback.
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3.9 Numerical Comparison Among the Reduced Controllers 75

However, to better illustrate this different behavior, a second simulation
study was developed in which the vehicle is commanded to change the sole
roll angle according to the time law in Figure 3.16 while keeping constant the
vehicle position and the other vehicle angles at zero; for the sake of clarity,
it is assumed that no ocean current is acting on the vehicle. The behavior
of the reduced version of control law E is compared to that of the reduced
version of the control law A in terms of the measured roll angles (Figure 3.17,
left column). Remarkably, in the simple condition considered, the restoring
moment to be compensated for is mainly acting around the xb axis. In the
simulation, it is possible to compute the restoring moment around this axis
and compare it with the adaptive compensation of the control law E and the
integral compensation plus the model-based compensation of the controller A
respectively; those plots are reported in the right column of Figure 3.17. It can
be observed that during the phase in which the roll angle changes from +10◦

to −10◦ the compensation built by the control law A has a lag with respect
to the acting restoring moment; this is due to the integral charge/discharge
time required to build a time-varying compensation term. The control law E,
instead, performs proper compensation of the restoring moment since it ac-
counts for the vehicle orientation in the adaptation mechanism.
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Fig. 3.16. Comparison of the control law A and the control law E in the second
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Fig. 3.17. Comparison of the control law A and the control law E in the second case
study. Left column: Time history of measured roll angles (solid line) and the desired
(dashed line); top, control law A, bottom, control law E. Right column: Time
history of the restoring moment around xb (dashed), the corresponding integral
action of the control law A (top, solid line) and the corresponding adaptive action
of the control law E (bottom, solid line)
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3.9.2 Conclusions and Extension to UVMSs

In this Chapter six controllers have been compared with respect to their
behavior in presence of modeling uncertainty and presence of ocean current.
It is shown that, with a not proper compensation, the integral/adaptive action
acts as a disturbance during the transients.

Numerical simulations better illustrate the theoretical results. However,
an aspect to be considered for proper analysis of the simulations is that,
despite any effort to chose the gains so as to ensure similar performance to
the controllers has been made, this is impossible in a strict sense. Therefore,
the presented results have to be read mainly by looking at the error behavior
rather then focusing on strict numeric comparison. Notice, however, that the
control effort is very similar for all the controllers, meaning that different
behaviors are not given by a different magnitude of the inputs.

The extension of these considerations to dynamic control of UVMSs is
straightforward using the virtual decomposition approach as detailed in Subs-
ection 7.9.3.
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4. Fault Detection/Tolerance Strategies for
AUVs and ROVs

4.1 Introduction

Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) and Remotely Operated Vehicles
(ROVs) received increasing attention in the last years due to their significant
impact in several underwater operations. Examples are the monitoring and
maintenance of off-shore structures or pipelines, or the exploration of the sea
bottom; see, e.g., reference [321] for a complete overview of existing AUVs
with description of their possible applications and the main subsystems. The
benefit in the use of unmanned vehicles is in terms of safety, due to the
possibility to avoid the risk of manned missions, and economic. Generally,
AUVs are required to operate over long periods of time in unstructured en-
vironments in which an undetected failure usually implies loss of the vehicle.
It is clear that, even in case of failure detection, in order to terminate the
mission, or simply to recover the vehicle, a fault tolerant strategy, in a wide
sense, must be implemented. In fact, simple system failure can cause mission
abort [154] while the adoption of a fault tolerant strategy allows to safely
terminate the task as in the case of the arctic mission of Theseus [118]. In
case of the use of ROVs, a skilled human operator is in charge of command
the vehicle; a failure detection strategy is then of help in the human deci-
sion making process. Based on the information detected, the operator can
decide in the vehicle rescue or to terminate the mission by, e.g., turning off
a thruster.

Fault detection is the process of monitoring a system in order to reco-
gnize the presence of a failure; fault isolation or diagnosis is the capability to
determine which specific subsystem is subject to failure. Often in literature
there is a certain overlapping in the use of these terms. Fault tolerance is the
capability to complete the mission also in case of failure of one or more sub-
systems, it is referred also as fault control, fault accommodation or control
reconfiguration. In the following the terms fault detection/tolerance will be
used.

The characteristics of a fault detection scheme are the capability of isolate
the detected failure; the sensitivity, in terms of magnitude of the failure that
can be detected and the robustness in the sense of the capability of working
properly also in non-nominal conditions. The requirements of a fault tolerant
scheme are the reliability, the maintainability and survivability [240]. The

G. Antonelli: Underwater Robots, 2nd Edition, STAR 2, pp. 79–91, 2006.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006
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80 4. Fault Detection/Tolerance Strategies for AUVs and ROVs

common concept is that, to overcome the loss of capability due to a failure, a
kind of redundancy is required in the system. A general scheme is presented
in Figure 4.1.

In this chapter, a survey over existing fault detection and fault tolerant
schemes for underwater vehicles is presented. For these specific systems, ad-
opting proper strategies, an hardware/software (HW/SW) sensor failure or
an HW/SW thruster failure can be successfully handled in different operating
conditions as it will be shown in next Sections. In some conditions, it is requi-
red that the fault detection scheme is also able to diagnostic some external
not-nominal working conditions such as a multi-path phenomena affecting
the echo-sounder system [61]. It is worth noticing that, for autonomous sy-
stems such as AUVs, space systems or aircraft, a fault tolerant strategy is
necessary to safely recover the damaged vehicle and, obviously, there is no
panic button in the sense that the choice of turning off the power or activate
some kind of brakes is not available.

Most of the fault detection schemes are model-based [1, 3, 4, 5, 52, 61, 140,
143, 238, 306, 307] and concern the dynamic relationship between actuators
and vehicle behavior or the specific input-output thruster dynamics. A model-
free method is presented in [43, 173]. Higher level fault detection schemes are
presented in [117, 118, 146, 324]. References [42, 177, 212, 222, 279, 308]
deal with hardware/software aspects of a fault detection implementation
for AUVs. Neural Network and Learning techniques have also been presen-
ted [102, 113, 142, 144, 284].

Concerning fault tolerant schemes, most of them consider a thruster re-
dundant vehicle that, after a fault occurred in one of the thrusters, still is
actuated in 6 degrees of freedom (DOFs). Based on this assumption a real-
location of the desired forces on the vehicle over the working thrusters is
performed [3, 4, 5, 52, 61, 232, 233, 234, 236, 251, 306, 307]. Of interest
is also the study of reconfiguration strategies if the vehicle becomes under-
actuated [228].

Only few papers concern the experimental results of fault detection and
fault tolerant schemes [3, 4, 5, 42, 52, 61, 117, 118, 212, 232, 233, 251, 306,
307]; for all the above references it is worth noticing that the successfully
results has been achieved with the implementation of simple algorithms.

In Section 4.2 a small list of failures occurred during wet operations is
reported; Section 4.3 and 4.4 report the description of fault detection and
tolerant strategies for underwater vehicles. Since the implementation of such
strategies in a real environment is not trivial Section 4.5 describes in more
detail some successfully experiments. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in
Section 4.6.

4.2 Experienced Failures

In this section, a small list of possible ROVs/AUVs’ failures is reported.
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+
FTC UUV−

FD

high level

Fig. 4.1. General fault detection/tolerant control scheme for an Unmanned Un-
derwater Vehicle (UUV). The Fault Detection (FD) block is in charge of detecting
the failure, send a message to the higher level supervisor and, eventually, modifying
the Fault Tolerant Controller (FTC)

sensor failure The underwater vehicles are currently equipped with several
sensors in order to provide information about their localization and velocity.
The problem is not easy, it does not exist a single, reliable sensor that gives
the required position/velocity measurement or information about the envi-
ronment, e.g., about the presence of obstacles. For this reason the use of
sensor fusion by, e.g., a Kalman filtering approach, is a common technique to
provide to the controller the required variables. This structural redundancy
can be used to provide fault detection capabilities to the system. In detail, a
failure can occur in one of the following sensors:

• IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit): it provides information about the ve-
hicle’s linear acceleration and angular velocity;

• Depth Sensor: by measuring the water pressure gives the vehicle’s depth;
• Altitude and frontal sonars: they are used to detect the presence of

obstacles and the distance from the sea bottom;
• Ground Speed Sonar: it measures the linear velocity of the vehicle with

respect to the ground;
• Currentmeter: it measures the relative velocity between vehicle and water;
• GPS (Global Positioning System): it is used to reset the drift error of the

IMU and localize exactly the vehicle; it works only at the surface;
• Compass: it gives the vehicle yaw;
• Baseline Acoustic: with the help of one or more transmitters it allows exact

localization of the vehicle in a specific range of underwater environment;
• Vision system: it can be used to track structures such as pipelines.

For each of the above sensors the failure can consist in an output zeroing if,
e.g., there is an electrical trouble or in a loss of meaning. It can be considered
as sensor failure also an external disturbance such as a multi-path reading
of the sonar that can be interpreted as a sensor fault and correspondingly
detected.
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82 4. Fault Detection/Tolerance Strategies for AUVs and ROVs

thruster blocking It occurs when a solid body is between the propeller
blades. It can be checked by monitoring the current required by the thruster.
It has been observed, e.g., during the Antarctic mission of Romeo [61]: in
that occurrence it was caused by a block of ice.

flooded thruster A thruster flooded with water has been observed during
a Romeo’s mission [61]. The consequence has been an electrical dispersion
causing an increasing blade rotation velocity and thus a thruster force higher
then the desired one.

fin stuck or lost This failure can causes a loss of steering capability as
discussed by means of simple numerical simulations in [143].

rotor failure A possible consequence of different failures of the thrusters
is the zeroing of the blade rotation. The thruster in question, thus, simply
stops working. This has been intentionally experienced during experiments
with ODIN [232, 233, 306, 307], RAUVER [140] and Roby 2 [4] and during
another Romeo’s mission [61].

hardware-software failure A crash in the hardware or software implemen-
ted on the vehicle can be experienced. In this case, redundancy techniques
can be implemented to handle such situations [42].

4.3 Fault Detection Schemes

In [3, 4] a model-based fault detection scheme is presented to isolate actuators’
failures in the horizontal motion. Each thruster is modeled as in [127]. The
algorithm is based on a bank of Extended Kalman Filters (EKFs) the outputs
of which are checked in order to detect behaviors not coherent with the
dynamic model. In case of two horizontal thrusters and horizontal motion
3 EKFs are designed to simulate the 3 behaviors: nominal behavior, left
thruster fault, right thruster fault. The cross-checking of the output allows
efficient detection as it has been extensively validated experimentally (details
are given in Section 4.5). A sketch of this scheme is given in Figure 4.3 where u
is the vector of thruster inputs and the vehicle yaw ψ is measured by means
of a compass. In [5], the same approach is investigated with the use of a
sliding-mode observer instead of the EKF. The effectiveness of this approach
is also discussed by means of experiments.

The work in [52, 61] focuses on the thruster failure detection by monitoring
the motor current and the propeller’s revolution rate. The non-linear nominal
characteristic has been experimentally identified, thus, if the measured couple
current-propeller’s rate is out of a specific bound, then a fault is experienced.
Based on a mapping of the i-o axis the possible cause is also specified with
a message to the remote human operator. The two failures corresponding to
a thruster flooding or to a rotor failure, in fact, fall in different axis regions
and can be isolated. Interesting experiments are given in Section 4.5.
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Fig. 4.2. Romeo (courtesy of M. Caccia, National Research Council-ISSIA, Italy)

The fault in a thruster is also monitored in [306, 307] by the use of a hall-
effect sensor mounted on all the thrusters. The input is the desired voltage
as computed by the controller and the TCM, the output is the voltage as
measured by the hall-effect sensor; the mismatching between the measured
and the predicted voltage is considered as a fault. The paper also considers
fault tolerance for sensor and actuator faults and experiments, as shown in
following sections.

The vehicle Theseus [117, 118] is equipped with a Fault Manager sub-
system. This provides some kind of high-level failure detection in the sense
that the mission is divided in a number of phases (each phase is a series
of manoeuvres between way points); in case of failure of a phase there is a
corresponding behavior to be activated. See Section 4.5 for detail about a
practical intervention of the Fault Manager. A hierarchical control system
developed for future implementation on Theseus is described in [324], this is
based on the layered control concepts [58].

References [42, 212] present an architecture for AUVs that integrates fault
detection capabilities of the subsystems. The hardware and software archi-
tecture, named AUVC (Autonomous Underwater Vehicle Controller) imple-
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u

ψ
EKF
nominal
model

residual
evaluation

EKF
left th. fault
model

residual
evaluation

EKF
right th. fault
model

residual
evaluation

FD

Fig. 4.3. Fault detection strategy for one of the horizontal thruster failure proposed
by A. Alessandri, M. Caccia and G. Verrugio

ments a fault detection strategy based on five rule-based systems that mo-
nitor all the subsystems. The five systems concern the Navigation, the Po-
wer/Propulsion, the Direction Control and the Communication; they are co-
ordinated by a Global Diagnoser that avoid contradictory actions. A specific
attention has been given at the hardware reliability: as a matter of fact the
AUVC is distributed on a redundant network of 18 loosely coupled processors.
AUVC has been also used to test the approach proposed in [222], a redun-
dancy management technique based on CLIPS expert system shell to identify
faults affecting depth and heading control. In [308] an architecture developed
for the vehicle ARICS with fault detection/tolerant capabilities is presented.
A software developed for ROVs to help the remote operator that integrates
some elementary fault detection algorithms is presented in [279]. The paper
in [177] describes the first results on the development of a long endurance
AUV that is currently ongoing at the MBARI (Monterey Bay Aquarium Re-
search Institute, California, USA). The fault detection approach is mainly
ported from the MIT (Massachusetts Institute of technology, Massachusetts,
USA) vehicle Odyssey (I and II) [46] and it is based on the Layered Control
Architecture. The software architecture is based on C++, QNX-based modu-
les, which offers multi-tasking capabilities suited for fault-tolerant operations.
A single thread suppression and restart can be implemented to recover from
software failure. Short-duration operations in open sea and long-duration
operations in the lab proved the effectiveness of this approach.

In [143] a model-based observer is used to generate residual between the
sensor measured behavior and the predicted one. The model also takes into
account the presence of waves in case of operations near the surface. When
the residual is larger than a given threshold a Fuzzy Inference System is in
charge of isolate the source of this mismatching (see sketch in Figure 4.4). A
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planar simulation is provided in case of low speed under wave action and a
stuck fin.

+
FTC UUV−

FD

FIS

high level

Fig. 4.4. Fuzzy fault detection/tolerant control scheme proposed by A.J. Healey:
the FIS (Fuzzy Inference System) block is in charge of isolating faults observed by
the FD (Fault Detection) block between fin stroke, servo error, residual and wave
activity detectors

A model-free fault detection method is proposed in [43, 173]: this is based
on the Hotelling T 2 statistic and it is a data-driven approach. The validation
is based on a 6-DOFs simulation affected by stern plane jams and rudder
jams.

A model-based, integrated heterogeneous knowledge approach is proposed
in [140]. A multi-dimensional correlation analysis allows to increase the con-
fidence in the detected fault and to detect also indirectly sensed subsystems.
Some preliminary results with the vehicle RAUVER are also given.

In [1] a model-based fault detection scheme for thrusters and sensors is
proposed. It has been designed based on the identified model of the 6-thruster
ROV Linotip and it is composed of a bank of single-output Luenberger ob-
servers. Its effectiveness is verified by simulations. Another model-based fault
detection scheme verified by simulations is provided in [238]. A robust ap-
proach in [199].

A neuro-symbolic hybrid system is used in [102] to perform fault diagnosis
on AUVs with learning capability. The method is simulated on the planar
motion of the VORTEX mathematical model. Another learning technique is
proposed in [113] and verified by means of 6-DOFs simulations. In [284], a
neural network mathematical model is used to set-up a self-diagnosis scheme
of the AUV. A software for health monitoring of AUVs’ missions with learning
capabilities is also described in [151].

The work in [39] studies a systematic, quantitative approach in order to
maximize the mission and return success probabilities. The failed sensor is
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de-activated and the information obtained by a backup sensor able to recover
the vehicle. No dynamic simulations are provided.

In [100], the wavelet theory is used to detect the fault in the vehicle’s
navigation angle fault.

Finally, [258] developed a software tool to test intelligent controllers for
AUVs. This is done by using learning techniques from the artificial intelli-
gence theory.

4.4 Fault Tolerant Schemes

Most of the fault tolerant controllers developed for thruster-driven underwa-
ter vehicles are based on a suitable inversion of the TCM in eq. (2.48). It is
self-evident that, if the matrix is low rectangular it is still possible to turn
off the broken thruster and to control the vehicle in all the 6 DOFs. When
the vehicle becomes underactuated, or when it is driven by control surfaces,
the problem is mathematically more complex. In this case only few solutions
to specific set-up have been developed.

The work in [52, 61] reports a fault tolerant approach for ROMEO, a thru-
ster redundant ROV with 8 thrusters. The strategy, experimentally verified,
simply consists in deleting the column corresponding to the broken thruster
from the TCM. The mapping from the vehicle force/moment to the thru-
sters’ forces thus, does not concern the failed component. A similar approach
is used in [306, 307] by exploiting the thruster redundancy of ODIN, an AUV
developed at the Autonomous Systems Laboratory (ASL) of the University
of Hawaii, HI, USA. The proposed approach is sketched in Figure 4.5 where
the subscript d denotes the desired trajectory, V m is the motor input voltage
and Ω the propeller angular velocity of the thrusters.

ηd

η̇d

η̈d

Vehicle
Controller &
Fault Tolerant
Strategy

ud Thruster
Controller

V m Thruster
Dynamics

u
TCM

τ Vehicle
Dynamics

η

ν

η, η̇
Direct
Kinematics

Ω

Fig. 4.5. Fault tolerance strategy proposed by K.S. Yang, J. Yuh and S.K. Choi

In [232, 233, 234, 236, 251], a task-space-based, fault tolerant control
for vehicles with redundant actuation is proposed. The control law is model
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based and it handles the thruster redundancy by a pseudo-inverse approach of
the TCM that guarantees the minimization of the actuator quadratic norm.
The thruster dynamics, with the model described in [147], is also taken into
account.

The work [306, 307] presents a fault detection-tolerant scheme for sensor
faults. In detail, the depth of the vehicle is measured by using a pressure
sensor and a bottom sonar sensor. A third, virtual, sensor is added: this is
basically an ARX (AutoRegressive eXogeneous) model of the vehicle depth
dynamics. By comparing the measured values with the predicted ones, the
residual is calculated and the failed sensor eventually disconnected for the re-
maining portion of the mission. A sketch of the scheme is shown in Figure 4.6,
in nominal working conditions, the 3 residual Ri are close to the null value.
It is worth noticing that this approach requires exact knowledge of the ocean
depth.

bottom

knowledge

vertical
sonar

+

−

R1

pressure
sensor

−

+

R3

u analytical
model

−
+

R2

FD

Fig. 4.6. Fault tolerance strategy for sensor fault proposed by K.C. Yang, Y. Yuh
and S.K. Choi

In [228], the case of an underactuated AUV controlled by control surfaces
is considered. The vehicle tries to move in the unactuated DOFs by using
elementary motions in the actuated DOFs. The method has been tested on
the vehicle ARCS and showed that, in this form, it is not applicable. This
study provides information on structural changes to be adopted in the vehicle
in order to develop a vehicle suitable for implementing this method.

One of the first works of reconfiguration control for AUVs is given in [283],
where, however, only a superficial description of a possible fault tolerant
strategy is provided. Recently, [288] proposed a reconfiguration strategy to
accommodate actuator faults: this is based on a mixed H2/H∞ problem.
Simulation results are provided.
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88 4. Fault Detection/Tolerance Strategies for AUVs and ROVs

4.5 Experiments

Roby 2 is a ROV developed at the National Research Council-ISSIA, Italy.
It has been object of several wet tests aiming at validating fault detection
approaches. The horizontal motion is obtained by the use of two fore thru-
sters that control the surge velocity as well as the vehicle heading; the depth
is regulated by means of two vertical thrusters. In [3, 4, 5] experiments of
different fault detection schemes have been carried out by causing, on pur-
pose, an actuator failure: one of the thrusters has been simply turned off. The
experiments in [3, 4] have been carried out in a pool, in [5] the experiments
also concern a comparison between EKFs and sliding-mode observers. The
latter is a result of a bilateral project with the Naval Postgraduate School,
Monterey, CA.

The Italian National Research Council (CNR-ISSIA) also developed the
ROV ROMEO and tested, in an antarctic mission, both fault detection and
tolerant schemes [52, 61]. In particular the case of flooded and blocked thru-
sters occurred. In both cases the fault has been detected and the information
could be reported to the human operator in order to activate the reconfigura-
tion procedure. Figure 4.7 shows the expected and measured motor currents
in case of flooded thruster: it can be observed a persistent mismatching bet-
ween the output of the model and the measured values.

The vehicle Theseus manufactured by ISE Research Ltd with the Cana-
dian Department of National Defence successfully handled a failure during
an Arctic mission of cable laying [117, 118]. In details, the vehicle did not
terminate a homing step, probably due to poor acoustic conditions and the
Fault Manager activated a safe behavior: stop under the ice and wait for fur-
ther instructions. This allowed to re-establish acoustic telemetry and surface
tracking and safely recover the vehicle. Notice that his fault wasn’t intentio-
nally caused [118].

The vehicle ODIN, an AUV developed at the Autonomous Systems Labo-
ratory (ASL) of the University of Hawaii, HI, USA, has been used for several
experiments. In [306, 307] the fault detection and tolerant schemes are expe-
rimentally validated. The thruster fault has been tested by zeroing the output
voltage by means of software, the fault detection scheme identified the trouble
and correctly reconfigured the force allocation by properly modifying of the
TCM. The fault tolerant scheme with respect to depth sensor fault has also
been tested by zeroing the sensor reading and verifying that the algorithm,
after a programmed time of 1 s, correctly switched on the other sensor. While
the theory has been developed for a 6-DOFs vehicle, the experiments results
only present the vehicle depth.

The same vehicle has been used to validate the fault tolerant approach
developed in [232, 233, 251] in 6-DOFs experiments. Different experiments
have been carried out by zeroing the voltage on one or two thrusters simul-
taneously that, however, did not cause the vehicle becoming under-actuated.
The implemented control law is based on an identified reduced ODIN model
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4.5 Experiments 89

Fig. 4.7. Expected and measured motor currents for the vehicle Romeo in case of
flooded thruster (courtesy of M. Caccia, National Research Council-ISSIA)

and does not make use of thruster model neither it needs the vehicle accele-
ration as required by the theory; the block diagram, thus, is simply given by
Figure 4.8. Details on the control law are given in the referenced papers, the
basic formulation of the controller is given by:

uv = E† [ (η̈d − β) + Kv
˙̃η + Kpη̃ ] (4.1)

where Kv and Kv are control gains, the vector η̃ is the position/orientation
error, β represents the compensation of the nonlinear terms of the equation
of motions. The matrix E takes into account the TCM matrix, the inertia
matrix and the Jacobian matrix that converts body-fixed to inertial-fixed
velocities. Generalization about control of a desired task is given in [233].
The experiments validated the proposed approach; in Figure 4.9 the voltages
are shown: it can be recognized that thrusters 2 and 6 (one horizontal and
one vertical) are turned off at t = 260 s and t = 300 s, respectively, this
causes an augmentation of the chattering of the remaining thrusters that,
however, still can perform the desired task (Figure 4.10).
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Fig. 4.8. Sketch of the fault tolerance strategy implemented by N. Sarkar,
T.K. Podder and G. Antonelli
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Fig. 4.9. Voltage profile - vertical thrusters (on the left) and horizontal thrusters
(on the right) for the N. Sarkar and T.K. Podder algorithm

The AUVC described in [42, 212] has been tested on a six-processor ver-
sion on the Large Diameter Unmanned Underwater Vehicle of the Naval
Undersea Warfare Center.
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Fig. 4.10. Task-space trajectories (left column) and their errors (right column) for
the N. Sarkar and T.K. Podder algorithm

4.6 Conclusions

An overview over existing fault detection and fault tolerant schemes for un-
derwater vehicles has been presented. The case of failures for autonomous
missions in un-structured environment is, obviously, a dramatic occurrence
to handle. In this sense, the underwater community would benefit from rese-
arch studies with a strong practical orientation rather than theoretical-only
approaches. Failures in a redundant sensor seem to be a solved problem; ho-
wever, a particular attention needs to be paid to the tuning of the detection
gains, real-data experiments for off-line tuning seems to be a reliable way to
select those gains. As far as thrusters are of concern, experiments have shown
that current AUVs can be controlled at low velocity with 6 thrusters, also if
the original symmetric allocation is lost, without a strong performance dete-
rioration. Some possible research areas concern the case of a thruster-driven
AUV that becomes under-actuated and the case of vehicles controlled by me-
ans of control surfaces that failed; in both cases some practical approaches
might be useful for the underwater community.
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5. Experiments of Dynamic Control of a
6-DOF AUV

5.1 Introduction

In this Chapter some experimental results on dynamic control of a 6-DOF
AUV are given; practical aspects of the implementation are also discussed.
The experiments have been conducted in the pool of the University of Hawaii
using ODIN, an AUV developed at the Autonomous Systems Laboratory
(ASL) [81].

Implemented control law. The control law is briefly rewritten:

uv = B†
v[KDsv + Φv(Q,ν, ν̇a)θ̂v] (5.1)

˙̂
θv = K−1

θ ΦT
v (Q,ν, ν̇a)sv (5.2)

where B†
v is the pseudoinverse of matrix Bv (see the Appendix), Kθ > O

and Φv is the vehicle regressor. The vectors sv ∈ IR6 and sv ∈ IR6 are defined
as follows

sv =
ν̃1

ν̃2
+ Λ + K−1

D KP
RB

I η̃1

ε̃

= ν̃ + Λ + K−1
D KP ỹ, (5.3)

sv = ν̃ + Λỹ , (5.4)

with η̃1 = [xd − x yd − y zd − z ]T, ν̃1 = ν1,d−ν1, where the subscript d
denotes desired values for the relevant variables. The matrix Λ ∈ IR6×6 is
defined as Λ = blockdiag{λpI3, λoI3}, Λ > O. The matrix KP ∈ IR6×6 is
defined as KP = blockdiag{kpI3, koI3}, KP > O. Finally, it is

νa = νd + Λỹ

and KD > O.

5.2 Experimental Set-Up

ODIN is an autonomous underwater vehicle developed at the Autonomous
Systems Laboratory of the University of Hawaii. A picture of the vehicle is
shown in Figure 5.1. It has a near-spherical shape with horizontal diameter

G. Antonelli: Underwater Robots, 2nd Edition, STAR 2, pp. 93–104, 2006.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006
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94 5. Experiments Dynamic Control of a 6-DOF AUV

of 0.63 m and vertical diameter of 0.61 m, made of anodizied Aluminum (AL
6061-T6). Its dry weight is about 125 kg. It is, thus, slightly positive buoyant.
The processor is a Motorola 68040/33 MHz working with VxWorks 5.2 ope-
rating system. The power supply is furnished by 24 Lead Gel batteries, 20
for the thrusters and 4 for the CPU, which provide about 2 hours of au-
tonomous operations. The actuating system is made of 8 marine propellers
built at ASL; they are actuated by brushless motors. Each motor weighs ab-
out 1 kg and can provide a maximum thrust force of about 27 N. The sensory
system is composed of: a pressure sensor for depth measuring, with an accu-
racy of 3 cm; 8 sonars for position reconstruction and navigation, each with
a range 0.1 ÷ 14.4 m; an Inertial System for attitude and velocity measures.

Fig. 5.1. ODIN, the AUV used to experimentally test adaptive and fault tolerant
control strategies

5.3 Experiments of Dynamic Control

Despite the closed environment in which the experiments have been conduc-
ted, the pool of the University of Hawaii, it is necessary to take into account
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5.3 Experiments of Dynamic Control 95

the presence of a current as an irrotational, constant disturbance [127]. The
modeling aspects of including the current in the dynamic model have been
discussed in Section2.4.3. Since the measure of the current is not available
in ODIN, it has been taken into account as a disturbance τ v,C acting at the
force/moment level on the vehicle-fixed frame. Moreover, since the number of
dynamic parameters could be very large (nθ,v > 100, see [127]) it was imple-
mented a reduced version of the regressor matrix in order to adapt only with
respect to the restoring force/moments and to the current. In other words,
the control law implemented was the reduced controller of the one discussed
in Section 3.2.

The experiment was conceived in the following way: the vehicle had to
follow a desired trajectory with trapezoidal profile. Since the sonars need
to be under the surface of the water to work properly the first movement
planned was in the z direction (see Figure 5.2 for the relevant frames). The
vehicle planned to move 2 m in the y direction and 2 m in the x direction.

diving pool

O

y

x

23 m

2
3

m ODIN

xb

yb

arm

magnetic
north

Fig. 5.2. Sketch of the pool used for experiments with relevant frames

The control law has been designed using quaternions, however the speci-
fications of the desired trajectory and the output results are given in Euler
angles because of their immediate comprehension. Notice that the transfor-
mation from Euler angles to quaternions is free from representation singula-
rities. The attitude must be kept constant at the value of

ηd,2 = [ 0 0 90 ]T deg .

Since the vehicle is not perfectly balanced, at rest, i.e., with the thrusters off,
its position is φ ≈ 5◦ and θ ≈ 15◦ with the yaw depending on the current.
The desired orientation, thus, is a set-point for the control task.
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96 5. Experiments Dynamic Control of a 6-DOF AUV

The following control gains have been used:

Λ = diag{0.5, 0.5, 0.15, 0.8, 0.8, 0.8} ,
KD = diag{12, 12, 5, 2, 2, 8} ,
kp = 1 ,

ko = 1 ,

Kθ = blockdiag{0.01, 0.3I3}
In Figure 5.3 the time history of the position of the vehicle in the inertial

frame and the attitude of the vehicle and the orientation error in terms of
the Euler angles is shown. Notice that, due to technical characteristics of the
horizontal sonars [215], the x and y position data for the first 100 s are not
available. The vehicle is not controlled in those directions and subjected to the
pool’s current. At t = 100 s, it recovers the desired position and starts tracking
the trajectory. In the first seconds the vehicle does not track the desired
depth. This is based on the assumption that all the dynamic parameters
are unknown; at the beginning, thus, the action of the adaptation has to be
waited. From this plots it is also possible to appreciate the different noise
characteristics of the two position sensors: the sonar for the horizontal plane
and the pressure sensor for the depth. It can be noticed that the desired
attitude is kept for the overall length of the experiment and that a small
coupling can be seen when, at t = 100 s the vehicle recovers the desired
position in the horizontal plane.
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Fig. 5.3. Experiments of adaptive control on ODIN. Left: time history of the vehicle
positions. Top: x and y positions. Bottom: z position. Right: Top: time history of
the vehicle attitude in terms of Euler angles. Bottom: vehicle attitude errors in
terms of Euler angles (particular)
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In Figure 5.4 the control actions are shown. The peak in τx is due to the
big error seen by the controller at t = 100 s.
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Fig. 5.4. Experiments of adaptive control on ODIN. Top: control forces. Bottom:
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In Figure 5.5 the path in the horizontal plane is shown. It can be noted
that the second segment is followed with a smaller error than the first one,
due to the adaptation action.
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Fig. 5.5. Experiments of adaptive control on ODIN. Path on the xy plane
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In Figure 5.6 the 2-norm of the position error (x, y and z components) is
shown. It can be noted that the mean error at steady state, in the last 40 s,
is about 7 cm. These data need to be be related to the low accuracy and to
the big noise that affect the sonar’s data.
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Fig. 5.6. Experiments of adaptive control on ODIN. 2-norm of the 3D position
errors in the inertial frame
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5.4 Experiments of Fault Tolerance to Thrusters’ Fault

The desired trajectory is the same shown in the previous Section. The ex-
periments were run several times simulating different thruster’s fault. The
fault was simulated via software just imposing zero voltage to the relevant
thrusters. It is worth noticing that, while the desired trajectory is always
the same, some minor differences arise among the different experiments due
to different factors: the presence of strong noise on the sonar that affected
the xy movement (see [215] for details), the presence of a pool current. Mean-
while the controller guarantees a good tracking performance tolerant to the
occurrence of thruster’s fault and it is robust with respect to the described
disturbances.

In next plots the movement of the vehicle without fault and with 2 faults
are reported. The two faults arise as follow: at t = 260 s, one horizontal
thruster is off, at t = 300 s also the corresponding vertical thruster is off. We
chose to test a fault of the same side thrusters because this appears to be the
worst situation. Notice that the control law is different from the control law
tested in the previous Section. For details, see [232, 233, 234, 251].

In Figure 5.7 the behavior of the vehicle along xy without and with fault
is reported. It can be noted that, as for the previous experiments, the vehicle
is controlled only after 100 s in order for the sonar to work properly and wait
for the transient of the position filter [216]. From the right plot in Figure 5.7
we can see that the first fault, at t = 260 s, it does not affect the tracking
error while for the second, at t = 300 s, it causes only a small perturbation
that is fully recovered by the controller after a transient. Some comments are
required for the sonar based error: during the experiment with fault it has
been possible to see a small perturbation in the xy plane but, according to
the data, this movement has been of 60 cm in 0.2 s, this is by far a wrong
data caused by the sonar filter.

In Figure 5.8 the behavior of the vehicle along z without and with fault
is reported. It can be noted that the vehicle tracks the trajectory with the
same error with and without thrusters’ faults. Since the control law was
designed in 6 DOFs, the difference in the behavior between the horizontal
plane, where a small perturbation has been observed, and the vertical plane
is caused mainly by the different characteristics of the sensors rather than by
the controller itself. In other words, we can expect this nice behavior also in
the horizontal plane if a more effective sensorial system would be available.

Another comment need to be done about the depth data. In Figure 5.3
the plot of the depth for a different control law is shown. It could appear that
the tracking performance is better in the last experiment shown in Figure 5.8.
However it has to be underlined that the experiments are expensive in terms
of time and of people involved, the latter are simply successive to the first,
the gains, thus, are better tuned.

In Figure 5.9 the attitude without and with fault is reported. It can be no-
ted that, in case of fault, only after when the two faults arise simultaneously
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Fig. 5.7. Experiments of fault tolerant control on ODIN. Left: vehicle movement
along xy without thrusters’ faults. Right: vehicle movement along xy with thru-
sters’ faults. A, first fault at t = 260 s at one horizontal thruster. B, second fault
at t = 300 s at one vertical thruster
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Fig. 5.8. Experiments of fault tolerant control on ODIN. Left: vehicle movement
along z without thrusters’ faults. Right: vehicle movement along z with thru-
sters’ faults. A, first fault at t = 260 s at one horizontal thruster. B, second fault
at t = 300 s at one vertical thruster

there is a significant transient in the yaw angle that is quick recovered. Com-
ments similar to that done for the linear error in the horizontal plane could
be done.

In Figure 5.10 the voltages of the vertical and horizontal thrusters are re-
ported. We can see that when the thrusters are off, the desired force/moment
on the vehicle are redistributed on the working thrusters. From these plots we
can also appreciate the different noise on the control caused by the different
sensors; due to the null roll and pitch angles, in fact, the vertical thrusters
work mainly to track the vertical direction using the depth sensor while the
horizontal are mainly use to move the vehicle on the plane.
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Fig. 5.9. Experiments of fault tolerant control on ODIN. Left: roll, pitch and yaw
without thrusters’ faults. Right: roll, pitch and yaw with thrusters’ faults. A, first
fault at t = 260 s at one horizontal thruster. B, second fault at t = 300 s at one
vertical thruster
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Fig. 5.10. Experiments of fault tolerant control on ODIN. Left: voltages at vertical
thrusters. Right: voltages at horizontal thrusters
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In Figure 5.11 the 2-norm of the linear error is reported. It can be noted
that the first fault does not affect the error while for the second there is a
small transient that is recovered.
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Fig. 5.11. Experiments of fault tolerant control on ODIN. 2-Norm of the posi-
tion errors. A, first fault at t = 260 s at one horizontal thruster. B, second fault
at t = 300 s at one vertical thruster
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6. Kinematic Control of UVMSs

“. . .mais de toutes les sciences la plus absurde, à mon avis et celle qui est la
plus capable d’étouffer toute espèce de génie, c’est la géométrie. Cette science
ridicule a pour objet des surfaces, des lignes et des points qui n’existent pas
dans la nature. On fait passer en esprit cent mille lignes courbes entre un cer-
cle et une ligne droite qui le touche, quoique, dans la réalité, on n’y puisse pas
passer un fétu. La géométrie, en vérité, n’est qu’une mauvaise plaisanterie.”

Voltaire, “Jeannot et Colin” 1764.

6.1 Introduction

A robotic system is kinematically redundant when it possesses more degrees
of freedom than those required to execute a given task. A generic manipu-
lation task is usually given in terms of position/orientation trajectories for
the end effector. In this sense, an Underwater Vehicle-Manipulator System
is always kinematically redundant due to the DOFs provided by the vehicle
itself. However, it is not always efficient to use vehicle thrusters to move the
manipulator end effector because of the difficulty of controlling the vehicle
in hovering. Moreover, due to the different inertia between vehicle and mani-
pulator, movement of the latter is energetically more efficient. On the other
hand, reconfiguration of the whole system is required when the manipulator
is working at the boundaries of its workspace or close to a kinematic singula-
rity; motion of the sole manipulator, thus, is not always possible or efficient.
Also, off-line trajectory planning is not always possible in unstructured envi-
ronments as in case of underwater autonomous missions.

When a manipulation task has to be performed with an UVMS, the system
is usually kept in a confined space (e.g., underwater structure maintenance).
The vehicle is then used to ensure station keeping. However, motion of the
vehicle can be required for specific purposes, e.g., inspection of a pipeline,
reconfiguration of the system, real-time motion coordination while performing
end-effector trajectory tracking.

According to the above, a redundancy resolution technique might be use-
ful to achieve system coordination in such a way as to guarantee end-effector
tracking accuracy and, at the same time, additional control objectives, e.g.,

G. Antonelli: Underwater Robots, 2nd Edition, STAR 2, pp. 105–140, 2006.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006
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106 6. Kinematic Control of UVMSs

energy savings or increase of system manipulability. To this purpose the task
priority redundancy resolution technique [195, 210] is well suited in that it al-
lows the specification of a primary task which is fulfilled with higher priority
with respect to a secondary task.

Control of end-effector position/orientation can be obtained also with
dynamic control by suitably expressing the mathematical model [255, 256,
285]. This approach, successfully implemented for industrial robots, seems
not to be suitable for UVMSs for two main reasons: first, in underwater
environment the dynamic parameters are usually poorly known; second, the
redundancy of the system is not exploited. Some, approaches, moreover, are
specifically designed for a 6-DOFs manipulator only.

By limiting our attention to UVMSs, few papers have addressed the pro-
blem of inverse kinematics resolution. Reference [237] proposes a local motion
planner solved in parallel by a distributed search; this provides an itera-
tive algorithm for an approximate solution. In [20], a task priority approach
has been proposed aimed at fulfilling secondary tasks such as reduction of
fuel consumption, improvement of system manipulability, and obstacle avoi-
dance. This approach has been further integrated with a fuzzy approach
in [24, 25, 26, 29] and it will be deeply analyzed in this Chapter. In [249, 250],
a second-order inverse kinematics approach is developed to reduce the total
hydrodynamic drag forces of the system. Simulations results are performed
on a 6-link vehicle carrying a 3-link manipulator. The same authors also deve-
loped a dynamic-based algorithm in [235] that generates the joint trajectories
by taking into account the natural frequencies of the two subsystems: vehicle
and manipulator; the task-space trajectory is represented by Fourier series
and suitably projected on the subsystems. Reference [252] reports an adaptive
dynamic controller that uses, as reference trajectory, the output of a first-
order inverse kinematics algorithm aimed at satisfying joint limits. In [163],
the Authors develop two cost functions devoted at increase the manipula-
bility and respect the joint limits to be used in a task priority approach.
In [160, 161], a genetic algorithm-based motion planner is proposed; dividing
the workspace in cells, the presence of obstacles and the minimization of the
drag forces are taken into consideration. Finally, in [73] a distributed kine-
matic control was developed for coordination of a multi-manipulator system
mounted under a free-flying base such as, e.g., an underwater vehicle; the
case of a possible under-actuated vehicle is explicitly taken into account.

6.2 Kinematic Control

A manipulation task is usually given in terms of position and orientation
trajectory of the end effector. The objective of kinematic control is to find
suitable vehicle/joint trajectories η(t), q(t) that correspond to a desired
end-effector trajectory ηee,d(t). The output of the inverse kinematics algo-
rithm ηr(t), qr(t) provides the reference values to the control law of the
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UVMS. This control law will be in charge of computing the driving forces
aimed at tracking the reference trajectory for the system while counteracting
dynamic effects, external disturbances, and modeling errors.

Equation (2.64)
ηee = k(η, q) (2.64)

is invertible only for specific kinematic structures with fixed base. Moreo-
ver, the complexity of the relation and the number of solutions, i.e., different
joint configurations that correspond to the same end-effector posture, increa-
ses with the degrees of freedom. As an example, a simple two-link planar
manipulator with fixed base admits two different solutions for a given end-
effector position, while up to 16 solutions can be found in the case of 6-DOFs
structures. At differential level, however, the relation between joints and end-
effector velocities is much more tractable and a theory of kinematic control
has been established aimed at solving inverse kinematics of generic kinematic
structures.

Equation (2.68)

ẋE =
η̇ee1

RI
nνee2

= J(RI
B , q)ζ (2.68)

maps the (6 + n)-dimensional vehicle/joint velocities into the m-dimensional
end-effector task velocities. If the UVMS has more degrees of freedom than
those required to execute a given task, i.e., if (6 + n) > m, the system is
redundant with respect to the specific task and the equations (2.64)–(2.68)
admit infinite solutions. Kinematic redundancy can be exploited to achieve
additional task, beside the given end-effector task. In the following, the typical
case (6 + n) ≥ m will be considered.

The configurations at which J is rank deficient, i.e., rank(J) < m, are
termed kinematic singularities. Kinematic singularities are of great interest
for several reasons; at a singularity, in fact,

• The mobility of the structure is reduced. If the manipulator is not redun-
dant, this implies that it is not possible to give an arbitrary motion to the
end effector;

• Infinite solutions to the inverse kinematics problem might exist;
• Close to a kinematic singularity at small task velocities can correspond

large joint velocities.

Notice that, in case of UVMS, the Jacobian has always full rank due to the
mobility of the vehicle, i.e., a rigid body with 6-DOFs. However, as it will
be shown in next Sections, movement of the vehicle has to be avoided when
unnecessary.

Pseudoinverse

The simplest way to invert the mapping (2.68) is to use the pseudoinverse of
the Jacobian matrix [301]
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108 6. Kinematic Control of UVMSs

ζr = J†(η, q)ẋE,d , (6.1)

where ẋE,d is the end-effector task defined in (2.68) and

J†(η, q) = JT(η, q) J(η, q)JT(η, q)
−1

.

This solution corresponds to the minimization of the vehicle/joint veloci-
ties in a least-square sense [254], i.e., of the function:

E =
1

2
ζTζ .

Notice that subscript r in ζr stands for reference value, meaning that those
velocities are the desired values for the low-level motion control of the mani-
pulator (see also Figure 6.1, where a closed-loop inverse kinematics, detailed
in next Subsections, is sketched). It is possible to minimize a weighted norm
of the vehicle/joint velocities

E =
1

2
ζTWζ

leading to the weighted pseudoinverse:

J†
W = W−1JT JW−1JT

−1

. (6.2)

With this approach, however, the problem of handling kinematic singularities
is not addressed and their avoidance cannot be guaranteed.

xE,d

eE KE
+

IK

ζr

J−1(·)
ηr, qr

+ Motion
Control

UVMS
η, q

ẋE,d

+

k(·)

−

Kinematic Loop Dynamic Loop

Fig. 6.1. Kinematic and dynamic loops. The block labeled eE is defined by equa-
tion (6.8)

Augmented Jacobian

Another approach to redundancy resolution is the augmented Jacobian [107].
In this case, a constraint task is added to the end-effector task as to obtain
a square Jacobian matrix which can be inverted.

The main drawback of this technique is that new singularities might arise
in configurations in which the end-effector Jacobian J is still full rank. Those
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6.2 Kinematic Control 109

singularities, named algorithmic singularities, occur when the additional task
does cause conflict with the end-effector task.

A similar approach, with the same drawback, is the extended Jacobian
approach.

Task Priority Redundancy Resolution

By solving (2.68) in terms of a minimization problem of the quadratic cost
function ζTζ the general solution [191] is given:

ζr = J†(η, q)ẋE,d + IN − J†(η, q)J(η, q) ζa , (6.3)

where N = 6+n and ζa ∈ IR6+n is an arbitrary vehicle/joint velocity vector.

It can be recognized that the operator IN − J†(η, q)J(η, q) projects

a generic joint velocity vector in the null space of the Jacobian matrix. This
corresponds to generating an internal motion of the manipulator arm that
does not affect the end-effector motion.

Solution (6.3) can be seen in terms of projection of a secondary task,
described by ζa, in the null space of the higher priority primary task, i.e., the
end-effector task. A first possibility is to choose the vector ζa as the gradient
of a scalar objective function H(q) in order to achieve a local minimum [191]:

ζa = −kH∇H(q) , (6.4)

where kH is a scalar gain factor. Another possibility is to chose a primary
task xp,d ∈ IRm and a correspondent Jacobian matrix Jp(q) ∈ IRm×(6+n)

ẋp,d = Jp(q)ζ .

and to design a secondary task xs,d ∈ IRr and a correspondent Jacobian

matrix Js(q) ∈ IRr×(6+n):

ẋs,d = Js(q)ζ .

for which the vector of joint velocity is then given by [195, 210]:

ζr = J†
pẋp,d + Js IN − J†

pJp

†
ẋs,d − JsJ

†
pẋp,d . (6.5)

However, for this solution too, the problem of the algorithmic singularities
still remains unsolved. In this case, it is possible to experience an algorithmic

singularity when Js and Jp are full rank but the matrix Js IN − J†
pJp

looses rank. Extension of the approach to several tasks for highly redundant
systems can be achieved by generalization of (6.5), as described in [263].
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Singularity-Robust Task Priority Redundancy Resolution

A robust solution to the occurrence of the algorithmic singularities is based
on the following mapping [78]:

ζr = J†
p(η, q)ẋp,d + IN − J†

p(η, q)Jp(η, q) J†
s(η, q)ẋs,d . (6.6)

This algorithm has a clear geometrical interpretation: the two tasks are
separately inverted by the use of the pseudoinverse of the corresponding Ja-
cobian; the vehicle/joint velocities associated with the secondary task are
further projected in the null space of the primary task Jp. Similarly to [263],
extension to several tasks for highly redundant systems can be easily achieved
by recursive application of (6.6).

Damped Least-Squares Inverse Kinematics Algorithms

The problem of inverting ill-conditioned matrices that might occur with all
the above algorithms can be avoided by resorting to the damped least-square
inverse given by [209]:

J#(η, q) = JT(η, q) J(η, q)JT(η, q) + λ2Im
−1

,

where λ ∈ IR is a damping factor.
In this case, the introduction of a damping factor allows solving the pro-

blem from the numerical point of view but, on the other hand, it introduces
a reconstruction error in all the velocity components. Better solutions can be
found with variable damping factors or damped least-squares with numerical
filtering [196, 209].

Closed-Loop Inverse Kinematic Algorithms

The numerical implementation of the above algorithms would lead to a
numerical drift when obtaining vehicle/joint positions by integrating the
vehicle/joint velocities. A closed loop version of the above equations can
then be adopted. By considering as primary task the end-effector posi-
tion/orientation, (6.6), as an example, would become:

ζr = J†(η, q) (ẋE,d + KEeE) +

+ IN − J†(η, q)J(η, q) J†
s(η, q) (ẋs,d + Kses) , (6.7)

where eE and es are the numerical reconstruction errors and KE ∈ IRm×m

and Ks ∈ IRr×r are design matrix gains to be chosen so as to ensure conver-
gence to zero of the corresponding errors.

If the task considered is position control, its reconstruction error is simply
given by the difference between the desired and the reconstructed values. In
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6.2 Kinematic Control 111

case of the orientation, however, care in the definition of such error is required
to ensure convergence to the desired value. In this work, the quaternion atti-
tude representation is used [246]; the vector eE for the task defined in (2.68)
is then given by [60, 80]:

eE =
ηee1,d − ηee1,r

ηrεd − ηdεr − S(εd)εr
, (6.8)

where Qd = {ηd, εd} and Qr = {ηr, εr} are the desired and reference attitu-
des expressed by quaternions, respectively, and S(·) is the matrix operator
performing the cross product.

The obtained ζr can then be used to compute the position and orientation
of the vehicle ηr and the manipulator configuration qr:

ηr(t)
qr(t)

=
t

0

η̇r(σ)
q̇r(σ)

dσ +
η(0)
q(0)

=
t

0

J−1
k (σ)ζr(σ)dσ +

η(0)
q(0)

. (6.9)

As customary in kinematic control approaches, the output of the above
inverse kinematics algorithm provides the reference values to the dynamic
control law of the vehicle-manipulator system (see Figure 6.1). This dyna-
mic control law will be in charge of computing the driving forces, i.e., the
vehicle thrusters and the manipulator torques. The kinematic control algo-
rithm is independent from the dynamic control law as long as the latter is
a vehicle/joint space-based control, i.e., it requires as input the reference
vehicle-joint position and velocity. In the literature number of such control
laws have been proposed that are suitable to be used within the proposed
kinematic control approach; a literature survey is presented in the next Chap-
ter. For the seek of simplicity, in the Figure, only the primary task is shown.

Remarkably, all those inverse kinematics approaches are suitable for real-
time implementation. Of course, depending on the specific algorithm, a dif-
ferent computational load is required [78].

Transpose of the Jacobian

A simple algorithm, conceptually similar to the closed loop approach, is given
by the use of the transpose of the Jacobian. In this case, the joint velocities
are given by [254]:

ζr = JTKEeE ,

where a direct relationship between the reference joint velocities and the
end-effector reconstruction error is obtained.
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112 6. Kinematic Control of UVMSs

6.3 The Drag Minimization Algorithm

In 1999 N. Sarkar and T.K. Podder ([249, 250]) suggest to use the sy-
stem redundancy in order to minimize the total hydrodynamic drag. Roug-
hly speaking the proposed kinematic control generates a coordinate ve-
hicle/manipulator motion so that the resulting trajectory incrementally re-
duce the total drag encountered by the system.

The second-order version of (6.3) is given by

ζ̇r = J†(η, q) ẋE,d − J̇(η, q)ζ + IN − J†(η, q)J(η, q) ζ̇a , (6.10)

where, again, the vector ζ̇a is arbitrary and can be used to optimize some
performance criteria that can be chosen, similarly to eq. (6.4), as

ζ̇a = −kH∇H(q) . (6.11)

The Authors propose the following scalar objective function

H(q) = DT(q, ζ)WD(q, ζ) (6.12)

where D(q, ζ) is the damping matrix and W ∈ IRN×N is a positive definite
weight matrix. By properly selecting the weight matrix it is possible to shape
the influence of the drag of the individual components on the total system’s
drag. A possible choice for W is a diagonal matrix [250].

The method is tested in detailed simulations where the drag coefficients
are supposed to be known. As noticed by the Authors, in practical situations,
the drag coefficient need to be identified and this can not be an easy task; it
must be noted, however, that theoretical drag coefficient are available in the
literature for the most common shapes. As a first approximation it is possible
to model the vehicle as an ellipsoid and the manipulator arms as cylinders.
The proposed method, thus, even being approximated, provides information
of wider interest.

It is worth noticing that drag minimization has been the objective of
several approaches, even not based on kinematics control, such as, e.g., [160,
161]; in [164], the Authors propose to utilize a genetic algorithm to be trained
over a periodic motion in order to estimate the trajectory’s parameters that
minimize the directional drag force in the task space.

6.4 The Joint Limits Constraints

N. Sarkar, J. Yuh and T.K. Podder, in 1999 ([252]) take into account the
problem of handling the manipulators’ joints limits.

The Authors propose to suitably modifying the weight matrix W in
Eq. (6.2). In detail, W is chosen as a diagonal matrix the entries of which
are related to a proper function. The approach might also take into account
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6.5 Singularity-Robust Task Priority 113

the vehicle position, but, for seek of simplicity, let us consider only the joints
positions by defining

H(q) =

n

i=1

1

ci

qi,max − qi,min

(qi,max − qi)(qi − qi,min)

with ci > 0 and the subscript max and min that obviously denotes the two
joint limits. This function ([252]) inherits the concepts developed in [44].

Its partial derivative with respect to the joint positions is given by

∂H(q)

∂qi
=

1

ci

(qi,max − qi,min)(2qi − qi,max − qi,min)

(qi,max − qi)2(qi − qi,min)2
.

The elements of the weight matrix are then defined as

Wi,i = 1 +
∂H(q)

∂qi
,

in fact, it can be easily observed that the element goes to 1 when the joint
is in the center of its allowed range and goes to infinity when the joint is
approaching its limit.

As a further improvement it is possible to relate the weight also to the
direction of the joint by defining

Wi,i =


1 +

∂H(q)
∂qi

if ∆
∂H(q)
∂qi

> 0

1 if ∆
∂H(q)
∂qi

≤ 0

In Section 6.6, the joint limits are part of a number of tasks handled with
a fuzzy approach. In [163], B.H. Jun, P.M. Lee and J. Lee propose a first
order task priority approach with the optimization of specific cost functions
developed for the ROV named KORDI. The joints constraints are taken into
account also.

6.5 Singularity-Robust Task Priority

To achieve an effective coordinated motion of the vehicle and manipulator
while exploiting the redundant degrees of freedom available, G. Antonelli
and S. Chiaverini, in [20], resort to the singularity-robust task priority re-
dundancy resolution technique. The velocity vector ζr is then computed as
shown in (6.7).

In the case of a UVMS, the primary task vector will usually include the
end-effector task vector, while the secondary task vector might include the
vehicle position coordinates. This choice is aimed at achieving station keeping
of the vehicle as long as the end-effector task can be fulfilled with the sole
manipulator arm. It is worth noticing that this approach is conceptually
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114 6. Kinematic Control of UVMSs

similar to the macro-micro manipulator approach [107]; the main difference
is that the latter requires dynamic compensation of the whole system while
the former is based on a kinematic control approach. This is advantageous
for underwater applications in which uncertainty on dynamic parameters is
experienced.

Simulations

Let consider a 9-DOF UVMS constituted by the Naval Postgraduate School
AUV Phoenix [145] with a 3-DOF planar manipulator arm. For the sake
of clarity, in this first group of simulations, the attention we was restricted
to planar tasks described in the plane of the manipulator, that is mounted
horizontally. Therefore, let us consider six degrees of freedom in the system
which is characterized by the three vehicle coordinates x, y, ψ, and the three
end-effector coordinates xE , yE , ψE all expressed in a earth-fixed frame; the
three vehicle coordinates z,θ,φ are assumed to be constant. A sketch of the
system as seen from the bottom is reported in Figure 6.2, where the earth-
fixed, body-fixed, and end-effector reference frames are also shown.
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Fig. 6.2. Sketch of the simulated UVMS seen from the bottom

A station keeping task is considered as first case study. During station
keeping, the thrusters must react to the ocean current the strength of which
exhibits a quadratic dependence on the relative velocity [127]. However, if
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the model of the NPS AUV [145] is considered it can be easily recognized
that, the drag in the xb direction is really smaller with respect to the drag in
the yb. This suggests to attempt keeping the fore aft direction of the vehicle
aligned with the ocean current in order to reduce energy consumption.

To implement the proposed approach, it is proposed to consider as pri-
mary task both the end-effector position+orientation and the vehicle orien-
tation, i.e.,

xp = [xE yE ψE ψ ]
T

,

and as secondary task the vehicle position, i.e.,

xs = [x y ]
T

.

In a first simulation the end-effector has to maintain its position and
orientation while the vehicle will change its orientation to minimize the effect
of the ocean current; it is desired to keep the vehicle position constant, if
possible. Let the initial configuration of the vehicle be

x = 0 m ,

y = 0 m ,

ψ = 0 rad ,

and the manipulator joint angles be

q = [ 1.47 −1 0.3 ]
T

rad ,

corresponding to the end-effector location

xE = 5.92 m ,

yE = 4.29 m ,

ψE = 0.77 rad .

The desired values of the end-effector variables and vehicle position are coinci-
dent with their initial value. The desired final value of the vehicle orientation
is 0.78 rad as given, e.g., by a current sensor; the time history of the desired
value ψd is computed according to a quintic polynomial interpolating law
with null initial and final velocities and accelerations and a duration of 10 s.
The algorithm’s gains are

Kp = diag{10, 10, 10, 1} ,
Ks = diag{2, 2} .

The simulation results are reported in Figure 6.3 and 6.4. It can be reco-
gnized that the task is successfully executed, in that the end-effector location
and vehicle position are held while the vehicle body is re-oriented to align
with the ocean current. Remarkably, the obtained vehicle reference trajectory
is smooth.
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Fig. 6.3. Re-orientation of the vehicle body with fixed end-effector location
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Fig. 6.4. Time history of vehicle position and velocity variables when the vehicle
reconfigure itself while keeping a fixed end-effector position/orientation
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A second simulation, starting from the same initial system configuration,
considers an end-effector trajectory that cannot be tracked by sole manipu-
lator motion. Therefore, the vehicle must be moved to allow the manipulator
end-effector to track its reference trajectory. Also in this simulation, align-
ment of the vehicle fore aft direction with the ocean current is pursued.

The desired end-effector trajectory is a straight-line motion starting from
the same initial location as in the previous simulation and lasting at the final
location

xE = 8.00 m ,

yE = 9.00 m ,

ψE = 0.78 rad .

The path is followed according to a quintic polynomial interpolating law with
null initial and final velocities and acceleration and a duration of 10 s. The
other task variables and gains are the same as in the previous simulation;
remarkably, the desired values of the vehicle position variables are coincident
with their initial value also in this case.

The simulation results are reported in Figure 6.5 and 6.6. It can be reco-
gnized that the primary task is successfully executed, in that the end-effector
location and vehicle orientation achieve their target. On the other hand, the
vehicle moves from its initial position despite the secondary task demands
for station keeping. Remarkably, the obtained vehicle reference trajectory is
smooth.

To show generality of the proposed approach a second case study has been
developed. A drawback of the previous case study might be that the manipu-
lator arm is almost completely stretched out when the end-effector trajectory
requires large displacements going far from the vehicle body. Nevertheless,
this is related to our choice to keep the position of the vehicle constant and
to align the fore aft direction with the ocean current. To overcome this draw-
back, a different choice of the tasks to be fulfilled is necessary. In particular,
the task of vehicle re-orientation might be replaced with the task of keeping
the manipulator arm in dexterous configurations. To this aim, it would be
possible to use a task variable expressing a manipulability measure of the
manipulator arm [312]. In this simple case, it is clear that arm singularities
occur when q2 = 0; therefore, the use of q2 as manipulability task variable
would reduce the computational burden of the algorithm.

To implement the proposed approach in this second case study, both the
end-effector position+orientation and the second manipulator joint variable
are thus considered as primary task, i.e.

xp = [xE yE ψE q2 ]
T

,

and as secondary task the vehicle position, i.e.

xs = [x y ]
T

.
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Fig. 6.5. Re-orientation of the vehicle body with given end-effector trajectory
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Fig. 6.6. Time history of vehicle position and velocity variables with given end-
effector trajectory
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Starting from the same initial system configuration as before, in the simu-
lation the same end-effector trajectory has been assigned while manipulator
joint 2 is driven far from zero; it is desired to keep the vehicle position con-
stant, if possible.

The desired final value of q2 is −0.78 rad; the time history of the desired
value q2,d is computed according to a quintic polynomial interpolating law
with null initial and final velocities and acceleration and a duration of 10 s.
The algorithm’s gains are

Kp = diag{10, 10, 10, 1} , (6.13)

Ks = diag{2, 2} . (6.14)

The simulation results are reported in Figure 6.7 and 6.8.
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Fig. 6.7. Tracking of a given end-effector trajectory with manipulator dexterity

It can be recognized that the primary task is successfully executed, in
that the end-effector location and manipulator joint 2 achieve their target.
On the other hand, the vehicle moves despite the secondary task demands
for station keeping. Remarkably, the obtained vehicle reference trajectory is
smooth.

To underline the energetic difference in the station keeping task considered
in the first case study when executed with and without vehicle re-orientation,
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Fig. 6.8. Time history of vehicle position and velocity variables with given end-
effector trajectory and manipulator dexterity

a third case study has been developed. Two simulations have been performed
considering the full-dimensional dynamic model of the NPS AUV under a
sliding mode control law [21] and the following constant and irrotational
current

νI
c = [ 0.1

√
2 0.1

√
2 0 0 0 0 ]

T
.

In the first simulation the vehicle stays still and the generalized control
forces are required to only compensate the current effect, since the NPS AUV
is neutrally buoyant and θ = φ = 0. In the second simulation the vehicle
moves according to the results of the first simulation in the first case study;
thus, the generalized control forces are used to both move the vehicle and to
compensate the current effect.

Figure 6.9 reports the time histories of the 2-norm of the control forces
and moments acting on the vehicle as obtained in the two simulations.
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Fig. 6.9. Time history of the 2-norm of the vehicle forces (left) and moments
(right)
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6.6 Fuzzy Inverse Kinematics 121

It is easy to recognize that during the reconfiguration the proposed solu-
tion is more energy-consuming than the fixed-attitude solution; nevertheless,
after the re-orientation has been achieved, the energy consumption required
by the proposed technique is negligible. Therefore, the proposed solution be-
comes the more attractive the longer is the duration of the manipulation
task.

For the sake of argument, Table 6.1 reports the time integral of the 2-
norms of force and moment obtained in the two simulations over a 100 s task
duration.

Table 6.1. Time integral of the force and moment 2-norms: a) without re-
orientation; b) with re-orientation

a b

f 2300 800

m 9500 5800

6.6 Fuzzy Inverse Kinematics

Because of the different inertia characteristics of the vehicle and of the ma-
nipulator, it would be preferable to perform fast motions of small amplitude
by means of the manipulator while leaving to the vehicle the execution of
slow gross motions. This might be achieved by adopting the weighted pseu-
doinverse of Eq. (6.2) with the (6 + n) × (6 + n) matrix W−1

W−1(β) =
(1 − β)I6 O6×n

On×6 βIn
, (6.15)

where β is a weight factor belonging to the interval [0, 1] such that β = 0
corresponds to sole vehicle motion and β = 1 to sole manipulator motion.

During the task execution, setting a constant value of β would mean to fix
the motion distribution between the vehicle and the manipulator. Neverthe-
less, the use of a fixed weight factor inside the interval [0, 1] has a drawback:
it causes motion of the manipulator also if the desired end-effector posture
is out of reach; on the other hand, it causes motion of the vehicle also if the
manipulator alone could perform the task.

Another problem is the need to handle a large number of variables;
UVMSs, in fact, are complex systems and several variables must be monito-
red during the motion, e.g., the manipulator manipulability, the joint range
limits to avoid mechanical breaks, the vehicle roll and pitch angles for correct
tuning of the proximity sensors, the yaw angle to exploit the vehicle shape
in presence of ocean current, etc. As it can be easily understood, it is quite
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122 6. Kinematic Control of UVMSs

difficult to handle all these terms without a kinematic control approach. Ne-
vertheless, the existing techniques do not allow to find a flexible and reliable
solution.

To overcome this drawback a fuzzy theory approach has therefore been
considered at two different levels. First, it is required to manage the distribu-
tion of motion between the vehicle and the manipulator; second, it is required
to consider multiple secondary tasks that are activated only when the corre-
sponding variable is outside (inside) a desired range. This can be done using
different weight factors adjusted on-line according to the Mamdani fuzzy in-
ference system ([103]) shown in Figure 6.10.

Crisp
input

fuzzifier

fuzzy rule

fuzzy
inference
engine

defuzzifier

Crisp
output

Fig. 6.10. Mamdani fuzzy inference system

In detail, the crisp outputs are the scalar β of (6.15) that distributes the
desired end-effector motion between the vehicle and the manipulator and a
vector of coefficients αi that are used in the task priority equation as follows

ζ = J†
W (ẋE,d + KEeE) + I − J†

W JW

i

αiJ
†
s,iws,i , (6.16)

where ws,i are suitably defined secondary task variables and Js,i are the
corresponding Jacobians. Both β and αi’s are tuned according to the state of
the system and to given behavioral rules. The inputs of the fuzzy inference
system depend on the variables of interest in the specific mission. As an exam-
ple, the end-effector error, the ocean current measure, the system’s dexterity,
the force sensor readings, can be easily taken into account by setting up a
suitable set of fuzzy rules.

To avoid the exponential growth of the fuzzy rules to be implemented as
the number of tasks is increased, the secondary tasks are suitably organized
in a hierarchy. Also, the rules have to guarantee that only one αi is high at a
time to avoid conflict between the secondary tasks. An example of application
of the approach is described in the Simulation Section.
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6.6 Fuzzy Inverse Kinematics 123

Simulations

The proposed fuzzy technique has been verified in full-DOFs case studies.
An UVMS has been considered constituted by a vehicle with the size of
the NPS Phoenix [145] and a manipulator mounted on the bottom of the
vehicle. The kinematics of the manipulator considered is that of the SMART-
3S manufactured by COMAU. Its Denavit-Hartenberg parameters are given
in Table 6.2. The overall system, thus, has 12 DOFs. Figure 6.11 shows the
configuration in which all the joint positions are zero according to the used
convention.

Table 6.2. D-H parameters [m,rad] of the manipulator mounted on the underwater
vehicle

a d θ α

link 1 0.150 0 q1 −π/2
link 2 0.610 0 q2 0

link 3 0.110 0 q3 −π/2
link 4 0 0.610 q4 π/2

link 5 0 −0.113 q5 −π/2
link 6 0 0.103 q6 0

The simulations are aimed at proving the effectiveness of the fuzzy ki-
nematic control approach; for seek of clarity, thus, only the kinematic loop
performance is shown (see Figure 6.1). The real vehicle/joint position will be
affected by a larger error since the tracking error too has to be taken into
account. It is worth noticing that, as long as the law level dynamic controller
is suitably designed, this tracking error is bounded. Moreover, it does not
affects the kinematic loop performance.

The primary task is to track a position/orientation trajectory of the end
effector. The system starts from the initial configuration:

η = [ 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]
T

m,deg

q = [ 0 −30 −110 0 −40 90 ]
T

deg

that corresponds to the end-effector position/orientation

ηee1 = [ 0.99 −0.11 2.99 ]
T

m

ηee2 = [ 0 0 −90 ]
T

deg .

The end effector has to track a segment of −30 cm along z, stop there, and
track a segment of 1 m along x. Both segments have to be executed with a
quintic polynomial time law in 12 s. During the translation, the end effector
orientation has to be kept constant. The initial configuration and the desired
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124 6. Kinematic Control of UVMSs

Fig. 6.11. UVMS in the configuration with null joint positions

path are shown in Figure 6.12. The duration of the simulation is 50 s. The
algorithm is implemented at a sampling frequency of 20 Hz. Notice that the
desired path cannot be tracked by the manipulator alone since it goes outside
of its workspace. It is then necessary, somehow, to move the vehicle as well.
Finally, the task is to be executed in real-time; no off-line knowledge of the
task is available.

Different simulations will be shown:

Case Study n. 1. Simple pseudoinversion of (2.68);
Case Study n. 2. Pseudoinversion of (2.68) by the use of a weighted pseu-

doinverse;
Case Study n. 3. Singularity robust task priority algorithm;
Case Study n. 4. Integration of the former algorithm with the proposed fuzzy

technique in presence of several secondary tasks.

For all the simulations a CLIK algorithm is considered, moreover, the
orientation error is represented by the use of quaternions. The desired orien-
tation, however, is still assigned in terms of Euler angles, since the transforma-
tion from Euler angles to quaternions is free from representation singularities.
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A

B

C

Fig. 6.12. Initial configuration of the UVMS for all the case studies. Desired end-
effector position: at the start time (A); after the first movement of 12 s (B); at the
final time (C)

Case Study n. 1

The first simulation has been run by the use of a simple pseudoinversion
of (2.68) with CLIK gain:

KE = blockdiag{1.6I3, I3} .
This solution is not satisfactory in presence of such a large number of

degrees of freedom. The system, in fact, is not taking into account the different
nature of the degrees of freedom (vehicle and manipulator) leading to evident
drawbacks: large movement of the vehicle in position and orientation, final
configuration not suitable for sensor tuning, possible occurrence of kinematic
singularities or joint mechanical limits. As an example, Figure 6.13 reports
the sketch of the final configuration where the bottom sonar would not work
properly since the pitch is ≈ 18 deg.
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A

B
C

Fig. 6.13. Final configuration of the UVMS for the first case study. The redun-
dancy is not exploited and the possible occurrence of undesired configurations is
not avoided

Case Study n. 2

In the second case study a weighted pseudoinverse is added in order to redis-
tribute the motion between vehicle and manipulator including a cost factor
that can be considered, e.g., proportional to the ratio of their inertias. The
following matrix of gain has been used:

W−1 = blockdiag{0.01I6, I6} .
Despite the much different costs of the two movements, the vehicle is still

required to move in order to contribute to the end effector motion. However
it would be preferable to move the vehicle only when absolutely necessary,
leading to sole movement of the manipulator in ordinary working conditions.
As an example, the vehicle attitude, in terms of Euler angles, for the last si-
mulation is shown in Figure 6.14. The vehicle still has a pitch of about 20 deg.

Case Study n. 3

The drawback shown by the algorithm as presented in the Case Study n. 2 can
be easily avoided by resorting to a singularity-robust task priority redundancy
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Fig. 6.14. Case study n. 2. Vehicle attitude in terms of Euler angles. Despite the
weight factor, the vehicle can reach non-dexterous configurations

resolution [78]. The same task is now simulated with the introduction of the
secondary task:

xs =
φ
θ

with xs,d = [ 0 0 ]
T
, meaning that the vehicle has to maintain an horizontal

configuration all along the task execution. Its Jacobian is simply given by:

Js =
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

.

Notice that, for this simple matrix, it is J†
s = JT

s . Obviously, the vehicle
position and yaw are not limited.

Figure 6.15 reports the sketch of the final configuration; it can be observed
that the pitch is now close to zero, as can be seen also from Figure 6.16.

Case Study n. 4

In this simulation, the implementation of the proposed kinematic control
approach is presented. In an UVMS several variables are of interest in order
to achieve a successful mission:

• avoidance of kinematic singularities;
• keeping the joints far from the mechanical limits;
• keeping the vehicle with small roll and pitch;
• avoidance of obstacles;
• alignment of the vehicle fore-aft direction with the ocean current.
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A

B
C

Fig. 6.15. Case study n. 3. Final configuration; the roll and pitch angles are now
kept close to zero by exploiting the redundancy with the singularity-robust task
priority algorithm
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Fig. 6.16. Case study n. 3. Vehicle attitude in terms of Euler angles
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6.6 Fuzzy Inverse Kinematics 129

It is underlined that some of the above items are critical; the alignment with
the current, however, can be significant in order to reduce power consump-
tion [20]. As an example, in the previous case study, the use of a weight factor
requires now a larger movement of the manipulator. This can lead to the oc-
currence of kinematic singularities. In fact, if the trajectory is assigned in
real-time, it is possible that the manipulator is asked to move to the border
of its workspace, where the possibility to experience a kinematic singularity
is high. Also, when the manipulator is outstretched, mechanical joint limits
can be encountered. In the simulations, the following joint limits have been
assumed:

qmin = [−100 −210 −210 −150 −80 −170]T deg
qmax = [100 30 10 150 80 170]T deg .

In Figure 6.17, the minimum distance to such limits for the previous case
study is shown. It can be observed that the manipulator hits a mechanical
limit at t ≈ 35 s.

0 10 20 30 40 50
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20
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40

50

O

time [s]

d
[d

eg
]

Fig. 6.17. Case study n. 3. Minimum distance of the 6 joints from their mechanical
limits. It can be observed that large movements of the manipulator may cause
hitting of the joint limits

In order to match all the constraints of such problem, a solution as been
proposed based on the use of the singularity-robust task priority merged with
fuzzy techniques.

Let consider the following tasks:

• End-effector position/orientation. The primary task is given, as for
the previous simulations by the end-effector position and orientation. The
corresponding Jacobian Jp is J given in (2.68);
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130 6. Kinematic Control of UVMSs

• Manipulability. Since the fuzzy approach tries to move the manipula-
tor alone, its manipulability has to be checked. A computationally limited
measure of the manipulability can be obtained by checking the minimum
singular value of the Jacobian [195, 77]. Since the manipulability function
is strongly non-linear it is possible to adopt the following approach: when
close to a singular configuration, the system tries to reconfigure itself in a
dexterous configuration. The task, thus, is a nominal manipulator configu-
ration whose Jacobian is given by:

Js1 = [ O6×6 I6 ] ;

• Mechanical limits. Due to the mechanical structure, each joint has a
limited allowed range. In case of a real-time trajectory, avoidance of such
limits is crucial. For this reason the minimum distance from a mechanical
limit is considered as another secondary task. Notice that the Jacobian is
the same of to the previous task:

Js2 = [ O6×6 I6 ] ;

• Vehicle attitude. As for the previous cases, the vehicle attitude (roll and
pitch angles) has to be kept null when possible. The Jacobian is then given
by

Js3 =
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

.

Due to the simple structure of the matrices, the pseudoinversion of the
secondary tasks is trivial: J†

s1 = JT
s1, J†

s2 = JT
s2, J†

s3 = JT
s3.

As shown in Section 6.6, the above tasks are activated by fuzzy variables.
The fuzzy inference system has 3 inputs, namely: a measure of the robot
manipulability, a measure of the distance from the joints limits and a measure
of the vehicle attitude. Hence, 3 linguistic variables can be defined that can
take the values:

manipulability = {singular, not singular}
joint limits = {close, not close}

vehicle attitude = {small, not small}
The output is given by the linguistic variables β and the 3 αi’s. The latter
can take the following values:

αi = {high, low}.
The linguistic variable β, named motion can take the following values:

motion = {vehicle, manipulator} .
As an example, the membership function of the linguistic variable joint limits
is reported in Figure 6.18.

The FIS outputs are considered at two different levels. The variable mo-
tion (β in (6.15)) can be considered at a higher level with respect to the
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Fig. 6.18. Membership function of the linguistic variable: joint limits used in the
fuzzy singularity-robust task priority technique

variables αi’s. Roughly speaking, the motion has to be normally assigned to
the manipulator, i.e., if all the αi’s are null. Hence, the value of β is related
to the value of the αi’s and the first set of rules to be designed concerns
the 3 linguistic variables α1, α2 and α3. A complete and consistent set of
fuzzy rules for 3 linguistic variables each of them defined in two fuzzy sets
requires 23 rules for every output leading to 32 total rules. The rules have
been arranged in a hierarchical structure that gives higher priority to the
kinematic singularity of the manipulator and lower to the vehicle attitude.
Hence, the following 8 rules have been used:

1. if (manipulator is singular) then (α1 is high);

2. if (manipulator is not singular) then (α1 is low);

3. if (manipulator is singular) then (α2 is low);

4. if (joint limits is not close) then (α2 is low);

5. if (manipulator is not singular) and (joint limits is close)

then (α2 is high);

6. if (manipulator is singular) or (joint limits is close)

then (α3 is low);

7. if (vehicle attitude is small) then (α3 is low);

8. if (manipulator is not singular)

and (joint limits is not close)

and (vehicle attitude is not small) then (α3 is high).

In detail, the rules are developed as follows:

• The first two rules concern the primary task. In this case, the manipu-
lator singularity is of concern and the variable α1 is activated when the
manipulator is close to a singularity.
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132 6. Kinematic Control of UVMSs

• A second task (α2), with lower priority with respect to the first, has to be
added. Rule n. 3, thus, is aimed at avoiding activation of this task when
the primary (α1) is high.

• Rule n. 4 and n. 5 are aimed at activating α2. Notice that the activation of
α2 is in and with the condition that does not activate the higher priority
task (α1).

• Repeat for the third task, in order of priority, the same rules as done for
the second task by taking into account that two tasks are now of higher
priority.

Table 6.3 is aimed at clarifying the rules development with respect to
two tasks, 1 and 2 in which the first is of higher priority with respect to the
second. The fuzzy sets are very simple, i.e., an input ui high requires the
activation of this task by imposing αi high. It can be recognized, thus, that
α2 respects its lower priority.

Table 6.3. Examples of the fuzzy set rules for two tasks: u1 is the input of a generic
task of higher priority with respect to u2 corresponding to a secondary task. α1 and
α2 are the corresponding output

u1 = low u1 = high

u2 = low
α1 = low
α2 = low

α1 = high
α2 = low

u2 = high
α1 = low
α2 = high

α1 = high
α2 = low

It is worth noticing that the rules presented could be grouped, e.g., rules
n. 1 and n. 3. The list presented, however, keeps the logical structure used
to develop the rules and should be clearer to the reader. Obviously, in the
simulation the rules have been compacted. With this logical approach the
rules are complete, consistent and continuous [103].

The and–or operations have been calculated by resorting to the min–max
operations respectively, the implication–aggregation operations too have been
calculated by resorting to the min–max operations respectively, the values
of αi ∈ [0, 1] are obtained by defuzzification using the centroid technique and
a normalization. Finally, the value of β ∈ ]0, 1] is given by β = 1−maxi(αi).
Notice that the extremities of the range in which β is defined do not involve
a singular configuration since, if β = 1 the manipulator alone is moving and
it is not close to a kinematic singularity. On the other hand, it is preferable
to have a certain degree of mobility of the manipulator avoiding β = 0; this
to guarantee that the manipulator reconfigures itself in a dexterous posture.

A simulation has been run with the proposed kinematic control leading to
satisfactory results. Figures 6.19–6.24 show some plots of interest. In detail,
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Figure 6.19 shows the vehicle position and attitude, Figure 6.20 the joint
positions, Figure 6.21 reports the variables considered as secondary tasks and
the corresponding FIS outputs. It can be observed that, in the execution of
the segment A-B, the vehicle is not requested to move since the manipulator
is working in a safe posture; this can be observed from Figure 6.21 where it
can be noticed that the αi’s are null in the first part of the simulation. When
t ≈ 30 s joint 5 is approaching its mechanical limit and the corresponding α2

is increasing, requesting the vehicle to contribute to the end-effector motion
while the manipulator reconfigures itself; thus, by always keeping a null end-
effector position/orientation error, the occurrence of an hit is avoided. The
same can be observed for the pitch of the vehicle; since it is at the lower
hierarchical level in the FIS, its value is recovered to the null value only
when the other αi’s are null.

Figure 6.22 shows a sketch of the initial and final configuration of the
system. Figure 6.23 shows the system velocities. It can be remarked that
the proposed algorithm outputs smooth trajectories. As for all the simulati-
ons shown, the end-effector position/orientation error is practically null (Fi-
gure 6.24) due to the use of a CLIK algorithm.

In order to show handling of the fuzzy rules under the proposed approach
while avoiding exponential growth of their number, we finally add as 4th
task, specification of the vehicle yaw. Our aim is to align the vehicle fore-
aft direction with the current in order to get energetic benefit from the low
drag of such configuration. To limit the number of rules to be implemented
we assign to this task the last priority among the secondary tasks. In this
case, considering two fuzzy sets also for this last variable (yaw = {aligned,
not aligned}), only the following 3 rules have to be added to the previous 8,
leading to 11 rules in total instead of 64:

9. if (manipulator is singular) or (joint limits is close) or

(vehicle attitude is not small) then (α4 is low);

10. if (yaw is aligned) then (α4 is low);

11. if (manipulator is not singular)

and (joint limits is not close)

and (vehicle attitude is small)

and (yaw is not aligned) then (α4 is high).

The 3 rules have the following aim: rule n. 9 is aimed at giving the lower
priority to this specific task; rule n. 10 is aimed at guaranteeing that the
output is always low when the corresponding input is inside the safe range;
finally, rule n. 11 activates α4 only for the given specific combination of inputs.

The integration of fuzzy technique with established inverse kinematic
techniques exhibits promising results, the fuzzy theory can give an added
value in handling complex situations as missions in remotely, unknown, ha-
zardous underwater environments. In a certain way, a fuzzy approach could
be considered to implement an higher level supervisor that is in charge of
distributing the motion between vehicle and manipulator while taking into
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Fig. 6.19. Case study n. 4. Vehicle position (top) and attitude in terms of Euler
angles (bottom). The movement of the vehicle is not required in the execution of
the first segment (A-B, first 12 s) when the manipulator is working in dexterous
configuration

account the big amount of constraints of UVMSs: joint’s limits, vehicle’s roll
and pitch, robot’s manipulability, obstacle avoidance, etc.co
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Fig. 6.20. Case study n. 4. Joint positions. The mechanical limit of joint 5 is
highlighted; it can be observed that the system reconfigures itself in order to avoid
working close to the mechanical limit
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Fig. 6.21. Case study n. 4. Variables of interest for the secondary task (left)
and output of the fuzzy inference system (right). For this specific mission, the
manipulability task is not excited, the distance from the mechanical limit and the
vehicle roll and pitch tasks are kept in their safe range
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A
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C

Fig. 6.22. Case study n. 4. Final configuration. The proposed kinematic control
allows handling several variables of interest
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Fig. 6.23. Case study n. 4. System velocities
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Fig. 6.24. Case study n. 4. End-effector position/orientation errors

6.7 Conclusions

With a view to implementing autonomous missions of robotic systems, ki-
nematic control plays an important role. The manipulation task is naturally
defined in the operational space. A mapping between the task space and the
vehicle/joint space is then necessary to achieve the desired task.

If this mapping is implicitly performed via a model based dynamic control
the natural redundancy of the system is not exploited, e.g., is not possible to
take into account additional constraints. Moreover dynamic compensation of
underwater robotic systems is difficult to obtain. On the other hand, off-line
planning of the vehicle/joint positions is not advisable, since the mission has
to be accomplished in an unstructured, generally unknown, environment. For
these reasons real-time kinematic control seems to be the right approach to
motion control of UVMSs.
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140 6. Kinematic Control of UVMSs

The use of techniques well known in robotics such as the task priority
approach seems to offer good results. They allow to reliably exploit the re-
dundancy and do not require compensation of the system’s dynamics. As it
will be shown in Chap. 8, kinematic control techniques can be successfully
integrated with interaction control schemes.
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7. Dynamic Control of UVMSs

7.1 Introduction

In Chap. 2 the equations of motion of Underwater Vehicle-Manipulator Sy-
stems (UVMSs) have been presented. Their expression in matrix form (2.71),
is formally close to the equations of motion of ground fixed manipulators for
which a wide control literature exists. This has suggested a suitable trans-
lation/implementation of existing control algorithms. However, some diffe-
rences, crucial from the control aspect, need to be underlined. UVMSs are
complex systems characterized by several strong constraints:

• Uncertainty in the model knowledge, mainly due to the poor knowledge of
the hydrodynamic effects;

• Complexity of the mathematical model;
• Kinematic redundancy of the system;
• Difficulty to control the vehicle in hovering, mainly due to the poor thru-

sters performance;
• Dynamic coupling between vehicle and manipulator;
• Low bandwidth of the sensor’s readings.

In [197, 198] a discrete adaptive control strategy for coordinated control of
UVMSs is presented. Numerical simulations, on a planar task, show that the
use of a centralized controller, better than two separate controllers, one for the
vehicle and one for the manipulator, guarantees performance improvement.

Reference [124] shows an adaptive macro-micro control for UVMSs. In-
verse kinematics is obtained by inversion of the Jacobian matrix; hence, a
manipulator with 6 degrees of freedom is required. A stability analysis in
Lyapunov sense is provided.

An adaptive control law for an underwater manipulator is proposed in [59].
A self-tuning PID controller is developed and tested in simulation on a 2-
link manipulator with fixed base. In [190] too, an underwater manipulator
with fixed base is considered. A description of a telerobotic control system is
provided in [181].

The use of multiple manipulators to be used as stabilizing paddles is in-
vestigated by means of simulations in [168]. Those concern a vehicle carrying
a 6-DOF manipulator plus a pair of 2-link manipulators counteracting the
interaction force between vehicle and manipulator as paddles.

G. Antonelli: Underwater Robots, 2nd Edition, STAR 2, pp. 141–200, 2006.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006
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142 7. Dynamic Control of UVMSs

In [105, 106] some dynamic considerations are given to underline the exi-
stence of a dynamic coupling between vehicle and manipulator. From this
analysis, based on a specific structure of an UVMS, a Sliding Mode approach
with a feedforward compensation term is presented. Numerical simulation
results show that the knowledge of the dynamics allows improvement of the
tracking performance.

In [86, 87], during the manipulation motion, the vehicle is assumed to be
inactive and modeled as a passive joint. A robust controller, with a distur-
bance observer-based action is used and its effectiveness verified in a 1-DOF
vehicle carrying a 3-DOF manipulator.

Reference [186] presents a sliding mode controller that benefits from the
compensation of a multilayer neural network. Simulation with a 2-DOF,
ground-fixed, underwater manipulator is provided.

In [131, 245] the possibility to mount a force/torque sensor at the
base of the manipulator is considered in order to compensate for the ve-
hicle/manipulator dynamic interaction. In case of absence of the sensor, [245]
also proposes a disturbance observer. The possibility to use information co-
ming from an other sensor is interesting; however, the practical implementa-
tion of such algorithms is not trivial.

Reference [169] presents an iterative learning control experimentally va-
lidated on a 3-DOF manipulator with fixed base. This is first moved in air
and then in water in order to learn the hydrodynamic dynamic contribution
and then use it in a feedforward compensation.

Reference [174], after having reported some interesting dynamic conside-
rations about the interaction between the vehicle and the manipulator, pro-
pose a two-time scale control. The vehicle, characterized by low bandwidth
actuators that can not compensate for the high manipulator bandwidth, is
controlled by a simple P-type action, while the manipulator is controlled by
a feedback linearizing controller.

In [162] the model of a planar motion of the AUV Twin-Burger equipped
with a 2-link manipulator is developed. A Resolved Acceleration Control is
then applied and simulated on the 5-DOFs.

Reference [281] proposes an adaptive action mainly based on the transpose
of the Jacobian. The approach is validated on simulations involving a 2-DOF
model of ODIN carrying a 2-DOF planar manipulator.

A problem slightly different is approached in [200], where the 4-DOF
manipulator Sherpa, mounted under the ROV Victor 6000 developed at the
Ifremer, is considered. This manipulator has been originally deigned to be
controlled in open-loop by a remote operator via a master/slave configuration
using a joystick: it is, thus, not-provided with proprioceptive sensors. The
Authors propose closed-loop system based on an eye-to-hand visual servoing
approach to control its displacement.
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7.2 Feedforward Decoupling Control 143

7.2 Feedforward Decoupling Control

In 1996 T. McLain, S. Rock and S. Lee, in [205, 206], present a control
law for UVMSs with some interesting experimental results conducted at the
Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute (MBARI). A 1-link manipulator
is mounted on the vehicle OTTER (see Figure 7.1) controlled in all the 6-
DOFs by mean of 8 thrusters. A coordinated control is then implemented to
improve the tracking error of the end effector.

Fig. 7.1. OTTER vehicle developed in the Aerospace Robotics Laboratory at
Stanford University (courtesy of T. McLain, Brigham Young University)

In order to explain the control implemented let rewrite the equations of
motion for the sole vehicle in matrix form as

Mvν̇ + Cv(ν)ν + DRB(ν)ν + gRB(RI
B) = τ v − τm(RI

B , q, ζ, ζ̇) (7.1)

where τm(RI
B , q, ζ, ζ̇) ∈ IR6 represents the coupling effect caused by the pre-

sence of the manipulator. The control of the vehicle and of the arm is achie-
ved, independently, by classical control technique. The coordination action
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144 7. Dynamic Control of UVMSs

is obtained by adding to the vehicle thrusters a feedforward compensation
term that is an estimate of τm:

τ v = τ control + τ̂m(RI
B , q, ζ, ζ̇) (7.2)

where τ control ∈ IR6 is the control action output by the sole vehicle controller.
In [206] there are experimental results conducted with the vehicle OTTER

that is about 2.5 m long, 0.95 m wide, and 0.45 m tall and weights about
145 kg in air. The arm used has a 7.1 cm diameter and is 1 m long. The con-
trol benefits from a variety of commercial sensors: an acoustic short-baseline
for the horizontal position, a pressure transducer for the depth, a dual-axis
inclinometer for the roll and pitch angles, a flux-gate compass for the yaw,
and solid-state gyros for the angular velocities. The control loop has been
implemented at a frequency of 100 Hz, i.e., the frequency of all the sensors
expect the baseline acoustic that worked at 2.5 Hz.
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Fig. 7.2. Feedforward Decoupling control. End-effector errors of a periodic motion.
Top-left: without vehicle control; top-right: with the sole decoupling action; bottom-
left: with the sole vehicle feedback control; bottom-right: the proposed approach
(courtesy of T. McLain, Brigham Young University)
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7.2 Feedforward Decoupling Control 145

The experiment is conducted under some assumptions: the vehicle does
not influence the manipulator dynamic due to its small movements; the de-
sired joint acceleration are used instead of the measured/filtered ones; there
is no current and the lift forces are small compared to the in-line forces. For
this specific experiment, moreover, the control of the vehicle is obtained by
resorting to PID-like actions at the 6 DOFs independently. In view of these
assumptions it is:

τ v = τPID + τ̂m(q, q̇, q̈d) .

Figure 7.2 reports some experimental results of the end-effector error com-
manded to a periodic motion. In the top-left plot the vehicle is not controlled
at all; the influence of the arm on the vehicle can be observed. In the top-right
and the bottom-left plots the sole decoupling force and vehicle feedback are
considered. Finally, in the bottom-right plot the benefit of considering the
proposed control strategy can be fully appreciated.
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Fig. 7.3. Feedforward Decoupling control. End-effector step response. Top-left:
without vehicle control; top-right: with the sole decoupling action; bottom-left: with
the sole vehicle feedback control; bottom-right: the proposed approach (courtesy of
T. McLain, Brigham Young University)
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146 7. Dynamic Control of UVMSs

In figure 7.3 the end-effector step response is given and its settling time
can be observed. It can be remarked that, without the proposed decoupling
strategy, the end effector does not even reaches the given set point.

The overall improvement was of a factor 6 with respect to the vehicle
without control and a factor 2.5 with respect to a separate control action.
The applied thrust only showed an increase of about 5%.

7.3 Feedback Linearization

Reference [285] presents a model based control law. In detail, the symbolic
dynamic model is derived using the Kane’s equations [286]; this is further
used in order to apply a full dynamic compensation. Simulations of a 6-DOF
vehicle carrying two 3-link manipulators are provided. A similar approach
has been presented in [255, 256].

From the mathematical point of view, the dynamics of an UVMS can be
completely cancelled by resorting to the following control action:

τ = M(q)ζ̇a + C(q, ζ)ζ + D(q, ζ)ζ + g(q,RI
B) (7.3)

where the 6 + n dimensional vector

ζ̇a =
ν̇a

q̈a

is composed by a 6 × 1 vector defined as

ν̇a = Jeη̈e + J̇eη̇

η̈e = η̈d + Kpvη̃ + Kvv
˙̃η + Kiv

t

0

η̃

and a n× 1 vector defined as

q̈a = q̈d + Kpqq̃ + Kvq
˙̃q + Kiq

t

0

q̃ .

The stability analysis is straightforward; assuming perfect dynamic com-
pensation, in fact, gives two different linear models for the earth-fixed vehicle
variables and the joint positions. With a proper choice of the matrix gains,
moreover, the designer can shape the response of a second-order dynamic
system.

7.4 Nonlinear Control for UVMSs with Composite
Dynamics

In [67, 68, 69, 220] the singular perturbation theory has been considered due
to the composite nature of UVMSs. The different bandwidth characteristics of
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7.4 Nonlinear Control for UVMSs with Composite Dynamics 147

the vehicle/manipulator dynamics are used as a basis for the control design.
This has been developed having in mind a Vortex vehicle together with a
PA10, 7-DOF, manipulator for which Tables 7.1 and 7.2 reports some time
response of the subsystems.

Table 7.1. Vortex/PA10’s sensor time response

measured variable time response

surge and sway x, y 400 ms

depth z 1000 ms

yaw ψ 1000 ms

pitch and roll φ, θ 100 ms

joint position q 1 ms

Table 7.2. Vortex/PA10’s actuators time response

type time response

vehicle thruster 160 ms

manipulator’s electrical CD motor 0.5 ms

Let consider a state vector composed by the earth-fixed-frame-based coor-
dinates of the vehicle and the joint position. In the following the dependencies
will be dropped out to increase readability. It can be demonstrated that its
(6 + n) × (6 + n) inertia matrix has the form [255]:

Mv + M qq Mvq

MT
vq M q

where Mv ∈ IR6×6 is the earth-fixed inertia matrix of the sole vehicle
(see eq. (2.53)), M q ∈ IRn×n is the inertia matrix of the sole manipulator,
M qq ∈ IR6×6 is the contribution of the manipulator on the inertia matrix
seen from the vehicle, Mvq ∈ IR6×n is the coupling term between vehicle
and manipulator; all the matrices include the added mass. Its inverse can be
parameterized in:

M−1 =
M−1

11 −M12

−MT
12 M−1

22

(7.4)

where the block diagonal matrices M11 and M22 are of dimension 6× 6 and
n× n, respectively, and M12 ∈ IR6×n.
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148 7. Dynamic Control of UVMSs

The equations of motion can be written as:

η̈ = M−1
11 (τ v − n ) − M12 (τ q − nq) (7.5)

q̈ = M−1
22 (τ q − nq) − MT

12 (τ v − n ) (7.6)

where the nonlinear terms of the equations of motion have been collected in
a (6 + n) dimensional vector:

n =
n
nq

with n ∈ IR6 and nq ∈ IRn.
In [67] the following controller is assumed for the vehicle:

τ v = M̂v + M̂ qq η̈d + kvv ˙̃η + kpvη̃ + ∆τ v , (7.7)

and for the manipulator

τ q = M̂ q q̈d + kvq ˙̃q + kpqq̃ (7.8)

where, as usual, the symbol hat: ·̂ denotes an estimate, positive definite in
this case, of the corresponding matrix and the tilde: ·̃ represents the error
defined as the desired minus the current variable. The scalar gains are chosen
so that:

kvv = 2ξω0v ,

kpv = ω2
0v ,

kvq = 2ξω0q ,

kpq = ω2
0q ,

i.e., they are defined by the damping ratio and the natural frequency of the
linearized model. The bandwidth ratio

ε =
ω0v

ω0q
1

is given by the closed-loop bandwidths the the vehicle and the manipulator
and it is small due to the dynamics of the two subsystems. The additional
control action ∆τ v can be chosen in different ways, in [69] a partial singu-
lar perturbed model-based compensation and a robust non-linear control have
been proposed.

A singular perturbation analysis can be carried out when ε is small. It
can be demonstrated the the manipulator is not affected by the slow vehicle
dynamics and that, after the fast transient, the approximated model has an
error O(ε). On the other side, the vehicle dynamics is strongly affected by
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7.5 Non-regressor-Based Adaptive Control 149

the manipulator’s motion. For this reason the additional control action ∆τ v

is required. In [67], a robust control is developed for the vehicle in order to
counteract the coupling effects.

Simulations are carried out considering a dry weight of 150 kg and a
length of 1 m for the vehicle and a dry weight of 40 kg and a length of 1 m
for the manipulator. Moreover, the natural frequencies have been chosen as
ω0v = 1.5 rad/s and ω0q = 15 rad/s leading to a value of ε = 0.1.

7.5 Non-regressor-Based Adaptive Control

In 1999 reference [185, 252] extend to UVMSs the non-regressor-based
adaptive control developed by J. Yuh [316] and experimentally validated
in [83, 216, 320, 323] with respect to AUVs. In [322], this controller is in-
tegrated with a disturbance observer to improve its tracking performance
and simulated on a 1-DOF vehicle carrying a 2-DOF manipulator.

The main idea is to consider the vehicle subsystem separate from the ma-
nipulator subsystem and to develop two controllers with different bandwidth,
independent one from the other. It is worth noticing that the controller has
been developed together with a kinematic control approach (see Chapter 6).

The vehicle generalized force τ v, thus, can be computed by considering
the controller

τ v = K1,vη̈d + K2,vη̇ + K3,v + K4,v
˙̃η + K5,vη̃ =

5

i=1

Ki,vφi,v ,

already defined and discussed in Section 3.3.
The manipulator is controlled with the following

τ q = K1,qq̈d + K2,qq̇ + K3,q + K4,q
˙̃q + K5,qq̃ =

5

i=1

Ki,qφi,q ,

where q̃ = qd − q, the gains Ki,q ∈ IRn×n are computed as

Ki,q =
γ̂i,qsqφ

T
i,q

sq φi,q

i = 1, . . . , 5 ,

where

sq = ˙̃q + σq̃ with σ > 0 ,

and the factors γ̂i,q’s are updated by

˙̂γi,q = fi,q sq φi,q with fi,q > 0 i = 1, . . . , 5 .
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150 7. Dynamic Control of UVMSs

The stability analysis can be found in [185, 252]. In [252], this control-
ler is used together with the kinematic control detailed in Section 6.4 in a
simulation study involving a 6-DOF vehicle together with a 3-DOF planar
manipulator subject to joint limits. The controller has been developed to
be used with the UVMS SAUVIM under development and the Autonomous
Systems Laboratory, University of Hawaii (Figure 7.4).

Fig. 7.4. SAUVIM under development and the Autonomous Systems Laboratory,
University of Hawaii (courtesy of J. Yuh). The passive joint used for position mea-
surement can be observed
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7.6 Sliding Mode Control

Robust techniques such as Sliding Mode Control have been successfully ap-
plied in control of a wide class of mechanical systems. In this Section the
application of a Sliding Mode based approach to motion control of UVMSs
is discussed.

The basic idea of this approach is the definition of a sliding surface

s(x, t) = ˙̃x + Λx̃ = 0 (7.9)

where a second order mechanical system has been assumed, x is the state
vector, t is the time, x̃ = xd − x and Λ is a positive definite matrix. When
the sliding condition is satisfied, the system is forced to slide toward the
value x̃ = 0 with an exponential dynamic (for the scalar case, it is ˙̃x = −λx̃).
The control input, thus, has the objective to force the state laying in the
sliding surface. With a proper choice of the sliding surface, n-order systems
can be controlled considering a 1st-order problem in s.

The only information required to design a stable sliding mode controller
is a bound on the dynamic parameters. While this is an interesting property
of the controller, one must pay the price of an high control activity. Typically,
sliding mode controllers are based on a switching term that causes chattering
in the control inputs.

While the first concepts on the sliding surface appeared in the Soviet
literature in the end of the fifties, the first robotic applications of sliding
mode control are given in [293, 313]. An introduction on Sliding Mode Control
theory con be found in [268].

Control law. The vehicle attitude control problem has been addressed
among the others in the paper [121] which extends the work in [108] and [265]
to obtain a singularity-free tracking control of an underwater vehicle based
on the use of the unit quaternion. Inspired by the work in [121], a control law
is presented for the regulation problem of an UVMS. To overcome the oc-
currence of kinematic singularities, the control law is expressed in body-fixed
and joint-space coordinates so as to avoid inversion of the system Jacobian.
Further, to avoid representation singularities of the orientation, attitude con-
trol of the vehicle is achieved through a quaternion based error. The resulting
control law is very simple and requires limited computational effort.

Let us recall the dynamic equations in matrix form (2.71):

M(q)ζ̇ + C(q, ζ)ζ + D(q, ζ)ζ + g(q,RI
B) = Bu, (2.71)

the control law is

u = B†[KDs + ĝ(q,RI
B) + KS sign(s)] , (7.10)

where B† is the pseudoinverse of matrix B, KD is a positive definite matrix
of gains, ĝ(q,RI

B) is the estimate of gravitational and buoyant forces, KS
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152 7. Dynamic Control of UVMSs

is a positive definite matrix, and sign(x) is the vector function whose i-th
component is

sign(x)i =
1 if xi ≥ 0

−1 if xi < 0.

In (7.10), s is the (6 + n) × 1 sliding manifold defined as follows

s = Λ

RB
I η̃1

ε̃
q̃

−
ν1

ν2

q̇

 = y − ζ , (7.11)

with Λ > O, η̃1 = [xd − x yd − y zd − z ]T, q̃ = qd − q where the sub-
script d denotes desired values for the relevant variables.

7.6.1 Stability Analysis

In this Section it will be demonstrated that the discussed control law is
asymptotically stable in a Lyapunov sense. Let us consider the function

V =
1

2
sTM(q)s , (7.12)

that is positive definite being M(q) > O.
Differentiating V with respect to time yields

V̇ =
1

2
sTṀs + sTMṡ

that, taking into account the model (2.71), (7.11) and the skew-symmetry
of Ṁ − 2C, can be rewritten as

V̇ = −sTDs + sT[Mẏ − Bu + Cy + Dy + g] . (7.13)

Plugging (7.10) into (7.13) gives

V̇ = −sT(D + KD)s + sT[Mẏ + (C + D)y + g̃ − KS sign(s)]

that, in view of positive definiteness of KD and D, can be upper bounded
as follows

V̇ ≤ −λmin(KD + D) s
2 − λmin(KS) s +

+ Mẏ + (C + D)y + g̃ s ,

where λmin denotes the smallest eigenvalue of the corresponding matrix.
By choosing KS such that

λmin(KS) ≥ Mẏ + (C + D)y + g̃ , (7.14)

the time derivative of V is negative definite and thus s tends to zero asym-
ptotically.

If an estimate of the dynamic parameters in (2.71) is available, it might
be convenient to consider the control law
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7.6 Sliding Mode Control 153

u = B†[KDs + ĝ + M̂ẏ + (Ĉ + D̂)y + KS sign(s)] (7.15)

in lieu of (7.10). Starting from the function in (7.12) and plugging (7.15)
in (7.13) gives

V̇ = −sT(D + KD)s + sT[Mẏ + (C + D)y + g̃ − KS sign(s)]

that, in view of positive definiteness of KD and D, leads to negative defini-
teness of V̇ if

λmin(KS) ≥ Mẏ + (C + D)y + g̃ . (7.16)

It is worth noting that condition (7.16) is weaker than condition (7.14) in
that the matrix KS must overcome the sole model parameters mismatching.

Stability of the sliding manifold. It was demonstrated that the discussed
control law guarantees convergence of s to the sliding manifold s = 0. In the
following it will be demonstrated that, once the sliding manifold has been
reached, the error vectors η̃1, ε̃, q̃ converge asymptotically to the origin, i.e.,
that regulation of the system variables to their desired values is achieved.

By taking Λ = blockdiag{Λp,Λo,Λq} where Λp ∈ IR3×3, Λo ∈ IR3×3,
Λq ∈ IRn×n, from (7.11) it is possible to notice that the stability analysis can
be decoupled in 3 parts as follows.

Vehicle position error dynamics. The vehicle position error dynamics on
the sliding manifold is described by the equation

−ν1 + ΛpR
B
I η̃1 = 0 .

Notice that the rotation matrix RB
I is a function of the vehicle orientation.

By considering

V =
1

2
η̃T

1 η̃1

as Lyapunov function candidate and observing that η̇1 = RI
Bν1, it is easily

obtained

V̇ = −η̃T
1 RI

BΛpR
B
I η̃1 ,

that is negative definite for Λp > O. Hence, η̃1 converges asymptotically to
the origin.

Vehicle orientation error dynamics. The vehicle orientation error dyna-
mics on the sliding manifold is described by the equation

−ν2 + Λoε̃ = 0 ⇒ ν2 = Λoε̃ . (7.17)

Further, by taking into account the quaternion propagation and (7.17), it
can be recognized that

˙̃η =
1

2
ε̃Tν2 =

1

2
ε̃TΛoε̃ . (7.18)
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154 7. Dynamic Control of UVMSs

Let consider the Lyapunov function candidate

V = ε̃Tε̃ . (7.19)

The time derivative of V is:

V̇ = 2ε̃T ˙̃ε = −ε̃Tη̃ν2 − ε̃TS(ε̃)ν2 . (7.20)

Plugging (7.17) into (7.20) and taking Λo = λoI3 with λo > 0, gives

V̇ = −η̃λoε̃
Tε̃ − λoε̃

TS(ε̃)ε̃ = −η̃λoε̃
Tε̃ .

which is negative semidefinite with η̃ ≥ 0. It must be noted that, in view
of (7.18), η̃ is a not-decreasing function of time and thus it stays positive
when starting from a positive initial value.

The set R of all points ε̃ where V̇ = 0 is given by

R = {ε̃ = 0, ε̃ : η̃ = 0} ;

from (2.7), however, it can be recognized that

η̃ = 0 ⇒ ε̃ = 1

and thus ˙̃η > 0 in view of (7.18). Therefore, the largest invariant set in R is

M = {ε̃ = 0}
and the invariant set theorem ensures asymptotic convergence to the origin.

Manipulator joint error dynamics. The manipulator joint error dyna-
mics on the sliding manifold is described by the equation

−q̇ + Λqq̃ = 0

whose convergence to q̃ = 0 is evident taking Λq > O.

7.6.2 Simulations

Dynamic simulations have been performed in order to show the effectiveness
of the discussed control law. The UVMS simulator was developed in the
Matlab c /Simulink c environment.

For this simulations, the vehicle data are taken from [145]; they refer to
the experimental Autonomous Underwater Vehicle NPS Phoenix. A two-link
manipulator with rotational joints has been considered which is mounted
under the vehicle body with the joint axes parallel to the fore-aft direction;
since the vehicle inertia along that axis is minimum, this choice increases
dynamic coupling between the vehicle and the manipulator. The length of
each link is 1 m, the center of gravity is coincident with the center of buoyancy
and it is supposed to be in the geometrical center of the link; each link is not
neutrally buoyant. Dry and viscous joint frictions are also taken into account.

As for the control law, implementation of (7.10) was considered; however,
it is well known that the sign function would lead to chattering in the system.
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7.6 Sliding Mode Control 155

Practical implementation of (7.10), therefore, requires replacement of the sign
function, e.g., with the sat function

u = B†[KDs + ĝ(q,RB
I ) + KSsat(s, ε)] , (7.21)

where the sat(x, ε) is the vector function whose i-th component is

sat(x, ε)i =


1 if xi > ε

−1 if xi < −ε
xi
ε otherwise.

Convergence to the equilibrium of the UVMS under this different control
law can be easily demonstrated starting from (7.12) following the guidelines
in [268]. In detail, it is obtained that V̇ < 0 in the region characterized
by s ≥ ε, while the sign of V̇ is undetermined in the boundary layer
characterized by s < ε. This approach is well established in sliding mode
control and does not represent a practical drawback since ε can be taken
sufficiently small.

In the simulation B is supposed to be the identity matrix, meaning that
direct control of forces and moments acting on the vehicle and joint torques
is available. The control law parameters are

Λo = Λp = diag{0.5, 0.5, 0.5} ,
Λq = diag{3, 2} ,

and

KD = blockdiag{104I6, 3000, 500} ,
KS = 1000I8 ,

ε = 0.1 .

A station keeping task for the vehicle in the initial location was considered

ηi = [ 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]T m,rad

with the manipulator in the initial configuration qi = −π

4

π

2

T

rad. The

vehicle must be then kept still, i.e., ηd = ηi, while moving the manipulator
arm to the desired final configuration qf = [ 0 0 ]T rad according to a 5th
order polynomial.

It should be noted that the vehicle orientation set point is assigned in
terms of Euler angles; these must be converted into the corresponding rota-
tion matrix so as to extract the quaternion expressing the orientation error
from the rotation matrix computed as in Subsection 2.2.3. Remarkably, this
procedure is free of singularities.

The obtained simulation results are reported in Figures 7.5–7.7 in terms of
the time histories of the vehicle position, the vehicle control forces, the vehicle
attitude expressed by Euler angles, the vehicle moments, the manipulator
joint errors, and the manipulator joint torques, respectively.
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Fig. 7.5. Sliding mode control. Left: vehicle positions. Right: vehicle control forces

Figure 7.5 shows that, as expected, the vehicle position is affected by the
manipulator motion; however, the displacements are small and the target
position is recovered after a transient. It can be recognized that at steady
state the force along z is non null; this happens because the manipulator is
not neutrally buoyant.

Figure 7.6 shows that the dynamic coupling is mostly experienced along
the roll direction because of the chosen UVMS structure. This effect was
intentional in order to test the control robustness. It can be recognized that
vehicle control moments are zero at steady state; this happens because the
center of gravity and the center of buoyancy of vehicle body and manipulator
links are all aligned with the z-axis of the earth-fixed frame at the final system
configuration.
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Fig. 7.6. Sliding mode control. Left: vehicle attitude in terms of Euler angles.
Right: vehicle control moments

Figure 7.7 shows the time histories of manipulator joint errors and torques.
It is worth noting that the initial value of the joint torques is non null because
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of gravity and buoyancy compensation, while they are null at steady state in
view of the particular final system configuration. It can be recognized that
control generalized forces are smooth while the task is successfully executed.
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Fig. 7.7. Sliding mode control. Left: manipulator joint errors. Right: manipulator
joint torques. The steady state vehicle moment and manipulator torques are null
due to the restoring force characteristic of this specific UVMS

7.7 Adaptive Control

Adaptive Control is a wide topic in control theory. The basic idea of adaptive
control is to modify on-line some control gains to adapt the controller to
the plant’s parameters that are supposed to be unknown or slowly varying.
However, the term adaptive control can assume slightly different meanings.
In this work, a controller is considered adaptive if it includes explicitly on-line
system parameters estimation.

Often, the mathematical model of the system to be controlled is known
but the dynamic parameters are not known or may depend from a load.
In this case, the adaptive control is mainly based on a PD action plus a
dynamic compensation the parameters of which are updated on-line. This
dynamic compensation can be intended to cancel the system dynamics, thus
achieving decoupling and linearization of the system, or preserve the passivity
properties of the closed loop system [223].

While the first concepts of adaptive control appeared, without success, in
the aircraft control in the early fifties, the first robotic applications appeared
later [223, 267].

Control law. Based on the control law developed in the previous Section,
a control law is presented for the tracking problem of UVMSs. As in the
previous control law, to overcome the occurrence of kinematic singularities,
the control law is expressed in body-fixed and joint-space coordinates so as
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158 7. Dynamic Control of UVMSs

to avoid inversion of the system Jacobian. Further, to avoid representation
singularities of the orientation, attitude control of the vehicle is achieved
through a quaternion based error. To achieve good tracking performance,
the control law includes model-based compensation of the system dynamics.
An adaptive estimate of the model parameters is provided, since they are
uncertain and slowly varying.

Given the dynamic equations in matrix form (2.71)–(2.73):

M(q)ζ̇ + C(q, ζ)ζ + D(q, ζ)ζ + g(q,RI
B) = Φ(q,RB

I , ζ, ζ̇)θ = Bu ,

the control law is

u = B†[KDs + Φ(q,RB
I , ζ, ζr, ζ̇r)θ̂] , (7.22)

with the update law given by

˙̂
θ = K−1

θ ΦT(q,RB
I , ζ, ζr, ζ̇r)s , (7.23)

where B† is the pseudoinverse of matrix B, Kθ > O and Φ is the system
regressor defined in (2.73). The vectors s ∈ R(6+n)×1 and s ∈ R(6+n)×1 are
defined as follows

s =

 ν̃1

ν̃2
˙̃q

+ Λ + K−1
D KP

BRI η̃1

ε̃
q̃

 = ζ̃ + Λ + K−1
D KP ỹ, (7.24)

s = ζ̃ + Λỹ , (7.25)

with η̃1 = [xd − x yd − y zd − z ]T, q̃ = qd−q, ν̃1 = ν1,d−ν1, ˙̃q = q̇d−q̇,
where the subscript d denotes desired values for the relevant variables.

Λ is defined as Λ = blockdiag{λpI3, λoI3,Λq} with Λq ∈ Rn×n, Λ > O.
KP is defined as KP = blockdiag{kpI3, koI3,Kq}, with Kq ∈ Rn×n, KP >
O. Kq and Λq must be defined so as KqΛq > O. Finally, it is ζr = ζd + Λỹ
and KD > O.

7.7.1 Stability Analysis

In this Section it will be shown that the control law (7.22)–(7.23) is stable in
a Lyapunov-Like sense. Let define the following partition for the variable s
that will be useful later:

s =

 sp
so
sq

 (7.26)

with sp ∈ R3, so ∈ R3, sq ∈ Rn respectively.
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Let us consider the scalar function

V =
1

2
sTM(q)s +

1

2
θ̃

T
Kθθ̃ +

+
1

2

 η̃1

z̃
q̃

T  kpI3 O3×4 O3×n

O4×3 2koI4 O4×n

On×3 On×4 Kq

 η̃1

z̃
q̃

 (7.27)

where z̃ = [ 1 0T ]T − z = [ 1 − η̃ −ε̃T ]T. V ≥ 0 in view of positive
definiteness of M(q), Kθ, kp, ko and Kq.

Differentiating V with respect to time yields

V̇ =
1

2
sTṀs + sTMṡ + θ̃

T
Kθ

˙̃
θ +

+kpη̃
T
1 RI

Bν̃1 − 2koz̃
TJk,oq(z)ν̃2 + q̃TKq

˙̃q . (7.28)

Observing that, in view of (7.25) and (7.26) it is

ν̃1 = sp − λpR
B
I η̃1, (7.29)

ν̃2 = so − λoε̃, (7.30)
˙̃q = sq − Λqq̃, (7.31)

and taking into account (2.71), (2.16), (7.29)–(7.31), and the skew-symmetry
of Ṁ − 2C, (7.28) can be rewritten as

V̇ = −sTDs − θ̃
T
Kθ

˙̂
θ + sT[Mζ̇r − Bu + C(ζ)ζr + D(ζ)ζr + g] +

+kpη̃
T
1 RI

Bsp − kpλpη̃
T
1 η̃1 + koε̃

Tso − λokoε̃
Tε̃ +

q̃TKqsq − q̃TKqΛqq̃ (7.32)

where
˙̃
θ = − ˙̂

θ was assumed, i.e., the dynamic parameters are constant or
slowly varying.

Exploiting (2.73), (7.32) can be rewritten in compact form:

V̇ = −
 η̃1

ε̃
q̃

T  kpλpI3 O3×3 O3×n

O3×3 koλoI3 O3×n

On×3 On×3 KqΛq

 η̃1

ε̃
q̃

+

+sT Φ(q,RB
I , ζ, ζr, ζ̇r)θ − Bu + KP ỹ − sTDs − θ̃

T
Kθ

˙̂
θ . (7.33)

Plugging the control law (7.22)–(7.23) into (7.33), one finally obtains:

V̇ = −ỹTK ỹ − sT (KD + D) s

that is negative semi-definite over the state space {ỹ, s, θ̃}.
It is now possible to prove the system stability in a Lyapunov-Like sense

using the Barbălat’s Lemma. Since V is lower bounded, V̇ (ỹ, s, θ̃) ≤ 0 and
V̇ (ỹ, s, θ̃) is uniformly continuous then V̇ (ỹ, s, θ̃) → 0 as t → ∞. Thus
ỹ, s → 0 as t → ∞. However it is not possible to prove asymptotic stability
of the state, since θ̃ is only guaranteed to be bounded.
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160 7. Dynamic Control of UVMSs

7.7.2 Simulations

By considering the same UVMS as the previous Section, numerical simulati-
ons have been performed to test the discussed control law.

The full simulated model includes a large number of dynamic parame-
ters, thus the symbolic regressor Φ ∈ R(6+n)×nθ has a complex expression.
While the simulation is performed via the Newton-Euler based algorithm to
overcome this complexity, the control law requires the expression of the sym-
bolic regressor. Practical implementation of (7.22)–(7.23), then, might benefit
from some simplifications. Considering that the vehicle is usually kept still
during the manipulator motion it is first proposed to decouple the vehicle
and manipulator dynamics in the regressor computation. The only coupling
effect considered is the vehicle orientation in the manipulator restoring ef-
fects. Further, it is possible to simplify the hydrodynamic effects taking a
linear and a quadratic velocity dependent term for each degree of freedom.

In this reduced form the vehicle regressor is the same as if it was with-
out manipulator. On the other hand the manipulator regressor is the ground
fixed regressor, except for the computation of the restoring forces in which
the vehicle orientation cannot be omitted; this means that a reduced set of
dynamic parameters has been obtained. In this simulation the vehicle para-
meter vector is θ̂v ∈ Rnθ,v with nθ,v = 23, the manipulator parameter vector

is θ̂m ∈ Rnθ,m with nθ,m = 13; it can be recognized that nθ,v + nθ,m nθ.
The regressor implemented in the control law (7.22)–(7.23) has then the

form:

Φ(q,RB
I , ζ, ζr, ζ̇r) =

Φv(R
B
I ,ν, ζr,v, ζ̇r,v) O6×13

O2×23 Φm(q,RB
I , q̇, ζr,m, ζ̇r,m)

where Φv ∈ R6×23 is the vehicle regressor and Φm ∈ R2×13 is the manipu-
lator regressor. The corresponding parameter vector is θ̂ = [ θ̂

T

v θ̂
T

m
]T. The

vectors ζr,v and ζr,m are the vehicle and manipulator components of ζ.

In the simulation the initial value of θ̂ is affected by an error greater then
the 50% of the true value. The control law parameters are

Λ = blockdiag{0.5I3, 0.5I3, 3, 2} ,
KD = 1000I8 ,

KP = 100I8 .

˙̃y is computed by a filtered numerical time derivative:

˙̃yk = α ˙̃yk−1 + (1 − α)
ỹk − ỹk−2

2∆T
,

with ∆T being the simulation sampling time.
A station keeping task for the system in the initial configuration was

considered

ηi = [ 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]T m, rad ,

qi =
π

4

π

6

T

rad .
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The vehicle must be then kept still, i.e., ηd = ηi, while moving the manipu-
lator arm to the desired final configuration qf = [ 0 0 ]T rad according to a
5th order polynomial. The trajectory is executed two twice without resetting
the parameter update.

It should be noted that, if the vehicle orientation trajectory was assigned
in terms of Euler angles, these should be converted into the corresponding
rotation matrix so as to extract the quaternion expressing the orientation
error from the rotation matrix computed as described in Subsection 2.2.3.
Remarkably, this procedure is free of singularities.

The obtained simulation results are reported in Figures 7.8–7.10 in terms
of the time histories of the vehicle position, the vehicle control forces, the
vehicle attitude expressed by Euler angles, the vehicle moments, the mani-
pulator joint errors, and the manipulator joint torques, respectively.
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Fig. 7.8. Adaptive control. Left: vehicle positions. Right: vehicle control forces

Figure 7.8 shows that, as expected, the vehicle position is affected by
the manipulator motion. The main displacement is observed along z; this is
due to the intentional large initial error in the restoring force compensation.
However, the displacements are small and the target position is recovered
after a transient. It can be recognized that at steady state the force along z is
non null; this happens because the manipulator is not neutrally buoyant. The
mismatching in the initial restoring force compensation is recovered by the
update of the parameter estimation. The manipulator weight is not included
in the vehicle regressor, nevertheless it is compensated as a gravitational
vehicle parameter and a null steady state error is obtained.

Figure 7.9 shows that the dynamic coupling is mostly experienced along
the roll direction because of the chosen UVMS structure. This effect was
intentional in order to test the control robustness. It can be recognized that
vehicle control moments are zero at steady state; this happens because the
center of gravity and the center of buoyancy of vehicle body and manipulator
links are all aligned with the z-axis of the earth-fixed frame at the final system
configuration.
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Fig. 7.9. Adaptive control. Left: vehicle attitude in terms of Euler angles. Right:
vehicle control moments
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Fig. 7.10. Adaptive control. Left: joint position errors. Right: joint control torques

Figure 7.10 shows the time histories of manipulator joint errors and tor-
ques. It is worth noting that the initial value of the joint torques is non null
because of gravity and buoyancy compensation, while they are null at steady
state in view of the particular final system configuration. The large initial
joint error is due to mismatching in the restoring torques compensation; the
integral action provided by the parameters update gives a null steady state
error.

Figure 7.11 finally shows a performance comparison between (7.22)–(7.23)
with and without adaptation. Remarkably at the very beginning of the tra-
jectory both control laws perform the same error; afterward the adaptive
controller provides a significant error reduction.

7.8 Output Feedback Control

Underwater vehicles are typically equipped with acoustic sensors or video
systems for position measurements, while the vehicle attitude can be obtained
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Fig. 7.11. Adaptive control. Comparison between adaptive and PD + dynamic
compensation in terms of joint position error absolute values

from gyroscopic sensors and/or compasses. Velocity measurements are usually
obtained from sensors based on the Doppler effect.

In the case of underwater vehicles operating close to off-shore structu-
res, position and orientation measurements are fairly accurate, while velocity
measurements are poor, especially during slow maneuvers. Hence, it is worth
devising algorithms for position and attitude control that do not require di-
rect velocity feedback.

A nonlinear observer for vehicle velocity and acceleration has been propo-
sed in [125, 129], although a combined controller-observer design procedure is
not developed. On the other hand, a passivity-based control law is proposed
in [193], where the velocities are reconstructed via a lead filter; however, this
control scheme achieves only regulation of position and orientation variables
for an underwater vehicle-manipulator system.

In this Section, the problem of output feedback tracking control of UVMSs
is addressed. The output of the controlled system is represented by the po-
sition and the attitude of the vehicle, together with the position of the ma-
nipulator’s joints. Remarkably, the unit quaternion is used to express the
orientation of a vehicle-fixed frame so as to avoid representation singularities
when expressing the vehicle attitude.

The new control law here discussed is inspired by the work in [45] in that
a model-based control law is designed together with a nonlinear observer for
velocity estimation; the two structures are tuned to each other in order to
achieve exponential convergence to zero of both motion tracking and estima-
tion errors. It must be remarked that differently from the work in [45], where
a simple time-derivative relates position and velocity variables at the joints,
in the control problem considered in this Chapter, a nonlinear mapping exists
between orientation variables (unit quaternion) and angular velocity of the
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164 7. Dynamic Control of UVMSs

vehicle; this makes the extension of the previous approach to our case not
straightforward.

As a matter of fact, the use of numerical differentiation of noisy posi-
tion/orientation measurements may lead to chattering of the control inputs,
and thus to high energy consumption and reduced lifetime of the actuators.
Moreover, low-pass filtering of the numerically reconstructed velocities may
significantly degrade the system’s dynamic behavior and, eventually, affect
the closed-loop stability. In other words, such a filter has to be designed to-
gether with the controller so as to preserve closed-loop stability and good
tracking performance.

This is the basic idea which inspired the approach described in the fol-
lowing: namely, a nonlinear filter (observer) on the position and attitude
measures is designed together with a model-based controller so as to achieve
exponential stability and ensure tracking of the desired position and attitude
trajectories.

A Lyapunov stability analysis is developed to establish sufficient conditi-
ons on the control and observer parameters ensuring exponential convergence
of tracking and estimation errors.

In view of the limited computational power available in real-time digital
control hardware, simplified control laws are suggested aimed at suitably
trading-off tracking performance against reduced computational load. Also,
the problem of evaluating some dynamic compensation terms, to be properly
estimated, is addressed.

A simulation case study is carried out to demonstrate practical applica-
tion of the discussed control scheme to the experimental vehicle NPS AUV
Phoenix [145]. The obtained performance is compared to that achieved with a
control scheme in which velocity is reconstructed via numerical differentiation
of position measurements.

Controller-observer scheme. The desired position for the vehicle is assig-
ned in terms of the vector η1,d(t), while the commanded attitude trajectory

can be assigned in terms of the rotation matrix RI
B,d(t) expressing the orien-

tation of the desired vehicle frame Σd with respect to Σi. Equivalently, the
desired orientation can be expressed in terms of the unit quaternion Qd(t)
corresponding to RI

B,d(t). Finally, the desired joint motion is assigned in
terms of the vector of joint variables qd(t).

The desired velocity vectors are denoted by η̇1,d(t), νI
2,d(t), and q̇d(t),

while the desired accelerations are assigned in terms of the vectors η̈1,d(t),

ν̇I
2,d(t), and q̈d(t).

Notice that all the desired quantities are naturally assigned with respect
to the earth-fixed frame Σi; the corresponding position and velocity in the
vehicle-fixed frame Σb are computed as

ηB
1,d = RB

I η1,d, ζd =

RB
I η̇1,d

RB
I νI

2,d

q̇d

 =

ν1,d

ν2,d

q̇d

 .
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It is worth pointing out that the computation of the desired acceleration
ζ̇d requires knowledge of the actual angular velocity ν2; in fact, in view of

Ṙ
B

I = −S(ν2)R
B
I , it is

ζ̇d =

RB
I η̈1,d − S(ν2)ν1,d

RB
I ν̇I

2,d − S(ν2)ν2,d

q̈d

 .

Hence, it is convenient to use in the control law the modified acceleration
vector defined as

ad =

RB
I η̈1,d − S(ν2,d)ν1,d

RB
I ν̇I

2,d − S(ν2,d)ν2,d

q̈d

 ,

which can be evaluated without using the actual velocity; the two vectors are
related by the equality

ζ̇d = ad + SPO(ν2,d)ζd ,

where SPO(·) = blockdiag{S(·),S(·),On×n}, and ν2,d = ν2,d − ν2.
Hereafter it is assumed that ζd(t) ≤ ζdM for all t ≥ 0.
A tracking control law is naturally based on the tracking error

ed =

ηB
1,d

εd
qd

 , (7.34)

where ηB
1,d = ηB

1,d − ηB
1 , qd = qd − q and εd is the vector part of the unit

quaternion Qd = Q−1 ∗ Qd.
It must be noticed that a derivative control action based on (7.34) would

require velocity measurements in the control loop. In the absence of velocity
measurements, a suitable estimate ζe of the velocity vector has to be consi-
dered. Let also ηB

1,e and Qe denote the estimated position and attitude of the
vehicle, respectively; the estimated joint variables are denoted by qe. Hence,
the following error vector has to be considered

ede =

ηB
1,de

εede
qde

 , (7.35)

where ηB
1,de = ηB

1,d − ηB
1,e, qde = qd − qe, and εede is the vector part of the

unit quaternion Qde = Q−1
e ∗ Qd.

In order to avoid direct velocity feedback, the corresponding velocity error
can be defined as

ζde =

RB
I η̇1,de − S(ν2,d)η

B
1,de

ε̇
e

de

q̇de

 ,
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which is related to the time derivative of ede as follows

ėde = ζde + SP (ν2,d)ede ,

where SP (·) = blockdiag{S(·),O3,On×n}.
In order to design an observer providing velocity estimates, the estimation

error has to be considered

ee =

ηB
1,e

εe
qe

 ,

where ηB
1,e = ηB

1,e − ηB
1 , qe = qe − q, and εe is the vector part of the unit

quaternion Qe = Q−1 ∗ Qe.
Finally, consider the vectors

ζr = ζd + Λdede (7.36)

ζo = ζe + Λeee. (7.37)

where Λd = blockdiag{ΛdP , λdOI3,ΛdQ}, Λe = blockdiag{ΛeP , λeOI3,ΛeQ}
are diagonal and positive definite matrices. It is worth remarking that ζr and
ζo can be evaluated without using the actual velocity ζ.

Let us recall the dynamic equations in matrix form (2.71):

M(q)ζ̇ + C(q, ζ)ζ + D(q, ζ)ζ + g(q,RI
B) = Bu, (2.71)

the control law is

u = B† M(q)ar + C(q, ζo)ζr + Kv(ζr − ζo) +

+Kped + g(q,RI
B) + 1

2D(q, ζr)(ζr + ζo) ,
(7.38)

where Kp = blockdiag{kpP I3, kpOI3,KpQ} is a diagonal positive definite
matrix and Kv is a symmetric positive definite matrix. The reference acce-
leration vector ar is defined as

ar = ad + Λdζde , (7.39)

and thus the control law (7.38) does not require feedback of the vehicle and/or
manipulator velocities.

The estimated velocity vector ζe is obtained via the observer defined by
the equations:


ż = M(q)ar − Lp + LvA(Qe)Λe ee + Kped+

C(q, ζo)ζr + CT(q, ζr)ζo

ζe = M−1(q) (z − Lvee) − Λeee,

(7.40)
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where the matrix Lp = blockdiag{lpP I3, lpOI3,LpQ} is diagonal positive
definite. The matrix Lv = blockdiag{LvP , lvOI3,LvQ} is symmetric and po-
sitive definite, and

A(Qe) = blockdiag I3, E(Qe)/2, In .

The estimated quantities η1,e and qe are computed by integrating the cor-

responding estimated velocities η̇1,e = RI
Bν1,e and q̇e, respectively, whereas

the estimated orientation Qe is computed from the estimated angular velocity
νI

2,e = RI
Bν2,e via the quaternion propagation rule.

Implementation issues. Implementation of the above controller-observer
scheme (7.38),(7.40), requires computation of the dynamic compensation
terms. While this can be done quite effectively for the terms related to rigid
body dynamics, the terms related to hydrodynamic effects are usually affec-
ted by some degree of approximation and/or uncertainty. Besides the use of
adaptive control schemes aimed at on-line estimation of relevant model pa-
rameters, e.g. [22, 197, 314], it is important to have an estimate of the main
hydrodynamic coefficients.

An estimate of the added mass coefficients can be obtained via strip
theory [127]. A rough approximation of the hydrodynamic damping is ob-
tained by considering only the linear skin friction and the drag generalized
forces.

Another important point concerns the computational complexity associa-
ted with dynamic compensation against the limited computing power typi-
cally available on board. This might suggest the adoption of a control law
computationally lighter than the one derived above. A reasonable compro-
mise between tracking performance and computational burden is achieved
if the compensation of Coriolis, centripetal and damping terms is omitted
resulting in the controller

u = B† M(q)ar + Kv(ζr − ζo) + Kped + g(q,RI
B) , (7.41)

with the simplified observer

ż = M(q)ar − Lp + LvA(Qe)Λe ee + Kped

ζ = M−1(q) (z − Lvee) − Λeee,
(7.42)

The computational load can be further reduced if a suitable constant
diagonal inertia matrix M is used in lieu of the matrix M(q), i.e.,

u = B† Mar + Kv(ζr − ζo) + Kped + g(q,RI
B) , (7.43)

with the observer

ż = Mar − Lp + LvA(Qe)Λe ee + Kped

ζ = M
−1

(z − Lvee) − Λeee ,
(7.44)
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168 7. Dynamic Control of UVMSs

Table 7.3 shows the computational load of each control law, in terms of
required floating point operations, in the case of a 6-DOF vehicle equipped
with a 3-DOF manipulator. Where required, inversion of the inertia matrix
has been obtained via the Cholesky factorization since M(q) is symmetric

and positive definite; of course, the inverse of the constant matrix M is com-
puted once off-line. As shown by the results in Table 7.3, the computational
load is reduced by about 80% when the control law (7.43),(7.44) is considered.

Table 7.3. Computational burden for different output feedback controllers

mult/div add/sub

Control law (7.38),(7.40) 1831 1220

Control law (7.41),(7.42) 1216 849

Control law (7.43),(7.44) 354 147

7.8.1 Stability Analysis

In order to derive the closed-loop dynamic equations, it is useful to define
the variables

σd = ζr − ζ = ζd + Λdede (7.45)

σe = ζo − ζ = ζe + Λeee , (7.46)

where

ζd = ζd − ζ (7.47)

ζe = ζe − ζ . (7.48)

Combining (2.71) with the control law (7.38), (7.39), and using the equa-
lity

ar = ζ̇r + SPO(ν2,d)ζd + ΛdSP (ν2,d)ede ,

the tracking error dynamics can be derived

M(q)σ̇d + C(q, ζ)σd + Kvσd − Kped = Kvσe − C(q,σe)ζr +

−M(q)SPO(ν2,d)ζd − M(q)ΛdSP (ν2,d)ede +

D(q, ζ)ζ − 1

2
D(q, ζr)(ζr + ζo) . (7.49)

The observer equation (7.40), together with (7.49), yields the estimation
error dynamics

M(q)σ̇e + LvA(Qe) − Kv σe − Lpee = −Kvσd − C(q, ζ)σe+
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7.8 Output Feedback Control 169

CT(q,σd)ζo + D(q, ζ)ζ − 1

2
D(q, ζr)(ζr + ζo) . (7.50)

A state vector for the closed-loop system (7.49),(7.50) is then

x =


σd

ed
σe

ee

 .

Notice that perfect tracking of the desired motion together with exact esti-
mate of the system velocities results in x = 0. Therefore, the control objective
is fulfilled if the closed loop system (7.49), (7.50) is asymptotically stable at
the origin of its state space. This is ensured by the following theorem:
Theorem. There exists a choice of the controller gains Kp, Kv, Λd and of
the observer parameters Lp, Lv, Λe such that the origin of the state space of
system (7.49),(7.50) is locally exponentially stable.

Consider the positive definite Lyapunov function candidate

V =
1

2
σT
d M(q)σd +

1

2
σT
e M(q)σe +

+
1

2
kpPηBT

1,dηB
1,d + kpO (1 − ηd)

2 + εT
d εd +

1

2
qT
d KpQqd +

+
1

2
lpPηBT

1,e ηB
1,e + lpO (1 − ηe)

2 + εT
e εe +

1

2
qT
e LpQqe . (7.51)

The time derivative of V along the trajectories of the closed-loop system
(7.49),(7.50) is given by

V̇ = −σT
d Kvσd − eT

deΛdKped − eT
e ΛeLpee +

−σT
e LvA(Qe) − Kv σe − σT

d C(q,σe)ζr +

−σT
e C(q, ζ)σe + σT

e CT(q,σd)ζo +

+(σd + σe)
TD(q, ζ)ζ + −1

2
(σd + σe)

TD(q, ζr)(ζr + ζo) +

−σT
d M(q)SPO(ν2,d)ζd − σT

d M(q)ΛdSP (ν2,d)ede . (7.52)

In the following it is assumed that ηd > 0, ηe > 0; in view of the angle/axis
interpretation of the unit quaternion, the above assumption corresponds to
considering orientation errors characterized by angular displacements in the
range ] − π, π[.

From the equality Qde = Q−1
e ∗ Qd, the following equality follows

εeTde εd = ηeε
T
d εd − ηdε

T
d εe ,

where ηd and ηe are the scalar parts of the quaternions Qd and Qe, respec-
tively. The above equation, in view of ηB

1,de = ηB
1,d − ηB

1,e and qde = qd − qe,
implies that
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eT
deΛdKped = kpPηBT

1,dΛdPηB
1,d + λdOkpOηe εd

2
+ qT

d ΛdQKpQqd +

−kpPηBT

1,dΛdPηB
1,e − λdOkpOηdε

T
d εe + qT

d ΛdQKpQqe ,

and thus

eT
deΛdKped ≥ λmin(ΛdKp)ηe ed

2 − λmax(ΛdKp) ed ee , (7.53)

where λmin(ΛdKp) (λmax(ΛdKp)) is the minimum (maximum) eigenvalue
of the matrix ΛdKp. Moreover, in view of the block diagonal structure of
the matrix Lv and of the skew-symmetry of the matrix S(·), the following
inequality holds

σT
e LvA(Qe)σe ≥ 1

2
λmin(Λv)ηe σe

2
, (7.54)

where λmin(Λv) is the minimum eigenvalue of the matrix Λv.
Moreover, the following two terms in (7.52) can be rewritten as:

(σd + σe)
TD(q, ζ)ζ − 1

2
(σd + σe)

TD(q, ζr)(ζr + ζo) =

−1

2
(σd + σe)

TD(q, ζ)(σd + σe) +

−1

2
(σd + σe)

T(D(q, ζr) − D(q, ζ))(ζr + ζo) . (7.55)

In view of the properties of the model (2.71) and equations (7.45), (7.46),

(7.53), (7.54), by taking into account that ζ = ζd − ζd with ζd ≤ ζdM and
ede ≤ ed + ee , the function V̇ can be upper bounded as follows

V̇ = −λmin(Kv) σd
2 − λmin(ΛdKp)ηe ed

2 − λmin(Λv)

2
ηe σe

2
+

+λmax(Kv) σd
2 − λmin(Lp) ee

2
+ λmax(ΛdKp) ed ee +

+CM σd σe 2 ζd + 2ζdM + σd + σe +

+CM σe
2

ζd + ζdM +

+
DM

2
( σd

2
+ σd σe )(2 ζd + 2ζdM + σd + σe ) +

+λmax(M) σd ζd (ζdM + λmax(Λd)( ed + ee )) (7.56)

where λmin(Kv) (λmax(Kv)) denotes the minimum (maximum) eigenvalue
of the matrix Kv, λmin(Lp) denotes the minimum eigenvalue of Lp and
λmax(Λd) denotes the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix Λd.

Consider the state space domain defined as follows

Bρ = {x : x < ρ, ρ < 1} ,
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7.8 Output Feedback Control 171

with ηd > 0, ηe > 0. It can be recognized that in the domain Bρ the following
inequalities hold

0 < 1 − ρ2 < ηe < 1, (7.57)

ζd = σd − Λdede ≤ (1 + 2λmax(Λd))ρ. (7.58)

By completing the squares in (7.56) and using (7.57),(7.58), it can be
shown that there exists a scalar κ > 0 such that

V̇ ≤ −κ x
2

(7.59)

in the domain Bρ, provided that the controller and observer parameters sa-
tisfy the inequalities

λmin(Kv) > α1 CM +
3DM

2
+ α2λmax(M)(1 + λmax(Λd))

λmin(ΛdKp) >
α2λmax(M)λmax(Λd)

1 − ρ2
,

λmin(Lp) > max α2λmax(M)λmax(Λd),
λmax(ΛdKp)

2

λmin(ΛdKp) 1 − ρ2
,

λmin(Λv) >
2

1 − ρ2
λmax(Kv) + (2α1 + ρ)CM +

α1DM

2

where α1 = 2(1 + λmax(Λd))ρ + ζdM and α2 = ζdM + 2λmax(Λd)ρ.
Therefore, given a domain Bρ characterized by any ρ < 1, there always

exists a set of observer and controller gains such that V̇ ≤ 0 in Bρ. Moreover,
for ηd ≥ 0, ηe ≥ 0 the following inequality holds

0 ≤ (1 − ηd)
2 ≤ (1 − ηd)(1 + ηd) = εd

2
,

and a similar inequality can be written in terms of ηe and εe. Hence, function
V can be bounded as

cm x
2 ≤ V (x) ≤ cM x

2
, (7.60)

with

cm =
1

2
min{λmin(M), λmin(Kp), λmin(Lp)}

cM =
1

2
max{λmax(M), 4λmax(Kp), 4λmax(Lp)} ,

where λmin(Kp) (λmax(Kp)) is the minimum (maximum) eigenvalue of the
matrix Kp, λmax(Lp) is the maximum eigenvalue of the matrix Lp.

Since V (t) is a decreasing function along the system trajectories, the
inequality (7.60) guarantees that, for a given 0 < ρ < 1, all the trajectories
x(t) starting in the domain

Ωρ = x : x < ρ
cm
cM

,
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172 7. Dynamic Control of UVMSs

remain in the domain Bρ for all t > 0 provided that ηd(t) > 0, ηe(t) > 0 for
all t > 0. The latter condition is fulfilled when ηd(0) and ηe(0) are positive;
in fact, εd < ρ < 1 and εe < ρ < 1 for all t > 0 implies that ηd(t) and
ηe(t) cannot change their sign.

Moreover, from (7.59) and (7.60), the convergence in the domain Bρ is

exponential [170], which implies exponential convergence of ed, ee, ζd and

ζe.
The condition ρ < 1 is due to the unit norm constraint on the quater-

nion components, and gives a rather conservative estimate of the domain of
attraction. However, it must be pointed out that this limitation arises when
spheres are used to estimate the domain of attraction; better estimates can
be obtained by using domain of different shapes, e.g. ellipsoids.

7.8.2 Simulations

As for the previous sections, numerical simulations have been performed re-
sorting to the simulator described in [23]. To test this control law, however,
a different manipulator has been considered. A three-link manipulator with
elbow kinematic structure has been simulated that is mounted under the ve-
hicle body. Since the vehicle is neutrally buoyant, but the arm is not neutrally
buoyant, the whole system results to be not neutrally buoyant. The 3 links
are cylindrical, thus hydrodynamic effects can be computed by simplified re-
lations as in [255]. Matrix B is supposed to be constant and full-rank (for
simplicity it has been set to identity), meaning that direct control of forces
and moments acting on the vehicle and joint torques is available.

A task involving motion of both the vehicle and the manipulator has
been considered. At the initial time, the initial vehicle configuration is
ηi = [ 0 0 0.1 15 0 −15 ]T m,deg and the initial manipulator con-
figuration is qi = [ 20 −30 40 ]T deg. The vehicle must move to the final
location ηf = [ 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]T m, deg in 20 s according to a 5th order

polynomial time law. The manipulator must move to qf = [ 0 0 0 ]T deg
in 3 s according to a 5th order polynomial time law. Notice that the assigned
trajectories correspond to a fast desired motion for the manipulator while the
vehicle is kept almost in hovering. Figure 7.12 shows the desired trajectories.
It must be noticed that the vehicle orientation set point is assigned in terms
of Euler angles, as usual in navigation planning; these are converted into the
corresponding rotation matrix so as to extract the quaternion expressing the
orientation error. Remarkably, this procedure is free of singularities [261].

First case study. The performance of the control law (7.41),(7.42) has
been compared to that obtained with a control scheme of similar structure in
which the velocity feedback is implemented through numerical differentiation
of position measurements. The following control law has then been considered

u = B† M(q)ζ̇r + C(q, ζ)ζr + Kv(ζr − ζ) + Kped + g(q,RI
B) , (7.61)
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Fig. 7.12. Output feedback control. Desired trajectories used in the case studies.
Top: vehicle position; Middle: vehicle orientation (RPY angles); Bottom: joint po-
sitions

where ζr = ζd + Λded. The vectors ζ̇ and ζ̇r are computed via first-order
difference. The above control law is analogous to the operational space control
law proposed in [266] and extended in [108] in the framework of quaternion-
based attitude control. To obtain a control law of computational complexity
similar to that of (7.41), the algorithm (7.61) has been modified into the
simpler form

u = B† M(q)ζ̇r + Kv(ζr − ζ) + Kped + g(q,RI
B) . (7.62)

The parameters in the control laws are set to

Λd = blockdiag{0.005I3, 0.01I3, 0.01I3} ,
Λe = blockdiag{5I3, 10I3, 10, 10, 5} ,
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174 7. Dynamic Control of UVMSs

Lv = blockdiag{I3, 20I3, 160, 160, 900} ,
Lp = blockdiag{5000I3, 105I3, 103, 103, 2 · 103} ,
Kp = blockdiag{400I3, 500I3, 1500I3} ,
Kv = blockdiag{4000I3, 4000I3, 400I3} .

A digital implementation of the control laws has been considered. The
sensor update rate is 100 Hz for the joint positions and 20 Hz for the vehicle
position and orientation, while the control inputs to the actuators are updated
at 100 Hz, i.e., the control law is computed every 10 ms. The relatively high
update rate for the vehicle position and orientation measurements has been
chosen so as to achieve a satisfactory tracking accuracy.

Quantization effects have been introduced in the simulation by assuming
a 16-bit A/D converter on the sensors outputs. Also, Gaussian zero-mean
noise has been added to the signals coming from the sensors.

Figure 7.13 shows the time history of the norm of the tracking and esti-
mation errors obtained with the control laws (7.41),(7.42) and (7.62), respec-
tively.

Figures 7.14 to 7.16 show the corresponding control forces, moments and
torques. It can be recognized that good tracking is achieved in both cases,
although the performance in terms of tracking errors is slightly better for the
control law (7.62), where numerical derivatives are used. On the other hand,
the presence of measurement noise and quantization effects results in chatte-
ring of the control commands to the actuators; this is much lower when the
control law (7.41),(7.42) is adopted, as compared to control law (7.62). An in-
dicator of the energy consumption due to the chattering at steady state is the
variance of the control commands reported in Table 7.4 for each component;
this data clearly show the advantage of using the controller-observer scheme.
Of course, the improvement becomes clear when the noise and quantization
effects are larger than a certain threshold. The derivation of such a threshold
would require a stochastic analysis of a nonlinear system, which is beyond
the scope of the present work. Moreover, it can be easily recognized that such
a bound is strongly dependent on the characteristics of the actuators.

Second case study. In this case study the same task as above is executed
by adopting the control law (7.43),(7.44) and its counterpart using numerical
differentiation of the measured position/orientation, i.e.,

u = B† Mζ̇r + Kv(ζr − ζ) + Kped + g(q,RI
B) , (7.63)

where the same parameters as in the previous case study have been used. Also,
the same measurement update rates, quantization resolution and sensory
noise have been considered in the simulation.

The results are shown in Figure 7.17 in terms of tracking and estimation
errors. It can be recognized that the errors are comparable to those obtained
with the control scheme (7.41),(7.42) in spite of the extremely simplified con-
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Fig. 7.13. Output feedback control; first case study. Comparison between the con-
trol laws (7.41),(7.42) and (7.62): norm of the tracking (solid) and estimation (das-
hed) errors. Left: control law (7.41),(7.42). Right: control law (7.62). Top: vehicle
position error; Middle: vehicle orientation error (vector part of the quaternion);
Bottom: joint position errors

Table 7.4. Variance of control commands

Control law (7.41),(7.42) Control law (7.62)

X [N2] 0.0149 14.6326

Y [N2] 0.0077 11.4734

Z [N2] 0.0187 3.0139

K [N2m2] 0.2142 10.6119

M [N2m2] 2.8156 23.2798

N [N2m2] 1.6192 26.0350

τq,1 [N2m2] 0.3432 4.0455

τq,2 [N2m2] 0.0725 3.2652

τq,3 [N2m2] 0.3393 1.8259
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Fig. 7.14. Output feedback control; first case study. Comparison between
the control laws (7.41),(7.42) and (7.62): vehicle control forces. Left: control
law (7.41),(7.42). Right: control law (7.62)

trol structure; also, the control inputs remain free of chattering phenomena
and are not reported for brevity.

The tracking performance obtained with the simplified control law con-
firms that the controller-observer approach is intrinsically robust with respect
to uncertain knowledge of the system’s dynamics, thanks to the exponential
stability property. Hence, perfect compensation of inertia, Coriolis and cen-
tripetal terms, as well as of hydrodynamic damping terms, is not required.

Third case study. The control laws (7.43),(7.44) and (7.63) have been
tested in more severe operating conditions. Namely, the update rate for the
vehicle position/orientation measurements has been lowered to 5 Hz and the
A/D word length has been set to 12 bit for all the sensor output signals.
Gaussian zero-mean noise is still added to the measures. The parameters in
the control laws are the same as in the previous case studies.

Figure 7.18 shows a small degradation of the tracking performance for
both the control schemes. In fact, the tracking errors remain of the same
order of magnitude as in the previous case studies, because the computing
rate of the control law is unchanged (100 Hz). Namely, the update rate of
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the measurements relative to the subsystem with faster dynamics (i.e., the
manipulator) remains the same (100 Hz), while the update rate of the measu-
rements relative to the vehicle (5Hz) is still adequate to its slower dynamics.

Figures 7.19 to 7.21 show the corresponding control forces, moments and
torques. It can be recognized that unacceptable chattering on the control
inputs is experienced when numerical derivatives are used, which is almost
completely cancelled when the controller-observer scheme is adopted.co
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Fig. 7.18. Output feedback control; third case study. Comparison between the
control laws (7.43),(7.44) and (7.63): norm of the tracking (solid) and estimation
(dashed) errors. Left: control law (7.43),(7.44). Right: control law (7.63). Top: ve-
hicle position error; Middle: vehicle orientation error (vector part of the quaternion);
Bottom: joint position errors
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Fig. 7.19. Output feedback control; third case study. Comparison between
the control laws (7.43),(7.44) and (7.63): vehicle control forces. Left: control
law (7.43),(7.44). Right: control law (7.63)

7.9 Virtual Decomposition Based Control

Divide et Impera.
Anonymous from the middle age.

Usually, adaptive control approaches for UVMSs look at the system as a
whole, giving rise to high-dimensional problems: differently from the case of
earth-fixed manipulators, in the case of UVMSs it is not possible to achieve
a reduction of the number of dynamic parameters to be adapted, since the
base of the manipulator —i.e., the vehicle— has full mobility. As a matter of
fact, the computational load of such control algorithms grows as much as the
fourth-order power of the number of the system’s degrees of freedom. For this
reason, practical application of adaptive control to UVMS has been limited,
even in simulation, to vehicles carrying arms with very few joints (i.e., two
or three) and usually performing planar tasks.

In this Section an adaptive control scheme for the tracking problem of
UVMS is discussed, which is based on the approach in [325]. Differently
from previously proposed schemes, the serial-chain structure of the UVMS
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Fig. 7.20. Output feedback control; third case study. Comparison between
the control laws (7.43),(7.44) and (7.63): vehicle control moments. Left: control
law (7.43),(7.44). Right: control law (7.63)

is exploited to decompose the overall motion control problem in a set of ele-
mentary control problems regarding the motion of each rigid body in the
system, namely the manipulator’s links and the vehicle. For each body, a
control action is designed to assign the desired motion, to adaptively com-
pensate for the body dynamics, and to counteract force/moment exchanged
with its neighborhoods along the chain.

The resulting control scheme has a modular structure which greatly sim-
plifies its application to systems with a large number of links; furthermore, it
reduces the required computational burden by replacing one high-dimensional
problem with many low-dimensional ones; finally it allows efficient imple-
mentation on distributed computing architecture; it can be embedded in a
kinematic control scheme, which allows handling of kinematic redundancy,
i.e., to achieve joint limits avoidance and dexterity optimization; finally, it
reduces the size of the control software code and improves its flexibility, i.e.,
its structure is not modified by changing the system’s mechanical structure.

Remarkably, the control law is expressed in terms of body-fixed coordi-
nates so as to overcome the occurrence of kinematic singularities. Moreo-
ver, a non-minimal representation of the orientation —i.e., the unit quater-
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Fig. 7.21. Output feedback control; third case study. Comparison between
the control laws (7.43),(7.44) and (7.63): joint control torques. Left: control
law (7.43),(7.44). Right: control law (7.63)

nion [246]— is used in the control law; this allows overcoming the occurrence
of representation singularities.

The discussed control scheme is tested in a numerical case study. A ma-
nipulation task is assigned in terms of a desired position and orientation
trajectory for the end effector of a 6-DOF manipulator mounted on a 6-DOF
vehicle. Then, the system’s behavior under the discussed control law is veri-
fied in simulation.

Control law. The dynamics of an UVMS is rewritten in a way to remark
the interaction between the different rigid bodies, i.e., between the links and
between links and the vehicle. Consider an UVMS composed of a vehicle and
of a n-DOF manipulator mounted on it.

The vehicle and the manipulator’s links are assumed to be rigid bodies
numbered from 0 (the vehicle) to n (the last link, i.e., the end effector). Hence,
the whole system can be regarded as an open kinematic chain with floating
base.

A reference frame Ti is attached to each body according to the Denavit-
Hartenberg formalism, while Σi is the earth-fixed inertial reference frame.
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184 7. Dynamic Control of UVMSs

Hereafter, a superscript will denote the frame to which a vector is referred
to, the superscript will be dropped for quantities referred to the inertial frame.

Notice that some differences may arise in the symbology of the vehicle’s
variables due to the different approach followed in this Section. Coherently
with the virtual decomposition approach, the vehicle is considered as link
number 0.

The (6 × 1) vector of the total generalized force (i.e., force and moment)
acting on the ith body is given by

hi
t,i = hi

i − U i
i+1h

i+1
i+1, i = 0, . . . , n− 1

hn
t,n = hn

n , (7.64)

where hi
i is the generalized force exerted by body i−1 on body i, hi+1

i+1 is the

generalized force exerted by body i + 1 on body i. The matrix U i
i+1 ∈ IR6×6

is defined as

U i
i+1 =

Ri
i+1 O3×3

S(rii,i+1)R
i
i+1 Ri

i+1

.

where Ri
i+1 ∈ IR3×3 is the rotation matrix from frame Ti+1 to frame Ti,

S(·) is the matrix operator performing the cross product between two (3×1)
vectors, and rii,i+1 is the vector pointing from the origin of Ti to the origin
of Ti+1.

The equations of motion of each rigid body can be written in body-fixed
reference frame in the form [314, 127]:

M iν̇
i
i + Ci(ν

i
i)ν

i
i + Di(ν

i
i)ν

i
i + gi(Ri) = hi

t,i , (7.65)

where νi
i ∈ IR6 is the vector of generalized velocity (i.e., linear and angular

velocities defined in Section 2.8), Ri is the rotation matrix expressing the
orientation of Ti with respect to the inertial reference frame, M i ∈ IR6×6,
Ci(ν

i
i)ν

i
i ∈ IR6, Di(ν

i
i)ν

i
i ∈ IR6 and gi(Ri) ∈ IR6 are the quantities intro-

duced in (2.51) referred to the generic rigid body. In Chap. 2, the details on
the dynamics of a rigid body moving in a fluid are given.

According to the property of linearity in the parameters (7.65) can be
rewritten as:

Y (Ri,ν
i
i, ν̇

i
i)θi = hi

t,i

where θi is the vector of dynamic parameters of the ith rigid body. Notice
that, for the vehicle, i.e., for the body numbered as 0, the latter is exac-
tly (2.54); only for this Section, however, the notation of the vehicle forces
and regressor will be slightly different from the rest of the book.

The input torque τq,i at the ith joint of the manipulator can be obtained
by projecting hi on the corresponding joint axis via

τq,i = zi
T

i−1h
i
i , (7.66)

where zii−1 = RT
i zi−1 is the z-axis of the frame Ti−1 expressed in the frame

Ti.
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The input force and moment acting on vehicle are instead given by the
vector h0

t,0. Notice that this vector was introduced in Section 2.6 with the
symbol τ v, in this Section, however, it was preferred to modify the notation
consistently with the serial chain formulation adopted here.

Let pd,o(t), Qd,0(t), qd(t), ν0
d,0(t), q̇d(t), ν̇0

d,0(t), q̈d(t) represent the desi-
red trajectory. Let define

ν0
r,0 = ν0

d,0 +
λp,0I3 O3

O3 λo,0I3
e0, (7.67)

q̇r,i = q̇d,i + λiq̃i i = 1, . . . , n (7.68)

νi+1
r,i+1 = U iT

i+1ν
i
r,i + q̇r,i+1z

i+1
i i = 0, . . . , n− 1 , (7.69)

where the (6 × 1) vector

e0 =
RT

0 p̃0

ε̃0
0

denotes position and orientation errors for the vehicle, λp,0, λo,0, λi are posi-
tive design gains.

It is useful considering the following variables:

sii = νi
r,i − νi

i i = 0, . . . , n
sq,i = q̇r,i − q̇i i = 1, . . . , n
sq = [sq,1 . . . sq,n]T

The discussed control law is based on the computation of the required
generalized force for each rigid body in the system. Then, the input torques for
the manipulator and the input generalized force for the vehicle are computed
from the required forces according to (7.64) and (7.66).

In the following it is assumed that only a nominal estimate θ̂i of the vector
of dynamic parameters is available for the ith rigid body. Hence, a suitable
update law for the estimates has to be adopted so as to ensure asymptotic
tracking of the desired trajectory.

For the generic rigid body (including the vehicle) the required force has
the following structure

hi
r,i = hi

c,i − U i
i+1h

i+1
c,i+1

that, including the designed required force, implies

hi
c,i = Y Ri,ν

i
i,ν

i
r,i, ν̇

i
r,i θ̂i + Kv,is

i
i + U i

i+1h
i+1
c,i+1 (7.70)

with Kv,i > O. The parameters estimate θ̂i is dynamically updated via

˙̂
θi = K−1

θ,iY
T Ri,ν

i
i,ν

i
r,i, ν̇

i
r,i sii (7.71)

with Kθ,i > O.
The control torque at the ith manipulator’s joint is given by

τq,i = zii−1

T
hi
c,i . (7.72)
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186 7. Dynamic Control of UVMSs

Finally, the generalized force for the vehicle needed to achieve the correspon-
ding required force is computed as

h0
c,0 = h0

r,0 + U0
1h

1
c,1 .

7.9.1 Stability Analysis

In this Section, the stability analysis for the discussed control law is provided.
Let consider the following scalar function

Vi(s
i
i, θ̃i) =

1

2
sii

T
M is

i
i +

1

2
θ̃

T

i Kθ,iθ̃i . (7.73)

The scalar Vi(s
i
i, θ̃i) > 0 in view of positive definiteness of M i and Kθ,i.

By differentiating Vi with respect to time yields

V̇i = sii
T
M i(ν̇

i
r,i − ν̇i

i) − θ̃
T

i Kθ,i
˙̂
θi ,

where the parameters was considered constant or slowly varying, i.e.,

˙̃
θi = − ˙̂

θi .

Taking into account the equations of motions (7.65), and considering the
vector ni = Ci(ν

i
i)ν

i
r,i + Di(ν

i
i)ν

i
r,i + gii(Ri) it is:

V̇i = −sii
T
Di(ν

i
i)s

i
i + sii

T
M iν̇

i
r,i + ni(ν

i
i,ν

i
r,i,Ri) − hi

t,i − θ̃
T

i Kθ
˙̂
θi .

By adding and subtracting the term sii
T
hi
c,i, where hi

c,i is the control law as
introduced in (7.70), and by exploiting the linearity in the parameters, the
previous equation can be rewritten as

V̇i = −sii
T
Dis

i
i + sii

T
Y iθi − hi

t,i − Y iθ̂i − Kv,is
i
i − U i

i+1h
i+1
c,i+1 +

−θ̃
T

i Kθ,i
˙̂
θi + sii

T
hi
c,i,

where Y i = Y (Ri,ν
i
i,ν

i
r,i, ν̇

i
r,i) and Di = Di(ν

i
i).

By rearranging the terms one obtains:

V̇i = −sii
T
(Kv,i + Di)s

i
i + sii

T
Y iθ̃i − hi

t,i + hi
r,i − θ̃

T

i Kθ,i
˙̂
θi ,

that, taking the update law for the dynamic parameters (7.71), finally gives

V̇i = −sii
T
(Kv,i + Di)s

i
i + sii

T
h̃
i

t,i , (7.74)

where h̃
i

t,i = hi
r,i−hi

t,i. Equation (7.74) does not have any significant property
with respect to its sign.

The Lyapunov candidate function for the UVMS is given by

V (s0
0, . . . , s

n
n, θ̃0, . . . , θ̃n) =

n

i=0

Vi(s
i
i, θ̃i) ,
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that is positive definite in view of positive definitiveness of Vi, i = 0, . . . , n.
Its time derivative is simply given by the time derivatives of all the scalar

functions:

V̇ =

n

i=0

−sii
T
(Kv,i + Di)s

i
i + sii

T
h̃
i

t,i ,

where the last term is null. In fact, let us consider the two equations:

hi
t,i = hi

i − U i
i+1h

i+1
i+1 ,

νi+1
i+1 = U iT

i+1ν
i
i + q̇i+1z

i+1
i

it is possible to observe that the same relationships hold for h̃
i

t,i and sii:

h̃
i

t,i = h̃
i

i − U i
i+1h̃

i+1

i+1 ,

si+1
i+1 = U iT

i+1s
i
i + sq,i+1z

i+1
i .

where h̃
i

i = hi
c,i − hi

i. Recalling that τ = JT
whe, the last term of the time

derivative of the Lyapunov function candidate is then given by:

n

i=0

sii
T
h̃
i

t,i = s0
0
T
h̃

0

0 +

n

i=1

sq,iz
i
i−1

T
h̃
i

i

= s0
0
T
h̃

0

0 +

n

i=1

sq,iτ̃q,i

= s0
0
T
h̃

0

0 + sT
q τ̃ q

=
s0
0

sq

T

JT
wh̃e

= 0 (7.75)

since, in absence of contact at the end effector, h̃e = 0. To understand the
first equality let rewrite the first term for two consecutive links:

sii
T
h̃
i

t,i + si+1
i+1

T
h̃
i+1

t,i+1 = (U i−1
i

T
si−1
i−1 + sq,iz

i
i−1)

Th̃
i

i − sii
T
U i

i+1h̃
i+1

i+1 +

(U i
i+1

T
sii + sq,i+1z

i+1
i )Th̃

i+1

i+1 − si+1
i+1

T
U i+1

i+2h̃
i+2

i+2

= (U i−1
i

T
si−1
i−1 + sq,iz

i
i−1)

Th̃
i

i +

(sq,i+1z
i+1
i )Th̃

i+1

i+1 − si+1
i+1

T
U i+1

i+2h̃
i+2

i+2,

that, considering that the first and the last term are null for the first and the
last rigid body respectively, gives the relation required in (7.75).

It is now possible to prove the system stability in a Lyapunov-Like sense
using the Barbălat’s Lemma. Since

• V (s0
0, . . . , s

n
n, θ̃0, . . . , θ̃n) is lower bounded;
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188 7. Dynamic Control of UVMSs

• V̇ ≤ 0;

• V̇ is uniformly continuous.

then

• V̇ → 0 as t → ∞.

Thus s0
0, . . . , s

n
n → 0 as t → ∞. Due to the recursive definition of the vec-

tors sii, the position errors converge to the null value as well. In fact, the
vector s0

0 → 0 implies ν0
0 → 0 and e0 → 0 (λp,0 > 0 and λo,0 > 0). Moreo-

ver, since the rotation matrix has full rank, the vehicle position error η̃1 too
decreases to the null value. Convergence to zero of sii directly implies conver-
gence to zero of sq,1, . . . , sq,n; consequently, ˙̃q → 0 and q̃ → 0. As usual in
adaptive control technique, it is not possible to prove asymptotic stability of
the whole state, since θ̃i is only guaranteed to be bounded.

Remarks.

• Achieving null error of n + 1 rigid bodies with 6-DOF with only 6 + n
inputs is physically coherent since the control law is computed by taking
into account the kinematic constraints of the system.

• In [325] the control law performs an implicit kinematic inversion. This
approach requires to work with a 6-DOF robot for the stability analysis of
a position/orientation control of the end effector. In case of a redundant
robot, the Authors suggest the implementation of an augmented Jacobian
approach in order to have a square Jacobian to work with. However, the
possible occurrence of algorithmic singularities is not avoided (see also
Section 6.2). On the other hand, if the kinematic control is kept separate
from the dynamic loop, as in the discussed approach, it is possible to
use inverse kinematic techniques robust to the occurrence of algorithmic
singularities.

7.9.2 Simulations

Dynamic simulations have been performed to show the effectiveness of the di-
scussed control law based on the simulation tool described in [23]. The vehicle
data are taken from [145] and are referred to the experimental Autonomous
Underwater Vehicle NPS Phoenix. For simulation purposes, a six-degree-of-
freedom manipulator with large inertia has been considered which is mounted
under the vehicle’s body. The manipulator structure and the dynamic para-
meters are those of the Smart-3S manufactured by COMAU. Its weight is
about 5% of the vehicle weight, its length is about 2 m stretched while the
vehicle is 5 m long. The overall structure, thus, has 12 degrees of freedom.
The relevant physical parameters of the system are reported in Table 7.5.

Notice one of the features of the controller: by changing the manipulator
does not imply redesigning the control but it simply modifies the Denavit-
Hartenberg table and the initial estimate of the dynamic parameters. As a
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7.9 Virtual Decomposition Based Control 189

Table 7.5. Masses, vehicle length and Denavit-Hartenberg parameters [m,rad] of
the manipulator mounted on the underwater vehicle

mass (kg) length (m) a d θ α

vehicle 5454 5.3 - - - -

link 1 80 - 0.150 0 q1 −π/2
link 2 80 - 0.610 0 q2 0

link 3 30 - 0.110 0 q3 −π/2
link 4 50 - 0 0.610 q4 π/2

link 5 20 - 0 −0.113 q5 −π/2
link 6 25 - 0 0.103 q6 0

matter of fact, the code would be exactly the same, just reading the para-
meters’ values from different data files, with obvious advantages for software
debugging and maintenance.

Notice, that, for all the simulations the following conditions have been
considered:

• full degrees-of-freedom dynamic simulations;
• detailed mathematical model used in the simulation;
• inaccurate initial parameters estimates used by the controller (about 15%

for each parameter);
• reduced order regressor used in the control law;
• digital implementation of the control law (at a sampling rate of 200 Hz);
• quantization of the sensor outputs and measurement noise.

The only significant simplification is the neglect of the thruster dynamics that
causes limit cycle in the vehicle behavior [300]. It is worth remarking that the
adaptive control law uses a reduced number of dynamic parameters for each
body: body mass and mass of displaced fluid (1 parameter), first moment
of gravity and buoyancy (3 parameters). Those are the parameters that, in

absence of current, can affect a steady state error. Thus, each vector θ̂i is
composed of 4 elements. In Chapter 3, a detailed analysis of adaptive/integral
actions in presence of the ocean current is discussed.

The desired end-effector trajectory is a straight line the projection of
which on the inertial axis is a segment of 0.2 m. The line has to be executed
four times, with duration of the single trial of 4 s with a 5th order polynomial
time law. Then, 14 s of rest are imposed. The attitude of the end effector
must be kept constant during the motion.

The initial configuration is (see Figure 7.22):

η = [ 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]
T

m, deg

q = [ 0 180 0 0 90 180 ]
T

deg
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190 7. Dynamic Control of UVMSs

Fig. 7.22. Virtual decomposition control. Sketch of the initial configuration of the
system and trace of the desired path

The redundancy of the system is used to keep still the vehicle. Notice,
that this choice is aimed only at simplifying the analysis of the discussed
controller. More complex secondary tasks can easily be given with the inverse
kinematics algorithm [20, 24, 25].

The control law parameters are:

λp,0 = 0.4
λo,0 = 0.6
λi = 0.9 i = 1, . . . , n
Kv,0 = blockdiag {15000I3, 16000I3}
Kv,i = blockdiag {900I3, 1100I3} i = 1, . . . , n
Kθ,0 = 14I4

Kθ,i = 21I4 i = 1, . . . , n
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7.9 Virtual Decomposition Based Control 191

Figures 7.23 and 7.24 report the time history of the end-effector position
and orientation errors. It can be noted that, since the trajectory is repeated
4 times in the first 16 seconds, after a large initial error, the adaptive action
can significantly reduce the tracking error. At steady state the errors tend to
zero.
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Fig. 7.23. Virtual decomposition control. Time history of the end-effector position
error. The periodic desired trajectory makes it clear the advantage of the adaptive
action
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Fig. 7.24. Virtual decomposition control. Time history of the end-effector attitude
error in terms of Euler angles
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In Figure 7.25 the time history of the vehicle position is reported. It can
be noted that the main tracking error is observed along z. This is due to
the fact that the vehicle is not neutrally buoyant and at the beginning the
estimation of the restoring forces has to wait for the adaptation of the control
law. This can be observed also from Figure 7.26, where the time history of
the vehicle linear forces is reported. Since, the manipulator is not neutrally
buoyant, a large force is experienced along the z-axis at rest.
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Fig. 7.25. Virtual decomposition control. Time history of the vehicle position
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Fig. 7.26. Virtual decomposition control. Time history of the vehicle linear forces

In Figure 7.27 the time history of the vehicle attitude in terms of Euler
angles is shown. It can be noted that the main tracking error is observed along
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the vehicle pitch angle θ. The manipulator, in fact, interacts with the vehicle
mainly in this direction. Also, Figure 7.28 shows the time history of the vehicle
moments; notice the large initial overestimate due to the intentional wrong
model compensation. Also, being the manipulator not neutrally buoyant, a
large moment is experienced along the y-axis at rest.
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Fig. 7.27. Virtual decomposition control. Time history of the vehicle attitude in
terms of Euler angles
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Fig. 7.28. Virtual decomposition control. Time history of the vehicle moments

Figure 7.29 shows the time history of the joint errors. Those are computed
with respect to the desired joint positions as output from the inverse kine-
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matics algorithm. The errors are quite large since the aim of the simulation
was to show the benefit of the adaptive action in a virtual decomposition ap-
proach. The end-effector errors are the composition of all the tracking errors
along the structure; the manipulator, characterized by smaller inertia and
higher precision with respect to the vehicle, will be in charge of compensa-
ting for the effects of the vehicle tracking errors on the end-effector. For this
specific simulation, thus, the end-effector tracking error is comparable with
the vehicle position/orientation tracking error.
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Fig. 7.29. Virtual decomposition control. Time history of the joint errors

In Figure 7.30 the time history of the joint torques is reported. Notice, that
only the torque of the second joint is mainly affected by the manipulator re-
storing forces. At the very beginning the restoring compensation (≈ 200 Nm)
presents a large difference with respect to the final value (≈ 500 Nm) corre-
sponding to the same configuration due to the error in the parameter esti-
mation.

7.9.3 Virtual Decomposition with the Proper Adapting Action

In the previous section, an adaptive control law in which the serial-chain
structure of the UVMS is exploited is discussed. The overall motion control
problem is decomposed in a set of elementary control problems regarding the
motion of each rigid body in the system, namely the manipulator’s links and
the vehicle. For each body, a control action is designed to assign the desired
motion, to adaptively compensate for the body dynamics, and to counteract
force/moment exchanged with its neighborhoods along the chain.

On the other hand, in Chapter 3 it is shown, that, for a single rigid body, a
suitable regressor-based adaptive control law (the mixed earth/vehicle-fixed-
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Fig. 7.30. Virtual decomposition control. Time history of the joint torques

frame-based, model-based controller presented in Section 3.6) gets improve-
ment in the tracking error by considering the proper adaptation on the sole
persistent terms, i.e., the current and the restoring forces. It is worth noticing
that the rigid bodies of the manipulator are subject to a fast dynamics and
thus the effects numerically shown in Chapter 3 for a single rigid body (the
vehicle) are magnified for a fast movement of one of the arm.

It is advisable, thus, to merge these two approaches as done by G. Antonelli
et al. in [15] in order to get benefit from both of them. The resulting control
scheme has a modular structure which greatly simplifies its application to
systems with a large number of links; furthermore, it reduces the required
computational burden by replacing one high-dimensional problem with many
low-dimensional ones, finally allows efficient implementation on distributed
computing architectures.

Numerical simulations have been performed to show the effectiveness of
the discussed control law with the same model used for the virtual decompo-
sition approach; the simulation, thus, uses ≈ 400 dynamic parameters. The
overall number of parameters of the controller is 9 ∗ (n + 1) = 63. Moreo-
ver, the software to implement the controller is modular, the same function
is used to compensate for all the rigid bodies, either the vehicle or links of
the manipulator, with different parameters as inputs. This makes easier the
debugging procedure.

The desired end-effector path is a straight line with length of 35 cm, to be
executed 4 times according to a 5th order polynomial time law; the duration
of each cycle is 4 s. The desired end-effector orientation is constant along the
commanded path. The vehicle is commanded to keep its initial position and
orientation during the task execution. Therefore, the inverse kinematics is
needed to compute the sole joint vectors qd(t), q̇d(t) and q̈d(t) in real time,
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and thus only the inverse of the (6× 6) manipulator Jacobian Jm is required
in the inverse kinematics algorithm.

A constant ocean current affect the motion with the following components:

νI
c = [ 0.1 0.3 0 0 0 0 ]

T
m/s .

As reported in [14, 13], some of the parameters of the controllers are rela-
ted to the knowledge of the mass and the first moment of gravity/buoyancy.
Their initial estimate are set so as to give an estimation error larger then
20% of the true values. The other parameters are related to the presence of
the current. Those, will be initialized to the null value.

The control law parameters have been set to:

Λ0 = blockdiag{0.4I3, 0.6I3} ,
Λi=1,6 = blockdiag{0.9I3, 0.9I3} ,
Kv,0 = blockdiag{9100I3, 9800I3} ,

Kv,i=1,6 = blockdiag{600I3, 800I3} ,
Kθ,0 = 100I9 ,

Kθ,i=1,6 = 40I9 ,

where I9 is the (9 × 9) identity matrix.
The results are reported in Figures 7.31–7.32 in terms of end-effector

position/orientation tracking errors; it can be recognized that, in spite of the
demanding task commanded to the system, the errors are kept small in the
transients and reach zero values at steady state.
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Fig. 7.31. Virtual decomposition control + proper adaptive action. End-effector
position error

Moreover, the results in Figures 7.33–7.35 show that the control force
and moments acting on the vehicle, as well as the control torques applied
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Fig. 7.32. Virtual decomposition control + proper adaptive action. End-effector
orientation error

at the manipulator’s joints, are kept limited along all the trajectory and are
characterized by a smooth profile. It is worth noticing that, at the beginning
of the task, the controller is not aware of the presence of the current; a
compensation can be observed mainly along the x and y vehicle linear forces
and moments.
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Fig. 7.33. Virtual decomposition control + proper adaptive action. Vehicle control
forces

In Figures 7.36–7.38, the vehicle position and orientation and the joint
tracking errors are reported. The tracking errors along the yaw direction can
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Fig. 7.34. Virtual decomposition control + proper adaptive action. Vehicle control
moments
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Fig. 7.35. Virtual decomposition control + proper adaptive action. Joint control
torques

be motivated by the effect of the current, its value is decreasing to the null
value according to the control gains.

7.10 Conclusions

In this Chapter an overview of possible control strategies for UVMSs has
been presented. In view of these first, preliminary, results, it can be observed
that the simple translation of control strategies developed for industrial ro-
botics is not possible. The reason can be found both in the different technical
characteristics of actuating/sensing system and in the different nature of the
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Fig. 7.36. Virtual decomposition control + proper adaptive action. Vehicle position
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Fig. 7.37. Virtual decomposition control + proper adaptive action. Vehicle orien-
tation

forces that act on a submerged body. As shown in Chapter 3, neglecting the
physical nature of these forces can cause the controller to feed the system
with a disturbance rather than a proper control action.

At the same time, an UVMS is a complex system, neglecting the com-
putational aspect can lead the designer to develop a controller for which the
tuning and wet-test phase might be unpractical. Starting from the simulation
phase it might be appropriate to test simplified version of the controllers.

Among the control strategies analyzed the Virtual Decomposition ap-
proach, merged with the proper adaptation action, has several appealing
characteristic: it is adaptive in the dynamic parameters; it is based on a
Newton-Euler formulation that keep limited the computational burden; it is
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Fig. 7.38. Virtual decomposition control + proper adaptive action. Joint position
errors

compatible with kinematic control strategies; it avoids representation singu-
larities; it is modular, thus simplifying the software debugging and mainten-
ance.

Motion control of UVMSs was addressed in literature in several papers.
However, few experimental set-up exist which can perform autonomous ve-
hicle/manipulator control.

The next step in understanding and evaluating the efficiency and relia-
bility of the different approaches passes necessarily through the practical
implementation of such algorithms.

In this sense, because of the symbolic analogy, numerical simulation ana-
lysis only can confirm the results already obtained in industrial robotics. It
is obvious, on the other hand, that a rigorous numerical simulation of all the
subsystems of the UVMSs (sensors, thrusters, interaction, ecc.), is crucial to
tune the control law parameters before starting wet tests.
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8. Interaction Control of UVMSs

8.1 Introduction to Interaction Control of Robots

In view of the development of an underwater vehicle able to perform a com-
pletely autonomous mission the capability of the vehicle to interact with
the environment by the use of a manipulator is of greatest interest. To this
aim, control of the force exchanged with the environment must be properly
investigated.

Underwater Vehicle-Manipulator Systems are complex systems characte-
rized by several strong constraints that must be taken into account when
designing a force control scheme:

• Uncertainty in the model knowledge, mainly due to the poor description
of the hydrodynamic effects;

• Complexity of the mathematical model;
• Structural redundancy of the system;
• Difficulty to control the vehicle in hovering, mainly due to the poor thru-

sters performance;
• Dynamic coupling between vehicle and manipulator;
• Low sensors’ bandwidth.

Limiting our attention to elastically compliant, frictionless environments
several control schemes have been proposed in the literature. An overview of
interaction control schemes can be found, e.g., in [70, 303].

Stiffness control is obtained by adopting a suitable position control
scheme when in contact with the environment [248]. In this case, it is not
possible to give a reference force value; instead, a desired stiffness attitude
of the tip of the manipulator is assigned. Force and position at steady state
depend on the relative compliance between the environment and the mani-
pulator.

Impedance control allows to achieve the behavior of a given mechanical
impedance at the end effector rather than a simple compliance attitude [149].
In this case, while it is not possible to give a reference force value, the force
measure at the end effector is required to achieve a decoupled behavior.

To allow the implementation of a control scheme that fulfills contact force
regulation one should rather consider direct force control [302]. This can be

G. Antonelli: Underwater Robots, 2nd Edition, STAR 2, pp. 201–223, 2006.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006
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202 8. Interaction Control of UVMSs

effectively obtained by closing an external force feedback loop around a po-
sition/velocity feedback loop [101], since the output of the force controller
becomes the reference input to the standard motion controller of the mani-
pulator.

Nevertheless, many manipulation tasks require simultaneous control of
both the end-effector position and the contact force. This in turn demands
exact knowledge of the environment geometry: the force reference, in fact,
must be consistent with the contact constraints [202].

A first strategy is the hybrid force/position control [239]: the force and
position controllers are structurally decoupled according to the analysis of
the geometric constraints to be satisfied during the task execution. These
control schemes require a detailed knowledge of the environment geometry,
and therefore are unsuitable for use in poorly structured environments and
for handling the occurrence of unplanned impacts.

To overcome this problem, the parallel force/position control can be ad-
opted [79]. In this case, position and force loops are closed in all task-space
directions, while structural properties of the controller ensure that a properly
assigned force reference value is reached at steady state. Since the two loops
are not decoupled, a drawback of parallel control is the mutual disturbance
of position and force variables during the transient.

Most force control schemes proposed in the literature do not take into
account the possible presence of kinematic redundancy in the robotic sy-
stem, which is always the case of UVMSs. Reference [171] presents a unified
approach for motion and force control, extending the formulation to kinemati-
cally redundant manipulators. Reference [226] proposes two control schemes,
the extended hybrid control and the extended impedance control, and some
experimental results for a 3-link manipulator are provided. In [172] the Ope-
rational Space Formulation is experimentally applied to a coordinated task
of two mobile manipulators. Reference [213] presents an hybrid force con-
trol, in which redundancy is used together with the dynamically consistent
pseudo-inverse. Reference [219] proposes an extended hybrid impedance con-
trol. Finally, [211] develops a spatial impedance control for redundant mani-
pulators, and reports experiments with a 7-DOF industrial manipulator. All
the above schemes are based on dynamic compensation. However, while dy-
namic model parameters of land-based manipulators are usually well known,
this is not the case of UVMSs for which the application of these schemes is
not straightforward.

In [165] a very specific problem is approach, a floating vehicle, with a
manipulator mounted on board, uses its thrusters and the resorting forces in
order to apply the required force at the end effector.
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8.2 Dexterous Cooperating Underwater 7-DOF
Manipulators

AMADEUS (Advanced MAnipulator for DEep Underwater Sampling) was a
project funded by the European Community within the MAST III framework
program on Marine Technology development. One of the project’s objectives
includes the realization of a set-up composed by two 7-DOF Ansaldo manipu-
lators to be used in cooperative mode [71]. The controller has been developed
by G. Casalino et al. and it is based on a hierarchy of interacting functional
subsystems.

At the lowest level there is the joint motion control, grouped in a fun-
ctional scheme defined VLLC (Very Low Level Control), one for each ma-
nipulator, that receive as input the desired joint velocities and outputs the
real joint positions. In case of high bandwidth loop this block behaves as an
integrator.

On the top there is the LLC (Low Level Control) that receives as input
the desired homogeneous transformation for the end-effector and output the
desired joint velocities. Details on the handling of the kinematic singularities
can be found in [71, 72] and reference therein.

At an higher level works the MLC (Medium Level Control) that operates
completely in the operational space and outputs the desired homogeneous
transformation matrix for the LLC. This block has been designed to inter-
act with an operator via an human-computer interface and thus implements
specific attention to the use of a expressly developed mouse. Moreover, the
case of manipulators cooperation is properly taken into account.

The above approach has been developed using the RealTime Workshop
tool of the Matlab c software package. The controllers are based on C-
modules running on distributed CPUs with VxWorks operative system pro-
perly synchronized at 5 ms.

Figure 8.1 reports a photo taken during an experiment run in a pool, the
two manipulators have a fixed base and cooperate in the transportation of a
rigid object. This experiment has been the unique of this kind ever reported
in the literature.

In [282] the coordinated control of several UVMSs holding a rigid object
is also taken into account by properly extending the UVMS dynamic control
proposed in [281].

8.3 Impedance Control

Y. Cui et al. , in [94], propose an application for a classical impedance con-
troller [149, 254].

It is required that the desired impedance at the end effector is described
by the following
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204 8. Interaction Control of UVMSs

Fig. 8.1. Snapshot of the two seven-link Ansaldo manipulators during a wet test
in a pool (courtesy of G. Casalino, Genoa Robotics And Automation Laboratory,
Università di Genova and G. Veruggio, National Research Council-ISSIA, Italy)

fe,d = Md
¨̃x + Dd

˙̃x + Kdx̃ (8.1)

where Md ∈ IR3×3, Dd ∈ IR3×3 and Kd ∈ IR3×3 are positive definite ma-
trices. In other words it is required to assign a desired impedance at the
end effector expressed as a desired behavior of the linear e.e. force in the
earth-fixed frame.

Let recall eq. (2.75)

M(q)ζ̇ + C(q, ζ)ζ + D(q, ζ)ζ + g(q,RI
B) = τ + JT

pos(q,R
I
B)fe (2.75)

that, by defining

τn = C(q, ζ)ζ + D(q, ζ)ζ + g(q,RI
B)

can be written as

M(q)ζ̇ + τn = τ + JT
pos(q,R

I
B)fe . (8.2)
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8.4 External Force Control 205

The second-order differential relationship between the linear end-effector
velocity in the earth-fixed frame and the system velocity is given by

ẍ = Jpos(q,R
I
B)ζ̇ + J̇pos(q,R

I
B)ζ

that, neglecting dependencies, can be inverted in the simplest way as

ζ̇ = J†
pos ẍ − J̇posζ

that, plugged into (8.2), and defining

τ = JT
posf (8.3)

where f ∈ IR3 is to be defined, leads to

Mẍ + fn = f − fe (8.4)

where M = JT
posMJ†

pos, and fn = JT
posτn − MJ̇posJ

†
posẋ. The vector

f ∈ IR3 can be selected as

f = M̂xc + fn + fe . (8.5)

where

xc = ẍd + M−1
d Dd

˙̃x + Kdx̃ − fe (8.6)

Details can be found in [94] as well as [254]; Figure 8.2 represents a block
scheme of the impedance approach. In [95, 96] a unified version with the
hybrid approach is also proposed.

xp,d,xs,d

η, q

eq. (8.6)
ẍc +

+

+

+

f

JT
pos

τ −
+

UVMS
+ env.

fe

JT
pos

fn

Fig. 8.2. Impedance Control Scheme

8.4 External Force Control

In this Section a force control scheme is presented to handle the strong li-
mitations that are experienced in case of underwater systems. Based on the
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scheme proposed in [99], a force control scheme is analyzed that does not
require exact dynamic compensation; however, the knowledge of part of the
dynamic model can always be exploited when available. Extension of the
original scheme to redundant systems is achieved via a task-priority inverse
kinematics redundancy resolution algorithm [78] and suitable secondary tasks
are defined to exploit all the degrees of freedom of the system.

Force control scheme. A sketch of the implemented scheme is provided in
Figure 8.3. In our case the Inverse Kinematics (i.e., the block IK in the sketch)
is solved at the differential level allowing to efficiently handle the system re-
dundancy. The matrix Jk(R

B
I ) is the nonlinear, configuration dependent,

matrix introduced in (2.58); its inverse, when resorting to the quaternion
attitude representation, is always defined. The matrix Jpos(R

B
I , q) has been

defined in (2.67). Moreover, a stability analysis for the kinematically redun-
dant case is provided. The Motion Control block can be any suitable motion
control law for UVMS; thus, if a partial knowledge of the system is available,
a model based control can be applied.

In Section 2.10, the mathematical model of an UVMS in contact with the
environment is given.

xp,d,xs,d

ẋc

IK

ζd

J−1
k

+

−
Motion
Control

−
+

UVMS
+ env.

fe

η, q

JT
pos

−
+

fe,d

PID

Fig. 8.3. External Force Control Scheme

8.4.1 Inverse Kinematics

Let m be the number of degrees of freedom of the mission task. The system
DOFs are 6 + n, where 6 are the DOFs of the vehicle and n is the num-
ber of manipulator’s joints. When 6 + n > m the system is redundant with
respect to the given task and Inverse Kinematics (IK) algorithms can be ap-
plied to exploit such redundancy. The IK algorithm implemented is based on
a task-priority approach [78] (see also Section 6.5), that allows to manage
the natural redundancy of the system while avoiding the occurrence of algo-
rithmic singularities. In this phase we can define different secondary tasks to
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8.4 External Force Control 207

be fulfilled along with the primary task as long as they do not conflict. For
example, we can ask the system not to change the vehicle orientation, or not
to use the vehicle at all as long as the manipulator is working in a dexterous
posture.

Let us define xp as the primary task vector and xs as the secondary task
vector. The frame in which they are defined depends on the variables we are
interested in: if the primary task is the position of the end-effector it should
be normally defined in the inertial frame.

The task priority inverse kinematics algorithm is based on the following
update law [78]

ζd = J#
p [ẋp,d + Λp(xp,d − xp)] +

+(I − J#
p Jp)J

#
s [ẋs,d + Λs(xs,d − xs)] , (8.7)

where Jp and Js are the configuration-dependent primary and secondary
task Jacobians respectively, the symbol # denotes any kind of matrix inver-
sion (e.g. Moore-Penrose), and Λp and Λs are positive definite matrices. It
must be noted that xp, xs and the corresponding Jacobians Jp, Js are fun-
ctions of ηd and qd. The vector ζd is defined in the body-fixed frame and a
suitable integration must be applied to obtain the desired positions: ηd, qd
(see (2.58)).

Let us assume that the primary task is the end-effector position that
implies that Jp = Jpos. To introduce a force control action (8.7) is modified
as follow: the vector ẋc is given as a reference value to the IK algorithm and
the reference system velocities are computed as:

ζd = J#
p [ẋp,d + ẋc + Λp(xp,d − xp)] +

+(I − J#
p Jp)J

#
s [ẋs,d + Λs(xs,d − xs)] , (8.8)

where

ẋc = kf,pf̃e − kf,vḟe + kf,i

t

0

f̃e(σ)dσ (8.9)

being f̃e = fe,d − fe the force error. The direction in which force control is
expected are included in the primary task vector, e.g., if the task requires to
exert a force along z, the primary task includes the z component of x.

8.4.2 Stability Analysis

Pre-multiplying (8.8) by Jp ∈ IR3×(6+n) we obtain:

Jpζd = ẋp,d + ẋc + Λp(xp,d − xp) . (8.10)

Let us consider a regulation problem, i.e., the reference force fe,d and
the desired primary task xp,d are constant. In addition, let us assume that
fe,d ∈ R(K), where K is the stiffness matrix defined in (2.77), and that, as
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common in external force control approach, the motion controller guarantees
perfect tracking, yielding Jpζd = ẋ. We finally choose Λp = λpIm. Thus,
(8.10) can be rewritten as

ẋ = ẋc + λp(xp,d − x) . (8.11)

In view of the above assumptions the vector ẋc belongs to R(K); it is
then simple to recognize that the motion component of the dynamics along
the normal direction to the surface is decoupled from the motion components
lying onto the contact plane. Therefore, it is convenient to multiply (8.11) by
the two orthogonal projectors nnT and I −nnT (see Figure 2.5), that gives
the two decoupled dynamics

nnTẋ = ẋc + nnTλp(xp,d − x) (8.12)

(I − nnT)ẋ = (I − nnT)λp(xp,d − x) (8.13)

Equation (8.13) clearly shows convergence of the components of x tangent
to the contact plane to the corresponding desired values when λp > 0.

To analyze convergence of (8.12), by differentiating (8.12) and by taking
into account (2.76) and (8.9) we obtain the scalar equation

(1 + kf,vk)ẅ + (λp + kf,pk)ẇ + kf,ikw = kf,in
T(fd + kx∞) , (8.14)

where the variable w = nTx is used for notation compactness and k, as
defined in the modeling Chapter, is the environment stiffness.

Equation (8.14) shows that, with a proper choice of the control para-
meters, the component of x normal to the contact plane converges to the
value

w∞ = nT(
1

k
fe,d + x∞) .

In summary, the overall system converges to the equilibrium

x∞ = nnT(
1

k
fe,d + x∞) + (I − nnT)xp,d ,

which can be easily recognized to ensure fe,∞ = fe,d.

8.4.3 Robustness

In the following, the robustness of the controller to react against unexpected
impacts or errors in planning desired force/position directions is discussed.

The major drawback of hybrid control is that it is not robust to the
occurrence of an impact in a direction where motion control has been planned.
In such a case, in fact, the end effector is not compliant along that direction
and strong interaction between manipulator and environment is experienced.
This problem has been solved by resorting to the parallel approach [79] where
the force control action overcomes the position control action at the contact.

The proposed scheme shows the same feature as the parallel control. In
detail, if a contact occurs along a motion direction, we can see from (8.8)
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that the integral action of the force controller guarantees a null force er-
ror at steady state while a non-null position error xd − x is obtained. This
implies that, in the direction where a null desired force is commanded, the
manipulator reacts to unexpected impacts with a safe behavior. Moreover, in
the directions in which a desired force is commanded, the desired position is
overcome by the controller.

If fe,d /∈ R(K), i.e., the direction of fe,d is not parallel to n, the con-
troller is trying to interact with the environment in directions in which the
environment cannot generate reaction forces. A drift in that direction is then
experienced.

8.4.4 Loss of Contact

Due to the floating base and the possible occurrence of external disturbances
(such as, e.g., ocean current), it can happen that the end effector loses contact
with the environment during the task fulfillment. In such a case the control
action might become unsuitable. In fact, from (8.8) it can be noted that the
desired force is interpreted as a motion reference velocity scaled by the force
control gain. One way to handle this problem is the following: if the force
sensor does not read any force value in the desired contact direction, the
integrator in the force controller is reset and (8.8) is modified as follows:

ζd = J#
p {H [ẋp,d + ẋc + Λp(xp,d − xp)] + (I − H) ẋl} +

(I − JpJ
#
p )J#

s [ẋs,d + Λs(xs,d − xs)] , (8.15)

where H ∈ IRm×m is a diagonal selection matrix with ones for the motion
directions and zeros for the force directions, and ẋl is a desired velocity at
which the end effector can safely impact the environment. Basically, the IK
is handling the motion directions in the same way as when the contact occurs
but, for the force direction, a reference velocity is given in a way to obtain
again the contact. Notice that ẋc is not dropped out in case of loss of contact
because it guarantees from unexpected contacts in the direction where motion
control is expected (i.e., the directions in which the desired force is zero).

Matrix H can be interpreted as the selection matrix of a hybrid control
scheme. Notice that this matrix is used only when there is no contact at the
end effector and the properties of robustness discussed above still hold.

8.4.5 Implementation Issues

The implementation of the proposed force control scheme might benefit from
some practical considerations:

• The vehicle and the manipulator are characterized by a different control
bandwidth, due to the different inertia and actuator performance. Moreo-
ver limit cycles in underwater vehicles are usually experienced due to the
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210 8. Interaction Control of UVMSs

thruster’s characteristics. This implies that the use of the desired configu-
ration in the kinematic errors computation in (8.8) would lead to coupling
between the force and motion directions, since the Jacobian matrix is com-
puted with respect to a position different from the actual position. In (8.8),
thus, the real positions will be used to compute the errors.

• Force control tasks require accurate positioning of the end effector. On the
other hand, the vehicle, i.e., the base of the manipulator, is characterized by
large position errors. In (8.8), thus, it could be appropriate to decompose
the desired end-effector velocity in a way to involve the manipulator alone
in the fulfillment of the primary task. Let us define Jp,man(RI

B , q) as the
Jacobian of the manipulator, it is possible to rewrite (8.8) as

ζd =
06×1

J#
p,man [ẋp,d + ẋc + Λp(xp,d − xp)]

+

+(I − J#
p Jp)J

#
s [ẋs,d + Λs(xs,d − xs)] . (8.16)

Notice that the same properties of (8.8) applies also for (8.16). A physical
interpretation of (8.16) is the following: it is asked the manipulator to fulfill
the primary task taking into account the movement of its base. At the same
time the secondary task is fulfilled, with less strict requirements, with the
whole system (e.g., the vehicle must move when the manipulator is working
on the boundaries of its workspace).

• UVMSs are usually highly redundant. If a 6-DOF manipulator is used this
means that 12 DOFs are available. It is then possible to define more tasks
to be iteratively projected on the null space of the higher priority tasks. An
example of 3 tasks could be: 1) motion/force control of the end effector, 2)
increase manipulability measure of the manipulator, 3) limit roll and pitch
orientation of the vehicle. See also Chap. 6.

• To decrease power consumption it is possible to implement IK algorithms
with bounded reference values for the secondary tasks. Using some smooth
functions, or fuzzy techniques, it is possible to activate the secondary tasks
only when the relevant variables are out of a desired range. For the roll and
pitch vehicle’s angles, for example, it might be convenient to implement an
algorithm that keeps them in a range, e.g., ±10◦. See also Chap. 6.

• Force/moment sensor readings are usually corrupted by noise. The use of
a derivative action in the control law, thus, can be difficult to implement.
With the assumption of a frictionless and elastically compliant plane it can
be observed a linear relation between ḟe and ẋ. The force derivative action
can then be substituted by a term proportional to ẋ. The latter will be
computed by differential kinematics from ζ that is usually available from
direct sensor readings or from the position readings via a numerical filter.

8.4.6 Simulations

To prove the effectiveness of the proposed force control scheme several si-
mulations have been run under Matlab c /Simulink c environment. The
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8.4 External Force Control 211

UVMS simulated has 9 DOFs, 6 DOFs of the vehicle plus a 3-link manipula-
tor mounted on it [231]. The controller has been implemented with a sampling
frequency of 200 Hz. The vehicle is a box of dimensions (2×1×0.5) m, and the
vehicle fixed frame is located in the geometrical center of the body. The mani-
pulator has a planar structure with 3 rotational joints. A sketch of the system
seen from the vehicle xz plane is shown in Figure 8.4. In the shown configura-
tion it is η = [ 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]T m, deg, q = [ 45 −90 −45 ]T deg. The
stiffness of the environment is k = 104 N/m. In the Appendix some details
on the dynamic model are given.

xb

zb

x0

x1y1

x2

y2

x3

y3

x

z

wall

force

direction

Fig. 8.4. Sketch of the simulated system for both controllers as seen from the xz
vehicle-fixed plane

The vehicle is supposed to start in a non dexterous configuration, so as
to test the redundancy resolution capabilities of the proposed scheme. The
initial configuration is:

η = [ 0 0 −2 12 0 0 ]T m, deg ,
q = [−90 15 0 ]T deg

that corresponds to the end-effector position

x = [xE yE zE ]T = [ 1.51 −0.60 0.86 ]T m .

Since the vehicle is far from the plane (z = 1.005 m), the manipulator is
outstretched, i.e., close to a kinematic singularity.

The simulated task is to perform a force/position task at the end effector
as primary task; specifically, the UVMS is required to move −20 cm along x
and apply a desired force of 200 N along z. The secondary tasks are to gua-
rantee manipulator manipulability and to keep roll and pitch vehicle’s angles
in a safe range of ±10◦. In detail, the 3 task variables are:

xp = x ,

xs = [φ θ ]T ,

xt = q2 ,
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212 8. Interaction Control of UVMSs

where xt expresses the third task to be projected in the null space of the hig-
her priority tasks; in fact since the manipulator has a 3-link planar structure
a measure of its manipulability is simply given by q2, where q2 = 0 corre-
sponds to a kinematic singularity. In the initial position the 3 tasks are activa-
ted simultaneously and are performed by exploiting kinematic redundancy.
Moreover an unexpected impact along x is considered (for xE = 1.32 m).

A weighted pseudoinverse has been used to compute J#
p characterized

by the weight matrix W = blockdiag{10I6, I3}. To simulate an imperfect
hovering of the vehicle a control law with lower gain for the vehicle was
implemented; the performance of the simulated vehicle, thus, has an error
that is of the same magnitude as that of a real vehicle in hovering. The motion
controller implemented is the virtual decomposition adaptive based control
presented in Section 7.9. Equation (8.16) has then been used to compute the
desired velocities. The secondary task regarding the vehicle orientation has
to be fulfilled only when the relevant variable is outside of a desired bound.

The control gains, in S.I. units, are:

kfp = 3 · 10−3 ,

kfi = 8 · 10−3 ,

kfv = 10−4 ,

Λp = 0.6I3 ,

Λs = I3 .

The simulations have been run by adopting separate motion control sche-
mes for the vehicle and the manipulator, since this is the case of many
UVMSs. Better results would be obtained by resorting to a centralized motion
control scheme in which dynamic coupling between vehicle and manipulator
is compensated for. The initial value of the parameters has been chosen such
that the gravity compensation at the beginning is different from the real one,
adding an error bounded to about 10% for each parameter.

In Figure 8.5 the time history of the end-effector variables for the pro-
posed force control scheme without exploiting the redundancy and without
unexpected impact is shown. During the first 3 s the end effector is not in
contact with the plane and the algorithm to handle loss of contact has been
used. It can be noted that the primary task is successfully achieved.

In Figure 8.6 the same task has been achieved by exploiting the redun-
dancy. The different behavior of the force can be explained by considering
that the system impacts the plane in a different configuration with respect to
the previous case because of the internal motion imposed by the redundancy
resolution. This also causes a different end-effect velocity at the impact.

Figure 8.7 shows the time history of the secondary tasks in the two pre-
vious simulations, without exploiting redundancy (solid) and with the pro-
posed control scheme (dashed). It can be recognized that without exploiting
the redundancy the system performs the task in a non dexterous configura-
tion, i.e., with a big roll angle and with the manipulator close to a kinematic
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Fig. 8.5. External force control. Force along z (top) and end-effector error com-
ponents along the motion directions (bottom) without exploiting the redundancy
and without unexpected impact

singularity. A suitable use of the system’s redundancy allows to reconfigure
the system and to achieve the secondary task.

Finally, in Figure 8.8 the time history of the primary task variables in
case of an unplanned impact is shown. It can be noted that the undesired
force along x, due to the unexpected impact, is recovered yielding a non-zero
position error along that direction.

8.5 Explicit Force Control

In this Section, based on [119] two force control schemes for UVMS that
overcome many of the above-mentioned difficulties associated with the un-
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Fig. 8.6. External force control. Force along z (top) and end-effector error compo-
nents along the motion directions (bottom) exploiting the redundancy and without
unexpected impact

derwater manipulation are presented. These force control schemes exploit
the system redundancy by using a task-priority based inverse kinematics al-
gorithm [78]. This approach allows us to satisfy various secondary criteria
while controlling the contact force. Both these force control schemes require
separate motion control schemes which can be chosen to suit the objective
without affecting the performance of the force control. The possible occur-
rence of loss of contact due to vehicle movement is also analyzed. The pro-
posed control schemes have extensively been tested in numerical simulation
runs; the results obtained in a case study are reported to illustrate their
performance.

Two different versions of the scheme are implemented based on different
projections of the force error from the task space to the vehicle/joint space.
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Fig. 8.7. External force control. Roll and pitch vehicle’s angles (top) and q2 as
manipulability measure (bottom). Solid: without exploiting redundancy; Dashed:
exploiting redundancy with the proposed scheme

The first scheme is obtained by using the transpose of the Jacobian to
project the force error from the task space directly to the control input space,
i.e., force/moments for the vehicle and torques for the manipulator, leading
to an evident physical interpretation.

In the second scheme, instead, the force error is projected from the task
space to the body-fixed velocities. This is done to avoid the need to direc-
tly access the control input; in many cases, in fact, a velocity controller is
implemented on the manipulator and control torques are not accessible [119].

For both the control schemes, the kinematic control applied is the same as
the algorithm exploited in the external force control scheme, already shown
in Section 8.4.1.
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Fig. 8.8. External force control. Force along z and x (top) and end-effector error
components along the motion directions (bottom) exploiting the redundancy and
with unexpected impact along x

Explicit force control, scheme 1. A sketch of the implemented scheme
is provided in Figure 8.9. In our case, the inverse kinematics is solved via
a numerical algorithm based on velocity mapping to allow the handling of
system redundancy efficiently (see previous Section and Section 6.5). It is
possible to decompose the input torque as the sum of the torque output
from the motion control and the torque output from the force control: τ =
τM + τF . The force control action τF is computed as:

τF = JT
posuF

= JT
pos −fe + kf,pf̃e − kf,vḟe + kf,i

t

0

f̃e(σ)dσ , (8.17)
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where kf,p, kf,v, kf,i are scalar positive gains, and f̃e = fe,d−fe is the force
error. Equation (8.17), thus, is a force control action in the task space that
is further projected, via the transpose of the Jacobian, on the vehicle/joint
space.

xp,d,xs,d

IK

ζd

J−1
k

+

−
Motion
Control

+

+

UVMS
+ env.

η, q

fe

JT
posuF

fe,d

Fig. 8.9. Explicit force control scheme 1

Explicit force control, scheme 2. A sketch of the implemented scheme is
provided in Figure 8.10. The force control action is composed of two loops;
the action −JT

posfe is aimed at compensating the end-effector contact force
(included in the block labeled “UVMS + env.”). The input of the motion
control is a suitable integration of the velocity vector:

ζr = ζd + ζF = ζd + JT
pos(k

∗
f,pf̃e − k∗

f,vḟe + k∗
f,i

t

0

f̃e(σ)dσ) ,

where k∗
f,p, k∗

f,v, k∗
f,i are positive gains, and ζd is the output of the inverse

kinematics algorithm described in previous Section.

xp,d,xs,d

IK

ζd +

+
J−1

k

+

−
Motion
Control

+ −
UVMS
+ env.

fe

η, q

JT
pos

−
+

fe,d

PIDJT
pos

Fig. 8.10. Explicit force control scheme 2

8.5.1 Robustness

In the following, the robustness of the schemes to react against unexpected
impacts or errors in planning desired force/position directions is discussed.
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The use of the integral action in the force controller gives a higher priority
to the force error with respect to the position error. In the motion control
directions the desired force is null. An unexpected impact in a direction where
the desired force is zero, thus, is handled by the controller yielding a safe
behavior, which results in a non-null position error at steady state and a null
force error, i.e., zero contact force.

If fe,d /∈ R(K), i.e. the direction of fe,d is not parallel to n, the con-
troller is commanded to interact with the environment in directions along
which no reaction force exists. In this case, a drift motion in that direction
is experienced.

These two force control schemes too, possess the safe behavior as the
external force control scheme.

The possibility that the end effector loses contact with the environment
is also taken into account. The same algorithm as presented in Section 8.4.4
were implemented.

8.5.2 Simulations

To test the effectiveness of the proposed force control schemes several nume-
rical simulations were run under the Matlab c /Simulink c environment.
The controllers were implemented in discrete time with a sampling frequency
of 200 Hz. The environmental stiffness is k = 104 N/m.

The simulated UVMS has 9 DOFs, 6 DOFs of the vehicle plus a 3-link
manipulator mounted on it [231]. The vehicle is a box of dimensions (2 ×
1× 0.5) m; the vehicle-fixed frame is located in the geometrical center of the
body. The manipulator is a 3-link planar manipulator with rotational joints.
Figure 8.4 shows a sketch of the system, seen from the vehicle’s xz plane, in
the configuration

η = [ 0 0 0 0 0 0 ]T m, deg ,
q = [ 45 −90 −45 ]T deg

corresponding to the end-effector position x = [ 2.41 0 1 ]T m.
A case study is considered aimed at the following objectives: as pri-

mary task, to perform force/motion control of the end effector (exert a force
of 200 N along z, moving the end effector from 2.41 m to 2.21 m along x,
while keeping y at 0 m); as secondary task, to guarantee vehicle’s roll and
pitch angles being kept in the range ±10◦; as tertiary task, to guarantee the
manipulator’s manipulability being kept in a safe range. In detail, the 3 task
variables are:

xp = x ,

xs = [φ θ ]T ,

xt = q2 ,
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where xt expresses the third task; in fact, since the manipulator has a 3-
link planar structure, a measure of its manipulability is simply given by q2,
where q2 = 0 corresponds to a kinematic singularity.

Let us suppose that the system starts the mission in the non-dexterous
configuration

η = [ 0 0 −0.001 15 0 −4 ]T m, deg ,
q = [ 46 −89 −44 ]T deg

corresponding to the end-effector position x = [ 2.45 −0.42 0.91 ]T m.
A weighted pseudoinverse was used to compute J# characterized by the

weight matrix W = blockdiag{10I6, I3}. To simulate an imperfect hovering
of the vehicle the control law was implemented with lower gains for the
vehicle; the performance of the simulated vehicle, thus, has an error that is
of the same magnitude of a real vehicle in hovering.

To accomplish the above task, firstly the force control scheme 1 is used
together with the sliding mode motion control law described in Section 7.6;
notice that non-perfect gravity and buoyancy compensation was assumed.
Figure 8.11 reports the contact force and the end-effector error components
obtained. Since the desired final position is given as a set-point, the initial
end-effector position errors are large. In Figure 8.12, the position and orien-
tation components of the vehicle are shown; it can be recognized that, despite
the large starting value, the roll angle is kept in the desired range.

To take advantage of dynamic compensation actions, the force control
scheme 2 is used to accomplish the same task as above together with the
singularity-free adaptive control presented in Section 7.9; notice that only
the restoring force terms have been considered to be compensated and a
constant unknown error, bounded to ±10%, of these parameters has been
assumed. There are 4 parameters for each rigid body of the UVMS, giving
16 parameters in total. Moreover, during the task execution an unexpected
impact occurs along x.

In Figure 8.13, the contact force and the end-effector error components
are shown. It can be recognized that the unexpected impact, occurring at ab-
out 3 s, is safely handled: a transient force component along x is experienced;
nevertheless, at the steady state the desired force is achieved with null error.

It can be noted that the expected coupling between the force and the
motion directions affects the x direction also before the unplanned impact.
This coupling, due to the structure and configuration of the manipulator, is
not observed along y.

In Figure 8.14, the vehicle’s position and orientation components are
shown. It can be recognized that the vehicle moves by about 10 cm; nevert-
heless, the manipulator still performs the primary task accurately. Moreover,
the large initial roll angle is recovered by exploiting the system redundancy
since this task does not conflict with the higher priority task.

In the force control scheme labeled 1 the force error directly modifies the
force/moments/torques acting on the UVMS, leading to an evident physical
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Fig. 8.11. Explicit force control scheme 1. Top: time history of the contact force.
Bottom: time history of the end-effector errors along the motion directions

interpretation. In the force control scheme 2, instead, the force error builds
a correction term acting on the body-fixed velocity references which fed the
available motion control system of the UVMS.

The two proposed control schemes were tested in numerical simulation
case studies and their performance is analyzed. Overall, the force control
scheme 2 seems to be preferable with respect to the force control scheme 1
for two reasons. Firstly, it allows the adoption of adaptive motion control
laws, thus making it possible dynamic compensation actions. Secondly, it
naturally embeds the standard motion control of the UVMS, since it acts at
the reference motion variables level.
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Fig. 8.12. Explicit force control scheme 1. Top: time history of the vehicle’s posi-
tion. Bottom: time history of the vehicle’s orientation
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Fig. 8.13. Explicit force control scheme 2. Top: time history of the contact force in
case of unexpected impact along x. Bottom: time history of the end-effector errors
along the motion directions
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Fig. 8.14. Explicit force control scheme 2. Top: time history of the vehicle’s posi-
tion. Bottom: time history of the vehicle’s orientation

8.6 Conclusions

Interaction control in the underwater environment is a very challenge task.
Currently, only theoretical results exist that extended the industrial-based
approaches to the UVMSs. Obviously, while these approaches worked in si-
mulation their real effectiveness can be proven only with an exhaustive ex-
perimental analysis. Simulations, nevertheless, gave useful information about
the need to equip the system with high bandwidth and low noise sensors in
order to interact with stiff environment.
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9. Coordinated Control of Platoons of AUVs

9.1 Introduction

The use of several AUVs to achieve fulfillment of a task might be of benefit
in several situations: explorations of areas, de-mining [74], as in un the first
Gulf’s war, or interaction with the environment in which the team of AUVs
may, e.g., push an object that one single AUV would not have the power
to move. In Figure 1.6, a possible scenario of mine countermeasure using a
platoon of AUVs under study at the SACLANT Undersea Research Center
of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) is given.

Considering surface marine vehicles, in [155] proposes a leader-follower
formation control algorithm; experiments with one scale vehicle following a
simulated leader are provided. Reference [141] presents a naval minesweeper
platoon in which a supervisor vehicle is in charge of tasking in real-time
the remaining vehicles. Concerning multi-robot systems in general, one of
the first works is reported in [241], where a successful group behavior is
achieved by considering only local sensing for each robot. The paper [291] is
an interesting tutorial about control of multi-robot systems in a wide sense;
it can be considered as a starting reading to understand the nomenclature
and the research subjects on the topic. Since an exhaustive literature survey
is huge it will be simply skipped in this context, focusing our attention on
algorithm developed for the underwater environment.

In particular, the platoons of AUVs experience some specific characteri-
stics;

• The AUVs mathematical models are generally nonholonomic, in fact, in
case of exploration the use of torpedo-like vehicles is of common use;

• In case of AUVs equipped with control surfaces there is a substantial im-
possibility in hovering the vehicle due to the general absence of thrust at
low velocity;

• The communication bandwidth is limited thus inhibiting a large exchange
of data among the vehicles;

• Localization of the AUVs is not easy due to the absence of a single pro-
prioceptive sensor that gives this information.

Reference [120, 47] reports interesting experimental results on the use of
an underwater glider fleet for adaptive ocean sampling. The sampling, thus,

G. Antonelli: Underwater Robots, 2nd Edition, STAR 2, pp. 225–236, 2006.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006
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is not achieved by resorting to deterministic, pre-programmed, paths but is
made adaptive in order to extract the maximum possible information du-
ring one mission. The formation control is obtained using virtual bodies and
artificial potential techniques [187, 218]; the Authors separate the problem
into small area coverage (5 km) and synoptic area coverage for larger scale
(5–100 km). For the former, experimental result performed with 3 gliders in
2003 are reported; the experiments were successful thus demonstrating the
reliability of the approach in a real environment under the effect, e.g, of the
ocean current.

In [54] a cooperative mission, whose experimental validation is planned
for summer 2006, is described. The mission objective is to perform a side-scan
survey searching for mines with mixed initiative interactions; the presence of
a human operator in the loop, thus, is considered. In detail, several target
mines will be deployed in a bay and the vehicles have to find and classify the
targets in minimum-time.

In [275, 276], an effective decentralized control technique for platoons is
proposed and simulated for underwater vehicles. Remarkably, the approach
requires a limited amount of inter-vehicle communication that is indepen-
dent from the platoon dimension; moreover, control of the platoon formation
is achieved through definition of a suitable (global) task function without
requiring the assignment of desired motion trajectories to the single vehicles.
In Figure 1.7, one of the AUVs developed at the Virginia Tech is shown,
these vehicles are very small in size and cheap with most of the components
custom-engineered.

Reference [179] presents a behavior-based intelligent control architecture
that computes discrete control actions. The control architecture separates the
sensing aspect, called perceptor in the paper, from the control action, called
response controller and it focuses on the latter implemented by means of a
set of discrete event models. The design of a sampling mission for AUVs is
also discussed in the paper.

In [158], the problem of formation control for AUVs is solved by using a
leader-follower approach. For each vehicle a relative position with respect to
the leader is given as a reference motion; simulation for two 3-dimensional
nonholonomic vehicles are reported.

Reference [55] presents an algorithm to perform a search using multiple
AUVs. Simulation results for the search of the minimum in a scalar fields are
shown.

In [247] the communication issue for the underwater environment is taken
into account. The vehicles operate in decentralized manner and communicate
to achieve common control objectives. The network, thus, is time-varying,
and the vehicles communicate with different subset of other vehicles along
the mission. In particular, the case of disconnected network is addressed and
possibly solved by resorting to a fast enough periodic fast switching. The
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9.2 Kinematic Control of AUVs 227

communication constraint is taken into account also in [188] with numerical
simulations of the effects of communication delays on the formation.

Reference [64] reports the development of an adaptive on-line planning
algorithm for the exploration of an unknown oceanic environment by means
of several AUVs. The aim is to have a map of the estimation of a desired
variable such as, e.g., the water temperature, in a region. Each vehicle decides
the next measurements on the basis of the current measurement and the
past measurements of all the platoon such that the confidence level of the
overall estimation is locally increased. The paper reports simulation results,
an experimental set-up is currently under development based on self-designed
low-cost vehicles [6, 7].

In [136] a Lypanuov-based technique is derived so that the underwater
vehicles, supposed fully actuated, are steered along a set of spatial paths while
keeping a given inter-vehicle formation. The path following for each vehicle is
essentially decoupled while its advancing velocity is properly shaped so that
the formation is properly achieved. Simulation results on a planar formation
of 3 vehicles are provided.

In the following Section a specific control strategy, based on inverse ki-
nematics algorithms for fixed-base manipulators, is discussed together with
some simulation results; finally, the description of the experimental set-up of
the Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University is provided.

9.2 Kinematic Control of AUVs

In 2001 [48, 50, 277] B.E. Bishop and D.J. Stilwell for the first time recognize
a formal similarity between the problem of robot redundancy resolution and
the achievement of platoon’s tasks at the differential level. The primary task
is defined by the platoon’s mean and variance and tasks such as obstacle
avoidance and heading control are handled as secondary tasks by using the
approach developed by Y. Nakamura [210]. G. Antonelli and S. Chiaverini,
in [27, 28, 30], inherited this approach by proposing a different way to handle
the redundancy with respect to the given task, specifically, the task priority
redundancy resolution proposed by S. Chiaverini [78].

Task Functions and Inverse Kinematics

While considering a platoon of n vehicles, the aim is to control the value taken
by a generic task function which suitably depends on the platoon state; an
example of such function is the one expressing the mean value of all the
vehicles’ positions as a synthetic data about the platoon location.

To keep the notation compact it is useful to define the vector p ∈ IR3n

p =

 η1,1

...
η1,n
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228 9. Coordinated Control of Platoons of AUVs

where η1,i is the 3 dimensional position of the i th vehicle, and

v =

 η̇1,1

...
η̇1,n

 .

By defining as σ ∈ IRm the task variable to be controlled, it is:

σ = f(η1,1, . . . ,η1,n) = f(p) (9.1)

with

σ̇ =

n

i=1

∂f(p)

∂η1,i

η̇1,i = J(p)v , (9.2)

where J ∈ IRm×3n is the configuration-dependent task Jacobian matrix1.
An effective way to generate motion references for the AUVs starting

from desired values σd(t) of the task function is to act at the differential
level by inverting the (locally linear) mapping (9.2); in fact, this problem has
been widely studied in robotics (see, e.g., [262] for a tutorial or Chapter 6
for an UVMS’s application). For low-rectangular matrices —which is usually
the case in platoon formation control, being 3n m— the problem admits
infinite solutions and such redundancy is often exploited to optimize some
criterion. A typical requirement is to pursue minimum-norm velocity, leading
to the least-squares solution:

vd = J†σ̇d = JT JTJ
−1

σ̇d . (9.3)

At this point, the vehicle motion controllers need reference position tra-
jectories besides the velocity references; these can be obtained by time in-
tegration of vd. However, discrete-time integration of the vehicles’ reference
velocities would result in a numerical drift of the reconstructed vehicles’ po-
sitions; the drift can be counteracted by a so-called Closed Loop Inverse
Kinematics (CLIK) version of the algorithm, namely,

vd(tk) = J† σ̇d + Λ(σd − σ)
t=tk

(9.4)

pd(tk) = pd(tk−1) + vd(tk)∆t , (9.5)

where tk is the k-th time sample, ∆t is the sampling period, and Λ is a suitable
constant positive definite matrix of gains. It must be remarked that the loop
is closed on algorithmic quantities at the input of the motion controllers
and does not involve measurement of quantities at the output of the motion
controllers; in other words, the dynamics of the vehicles’ motion controllers
is out of the loop in (9.4).

1 The symbol J has been used in Equation (2.68) for a specific Jacobian matrix,
in the remainder of the Chapter, however, it will denote a generic task Jacobian
matrix.
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σp,d(t),σs,d(t)

CLIK

ηr,1,1, η̇r,1,1

vehicle 1

η1,1, η̇1,1

ηr,1,n, η̇r,1,n

vehicle n

η1,n, η̇1,n

Fig. 9.1. Sketch of the centralized kinematic control strategy for platoons

The structure of such a centralized platoon control algorithm is sketched
in Figure 9.1. It must be remarked that each vehicle is equipped with a
dynamic low level controller in charge of following the reference trajectory.
This structure can be implemented on a platoon of AUVs without modifying
their dynamic controllers that can be tuned, thus, at their best performance.
The dynamic low level controller is not affected by the algorithm implemented
in the CLIK. It is sufficient that it implements a kind of input interpolation
to match the different sampling frequency of the two loops.

In view of the underwater communication limitations, it must be remarked
that only one-way communication channel must be strictly set-up; commu-
nication among robots, thus, is not required. Moreover, the communication
channel is in charge of updating the vehicles’ references; it is not, thus, inside
the control loop with obvious advantages in terms of stability and perfor-
mance.

A high-level supervisor might benefit from sensor measurements. Those
can be vehicle-fixed sensors (e.g., sonar measurements or video camera) or
other distributed sensors (e.g., baseline acoustic measurements). These varia-
bles can be acquired from different sources at different sampling frequencies
and merged using a Kalman filtering approach. In this case, however, com-
munication from each vehicle to the centralized algorithm may be required.

Task Function for Platoon Average Position

An example of task function for platoon formation control is one expressing
the mean value of all the vehicles’ positions as a synthetic data about the
platoon location. In this case, the 3-dimensional task function σa is simply
given by:
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230 9. Coordinated Control of Platoons of AUVs

σa = fa(η1,1, . . . ,η1,n) =
1

n

n

i=1

η1,i = p , (9.6)

whose Jacobian matrix Ja ∈ IR3×3n can be easily derived [28].

Task Function for Platoon Variance

Together with the platoon average position, it is of interest considering the
variance of all the vehicles’ positions as a synthetic data on their spreading
around the average position. It is clear that by controlling these two task
variables it is possible to influence the shape of the platoon. The task function
for platoon variance σv ∈ IR3 is defined as

σv =
1

n

n

i=1

(η1,i − p)2 . (9.7)

In [28] the Jacobian Jv is provided; moreover, different tasks, such as
keeping the platoon in a bounded geometrical area or in a rigid formation,
are discussed.

Merging Several Tasks

Different task functions may be used at the same time by stacking the cor-
responding single-task variables in an overall task vector. As a result, the
corresponding single-task Jacobians are stacked too in an overall task Jaco-
bian, and the inverse solution (9.3) acts by simply adding the partial vehicles’
velocities that would be obtained if (locally at the current configuration) each
task were executed alone. It is simple to recognize that this approach is poorly
effective since conflicting tasks would generate counteracting partial vehicles’
velocities.

A possible technique to handle this problem has been proposed in [50],
which consists in assigning a relative priority to the single task functions,
thus resorting to the task-priority inverse kinematics introduced in [196, 210]
for ground-fixed redundant manipulators. Nevertheless, as discussed in [78],
just in case of conflicting tasks it is necessary to devise singularity-robust
algorithms that ensure proper behavior of the inverse velocity mapping. For
this reason, according to [78], G. Antonelli and S. Chiaverini propose to
modify the CLIK solution (9.4) into

vd(tk) = J†
p σ̇p,d + Λp(σp,d−σp) + I − J†

pJp J†
s σ̇s,d + Λs(σs,d−σs) ,(9.8)

where the subscript p denotes primary-task quantities, the subscript s
denotes secondary-task quantities, and Λp, Λs are suitable positive definite
matrices. The extension to a generic number of tasks can be easily derived.

Equation (9.8) has a nice geometrical interpretation. Each task is projec-
ted onto the vehicles’ velocity space by the use of the corresponding pseudoin-
verse, i.e., as if it were acting alone; then, before adding the two contributions,
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9.2 Kinematic Control of AUVs 231

the lower-priority (secondary) task is further projected onto the null space of
the higher-priority (primary) task so as to remove those velocity components
that would conflict with it.

A different technique to manage conflicting tasks in the framework of the
task priority approach has been proposed in [29] (see Section 6.6), where a
fuzzy inference system is used to merge multiple secondary tasks given to
underwater vehicle-manipulator systems.

Obstacle Avoidance Strategy

In [50] obstacle avoidance has been developed in the frame of task priority
inverse kinematics following the approach of Y. Nakamura [210].

In the following, based on the work developed in 1991 at the Università
degli Studi Napoli Federico II for industrial manipulators [76], the obstacle
avoidance is chosen as the primary task by selecting:

σo =

 η1−ηo
...

ηn−ηo

 (9.9)

where ηo is the coordinate vector of an obstacle, and the other tasks as
secondary tasks. Defining as ri the versor of ηi−ηo it can be recognized that
the pseudoinverse of Jo ∈ IRn×3n is simply given by:

J†
o =

 r1 03×1

. . .

03×1 rn

 (9.10)

and the null-space projection matrix, considering the planar case for simpli-
city, is given by:

No =


1 − r2

1,x −r1,xr1,y

−r1,xr1,y 1 − r2
1,y

O2×2

. . .

O2×2
1 − r2

n,x −rn,xrn,y
−rn,xrn,y 1 − r2

n,y

 .

In this approach, the obstacle avoidance task is also used for each vehicle
with respect to the other vehicles of the platoon. This prevents from the
possible occurrence of accidents during, e.g., formation changing or obstacle
avoidance. In case of simultaneous proximity of an obstacle and another ve-
hicle, the safer behavior is obtained by projecting the secondary-task veloci-
ties in the null space of both the obstacle avoidance tasks. This will simply
zero the required velocity for the vehicle that is commanded to go closer to
another vehicle and the obstacle at the same time.

The developed theory consider holonomic vehicle, in [49] nonholonomic
vehicles are explicitly considered as composing the platoon. Recently, in [278],
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232 9. Coordinated Control of Platoons of AUVs

a partially decentralized version of the kinematic control is proposed to pro-
perly consider the limited bandwidth of the platoon.

9.2.1 Simulations

The kinematic-control-based algorithm has been tested in numerical simula-
tion case studies. The objective of the simulations is to show the performance
of the sole CLIK algorithm, while assuming a bounded tracking error of the
vehicle controllers. The platoon is composed of 10 vehicles; the sampling time
of the CLIK is 0.5 s and the total simulation duration is 100 s. The primary
task is the platoon average position, while the secondary task is the variance.
In detail, the average is commanded to be constant along y and increases
linearly at a velocity of 1 m/s along x:

σa =
t
0

m

while the desired variance is

σv =
30
30

m2 .

The CLIK’s gains have been set to:

Λa = 0.1I2

Λv = 0.05I2 .

In case of presence of obstacles or excessive proximity among the vehicles,
the primary task is the obstacle avoidance, while mean and variance are,
respectively, second and third task. A safe distance of 4 m among the vehicles
is required. In Figure 9.2 it can be observed that, in absence of obstacles, the
vehicles reconfigure themselves in order to fulfill mean and variance task.

The same initial condition with the same mean and variance tasks have
been used to run a second simulation with the presence of an obstacle. One of
the vehicles needs to slow down its velocity, avoid the vehicles in its proximity,
avoid the obstacle and finally join the other vehicles to fulfill the mean-
variance task (Figure 9.3).

Figure 9.4 shows the same mission (same required mean and variance
starting from the same initial conditions) with the presence of 3 obstacles. It
can be recognized that the mission is safely executed.
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Fig. 9.2. Kinematic control of multi-AUVs. In absence of obstacles the platoon
satisfies the mean and variance task
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Fig. 9.3. Kinematic control of multi-AUVs. An obstacle is encountered and the
primary task becomes its avoidance
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Fig. 9.4. In the framework of kinematic control of multi-AUVs it is possible to
safely handles several situations
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9.3 Experimental Set-Up at the Virginia Tech 235

9.3 Experimental Set-Up at the Virginia Tech

Figure 9.5 reports the small AUVs developed at the Virginia Polytechnic
Institute & State University to perform adaptive sampling with multiple un-
derwater vehicles. The AUVs have been designed in order to be very small
in size and relatively cheap [132].

Fig. 9.5. Platoon of AUVs developed at the Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State
University (courtesy of D. Stilwell)

One of the use of the platoon will be the adaptive sampling of environ-
mental processes, i.e., the mapping and tracking of marine processes. In [66],
C.J. Cannell and D.J. Stilwell compare two estimation methods in different
conditions, moreover, the benefit achieved using more than one vehicles is
also discussed. Reporting from [66], Figure 9.6 shows simulation results of
two AUVs estimating the center of mass of a neutral dye tracer.

In [229] some preliminary experimental results have been reported by
J. Petrich, C.A. Woolsey and D.J. Stilwell using one of the vehicles. However,
since absolute positions are required to prove the proposed algorithm, the
vehicle is commanded to move at the surface and its position is measured
with a sampling time of 30 s.
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236 9. Coordinated Control of Platoons of AUVs

Fig. 9.6. Simulation of two AUVs estimating the center of mass of a neutral dye
tracer (courtesy of D. Stilwell, Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University)

9.4 Conclusions

In this Chapter a very quick overview on control strategy for multiple AUVs is
given. The so called kinematic control has been detailed reporting simulation
results. Some preliminary experimental results, performed at the Virginia
Tech University have been shown.

Some interesting issues concern fault tolerant capabilities of the platoon,
scalability of the algorithm, and local sensing aspects.co
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10. Concluding Remarks

“Cheshire-cat —Alice began— would you tell me, please, which way I ought
to go from here?”. “That depends a good deal on where you want to get to”,
said the cheshire-cat.

Lewis Carroll, “Alice’s adventures in wonderland”.

The underwater environment is hostile, the communication is difficult
and external disturbances can strongly affect the dynamics of the system
involved in the mission. Moreover, the sensing devices are not fully reliable
in the underwater environment. This is particularly true for the positioning
sensors. The vehicle actuating systems, usually composed of thrusters, is
highly nonlinear and subject to limit cycles. Some very simple operations for
a ground robotic system, such as to hold its position can become difficult for
UVMSs. This difficulty dramatically increases for complex missions.

Moreover, also if one wants to neglect the technical difficulties and focus
on the mathematical model he deals with characteristics difficult to handle.
The equations of motion are coupled and nonlinear; the hydrodynamic effects
are not completely known leading to the practical impossibility to identify
the dynamic parameters. Together with the complexity of the mathematical
model this is a serious obstacle versus the implementation of model-based
control laws.

In this framework, the control of the UVMS must be robust , in a wide
sense, reliable and of simple implementation. With this in mind the techniques
for motion and force control of UVMSs needs to be developed.

The kinematic control approach is important for accomplishing an auto-
nomous robotic mission. Differently from industrial robotics, where an off-line
trajectory planning is a possible approach, in case of unknown, unstructured
environment, the trajectory has to be be generated in real-time. The possible
occurrence of kinematic singularities, thus, is not avoided with a task space
control law . Moreover, UVMSs are usually redundant with respect to the gi-
ven task; a kinematic control approach, thus, can exploit such a redundancy.

The motion control of UVMSs must deal with the strong constraints di-
scussed along the book. In this work, different approaches were discussed.
Control of an underwater robotic system can not be reduced at the sole
translation of similar approaches designed for ground-fixed manipulator; as
an example, it is interesting to stress the results achieved in Chapter 3: certain

G. Antonelli: Underwater Robots, 2nd Edition, STAR 2, pp. 237–238, 2006.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006
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238 10. Concluding Remarks

control laws devoted at the study of 6-DOFs dynamic control of the vehicle
can deteriorate the transient due to a wrong adaptive or integral action. In
the Author’s opinion, this result is particularly significant.

The following step needs to be the experimental validation of the several
control laws developed for UVMSs and tested only in simulation.

Nec plus ultra.
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A. Mathematical models

A.1 Introduction

This Appendix reports the parameters of the different mathematical models
used along the book. For all the models the gravity vector, expressed in the
inertial frame, and the water density are given by:

gI = [ 0 0 9.81 ]T m/s
2

ρ = 1000 kg/m
3
.

A.2 Phoenix

The data of the vehicle Phoenix, developed at the Naval Postgraduate School
(Monterey, CA, USA), are given in [145]. These have been used as data of
the vehicle carrying a manipulator with 2, 3 and 6 DOFs in the simulations
of the dynamic control laws.

L = 5.3 m vehicle length
m = 5454.54 kg vehicle weight

rBG = [ 0 0 0.061 ]
T

m

rBB = [ 0 0 0 ]
T

m
W = 53400 N
B = 53400 N
Ix = 2038 Nms2

Iy = 13587 Nms2

Iz = 13587 Nms2

Ixy = −13.58 Nms2

Iyz = −13.58 Nms2

Ixz = −13.58 Nms2

where:

IOb
=

 Ix Ixy Ixz
Ixy Iy Iyz
Ixz Iyz Iz

 .

The inertia matrix, including the added mass terms, is given by:

G. Antonelli: Underwater Robots, 2nd Edition, STAR 2, pp. 239–245, 2006.
© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2006
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240 A. Mathematical models

Mv =


6.019 · 103 5.122 · 10−8 −1.180 · 10−2

5.122 · 10−8 9.551 · 103 3.717 · 10−6

−1.180 · 10−2 3.717 · 10−6 2.332 · 104

−3.200 · 10−5 −3.802 · 102 −1.514 · 10−4

3.325 · 102 −3.067 · 10−5 2.683 · 103

−6.731 · 10−5 −4.736 · 102 −4.750 · 10−4

. . .

. . .

−3.200 · 10−5 3.325 · 102 −6.731 · 10−5

−3.802 · 102 −3.067 · 10−5 −4.736 · 102

−1.514 · 10−4 2.683 · 103 −4.750 · 10−4

4.129 · 103 1.358 · 101 8.467 · 101

1.358 · 101 4.913 · 104 1.357 · 101

8.467 · 101 1.357 · 101 2.069 · 104

 .

The hydrodynamic derivatives are given by:

Xp|p| = 2.8 · 103 Xq|q| = −5.9 · 103 Xr|r| = 1.6 · 103

Xpr = 2.9 · 102 Xu̇ = −5.6 · 102 Xωq = −1.5 · 104

Xvp = −2.2 · 102 Xvr = 1.5 · 103 Xv|v| = 7.4 · 102

Xω|ω| = 2.4 · 103

Yṗ = 47 Yṙ = 4.7 · 102 Ypq = 1.6 · 103

Yqr = −2.6 · 103 Yv̇ = −4.1 · 103 Yup = 2.2 · 102

Yr = 2.2 · 103 Yvq = 1.8 · 103 Yωp = 1.7 · 104

Yωr = −1.4 · 103 Yv = −1.4 · 103 Yvω = 9.5 · 102

Zq̇ = −2.7 · 103 Zp|p| = 51 Zpr = 2.6 · 103

Zr|r| = −2.9 · 103 Zω̇ = −1.8 · 104 Zuq = −1 · 104

Zvp = −3.6 · 103 Zvr = 3.3 · 103 Zuω = −4.2 · 103

Zv|v| = −9.5 · 102

Kṗ = −2 · 103 Kṙ = −71 Kpq = −1.4 · 102

Kqr = 3.5 · 104 Kv̇ = 47 Kup = −4.3 · 103

Kur = −3.3 · 102 Kvq = −2 · 103 Kωp = −51
Kωr = 5.5 · 103 Kuv = 2.3 · 102 Kvω = −1.4 · 104

Mq̇ = −3.5 · 104 Mp|p| = 1.1 · 102 Mpr = 1 · 104

Mr|r| = 6 · 103 Mω̇ = −2.7 · 103 Muq = −2.7 · 104

Mvp = 4.7 · 102 Mvr = 6.7 · 103 Muω = 7.4 · 103

Mv|v| = −1.9 · 103

Nṗ = −71 Nṙ = −7.1 · 103 Npq = −4.4 · 104

Nqr = 5.6 · 103 Nv̇ = 4.7 · 102 Nup = −3.3 · 102

Nur = −6.3 · 103 Nvq = −3.9 · 103 Nωp = −6.7 · 103

Nωr = 2.9 · 103 Nuv = −5.5 · 102 Nvω = −2 · 103

On the sway, heave, pitch and yaw degree of motion the damping due to
the vortex shedding is also considered. By defining as b(x) the vehicle breadth
and h(x) the vehicle height this term is modeled as a discretized version of
the following:
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A.3 Phoenix+6DOF SMART 3S 241

Y = −1

2
ρ

nose

tail

Cdyh(x)(v + xr)2 + Cdzb(x)(ω − xq)2
(v + xr)

Ucf (x)
dx

Z =
1

2
ρ

nose

tail

Cdyh(x)(v + xr)2 + Cdzb(x)(ω − xq)2
(ω − xq)

Ucf (x)
dx

M = −1

2
ρ

nose

tail

Cdyh(x)(v + xr)2 + Cdzb(x)(ω − xq)2
(ω + xq)

Ucf (x)
xdx

N = −1

2
ρ

nose

tail

Cdyh(x)(v + xr)2 + Cdzb(x)(ω − xq)2
(v + xr)

Ucf (x)
xdx

where the cross-flow velocity is computed as:

Ucf (x) = (v + xr)2 + (ω − xq)2.

In the simulations h(x) and b(x) have been considered constant, in detail
h(x) = 0.5 m and b(x) = 1 m. Finally, Cdy = Cdz = 0.6.

A.3 Phoenix+6DOF SMART 3S

The vehicle, whose model is widely known and used in literature [127, 145],
is supposed to carry a SMART-3S manipulator manufactured by COMAU
whose main parameters are reported in Table A.1.

Table A.1. mass [kg], Denavit-Hartenberg parameters [m,rad], radius [m], length
[m] and viscous friction [Nms] of the manipulator mounted on the underwater ve-
hicle

mass a d θ α radius length viscous frict.

link 1 80 0.15 0 q1 −π/2 0.2 0.85 30

link 2 80 0.61 0 q2 0 0.1 1 20

link 3 30 0.11 0 q3 −π/2 0.15 0.2 5

link 4 50 0 0.610 q4 π/2 0.1 0.8 10

link 5 20 0 −0.113 q5 −π/2 0.15 0.2 5

link 6 25 0 0.103 q6 0 0.1 0.3 6

The manipulator is supposed to be mounted under the vehicle in the
middle of its length, the vector positions of the origin of the frames i − 1
to frame/center-of-mass/center-of-buoyancy of link i are not reported for
brevity. The dry friction has not been considered to avoid chattering behavior
and increase output readability. All the links are modeled as cylinders. Their
volumes, thus, are computed as δi = π ∗ Li r

2
i , where Li and ri are the link

lengths and radius, respectively. The modeling of the hydrodynamic effects,
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242 A. Mathematical models

using the strip theory, benefit from the simplified geometric assumption on
the link shapes [127, 256].

For each of the cylinder the mass is computed as:

M i =


mi + ρδi 0 0

0 mi + ρδi 0
0 0 mi + 0.1mi

∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗

. . .

∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗
∗ ∗ ∗

Ix,i + πρL3
i r

2
i /12 0 0

0 Iy,i + πρL3
i r

2
i /12 0

0 0 Iz,i

 ,

where the link inertia are given in Table A.2. In this case, the cylinder length
is considered along the zi axis.

Table A.2. Link inertia [Nms2] of the manipulator mounted on the underwater
vehicle

Ix,i Iy,i Iz,i Ixy,i Ixz,i Iyz,i

link 1 100 30 100 0 0 0

link 2 20 80 80 0 0 0

link 3 2 0.5 2 0 0 0

link 4 50 9 50 0 0 0

link 5 5 4 5 0 0 0

link 6 5 5 3 0 0 0

The linear skin and quadratic drag coefficients are given by Ds = 0.4 and
Cd = 0.6, respectively. The lift coefficient Cl is considered null.

A.4 ODIN

The mathematical model of ODIN, an AUV developed at the ASL, University
of Hawaii, has been used to test several, experimentally validated, control laws
([34, 35, 83, 216, 232, 233, 251, 320]):
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A.5 9-DOF UVMS 243

r = 0.3 m vehicle radius
m = 125 kg vehicle weight

rBG = [ 0 0 0.05 ]
T

m

rBB = [ 0 0 0 ]
T

m
W = 1226 N
Ix = 8 Nms2

Iy = 8 Nms2

Iz = 8 Nms2

Ixy = 0 Nms2

Iyz = 0 Nms2

Ixz = 0 Nms2

The buoyancy B is computed considering the vehicle as spherical. The
hydrodynamic derivatives are given by:

Xu̇ = −62.5 Xu|u| = −48

Yv̇ = −62.5 Yv|v| = −48

Zω̇ = −62.5 Zω|ω| = −48

Kp = −30 Kp|p| = −80

Mq = −30 Mq|q| = −80

Nr = −30 Nr|r| = −80

It can be observed that a diagonal structures of the matrices MA and D
is obtained.

According to simple geometrical considerations, the following TCM is
observed:

Bv =


s −s −s s 0 0 0 0
s −s −s −s 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −1 −1 −1 −1
0 0 0 0 l1s l1s −l1s −l1s
0 0 0 0 l1s −l1s −l1s l1s
l2 −l2 l2 −l2 0 0 0 0


with s = sin(π/4), l1 = 0.381 m and l2 = 0.508 m.

A.5 9-DOF UVMS

Details of the mathematical model of the vehicle carrying a 3-link manipu-
lator used in the simulations of the interaction control chapter can be found
in [231], its main characteristics are reported in the following. The vehicle
considered is a box of 2 × 1 × 0.5 m characterized by:
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L = 2 m vehicle length
m = 1050 kg vehicle weight

rBG = [ 0 0 0 ]
T

m

rBB = [ 0 0 0 ]
T

m
W = 10300 N
B = 7900 N
Ix = 66 Nms2

Iy = 223 Nms2

Iz = 223 Nms2

Ixy = 0 Nms2

Iyz = 0 Nms2

Ixz = 0 Nms2

The hydrodynamic derivatives are given by:

Xu̇ = −307

Yv̇ = −1025

Zω̇ = −1537

Kṗ = −12

Mq̇ = −36

Nṙ = −36

The drag coefficient is given by Cd = 1.8. All the hydrodynamic effects
have been computed by assuming a regular shape for the vehicle and the link
(a box and a cylinder, respectively).

In Tables A.3 and A.4 the mass, length, radius and inertia of the 3-link
manipulator carried by the vehicle are reported.

Table A.3. mass [kg], length [m] and radius [m] of the 9-DOF UVMS

mass length radius

link 1 33 1 0.1

link 2 19 1 0.08

link 3 12 1 0.07co
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Table A.4. Link inertia [Nms2] of the 3-link manipulator mounted on the under-
water vehicle

Ix,i Iy,i Iz,i Ixy,i Ixz,i Iyz,i

link 1 11 11 1.65 0 0 0

link 2 6.3 6.3 0.75 0 0 0

link 3 4 4 .4 0 0 0
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